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ABSTRACT 
Maize germplasm used in the central-U.S. Corn Belt is comprised of a small portion of the 
germplasm available; however, the importance of these exotic sources of germplasm has long 
been known, as they possess diversity that is essential to overcome abiotic and biotic stresses.  
The main reason for not utilitzing exotic germplasm is the difficulty of adapting these sources of 
germplasm.  This thesis investigates two pre-breeding methods used to adapt exotic maize 
germplasm and the effects of these methods on altering the main adaption trait of flowering time.  
A selection mapping experiment was used to investigate flowering time in populations adapted 
through recurrent mass selection, while association analysis is used to investiage flowering time 
in doubled haploid lines adapted through back-crossing.  Many flowering related genes were 
found within regions of selection in the selection mapping experiment, while only a few genes 
were found in regions identified through asssocation analysis.  Little was found in common 
between the two approaches.  The experiments conducted resulted in many additional questions 
and future studies will be conducted to further understand the adaptation of exotic maize 
germplasm.   
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CHAPTER ONE   
GENERAL INTRODUCTION 
 
Goals and Objectives 
Maize (Zea mays ssp. mays L.) is a genetically diverse crop species that offers useful genetic 
variation that is important for all breeding programs in order to continue crop improvement.  
However, as early as the 1950’s, Brown (1953) and Wellhausen (1956) noted that only 
approximately 2% of the world’s maize germplasm was being used.  Relatively little emphasis 
was placed by the public sector on introducing tropical germplasm to widen the U.S. germplasm 
pool (Pollak, 2003).  Hallauer and Carena (2014) theorized that the addition of such germplasm 
could possess better characteristics for some traits than that of the 100% temperate germplasm 
currently being used in the Midwest Corn Belt.  To date, the International Maize and Wheat 
Improvement Center (CIMMYT), the USDA-ARS Germplasm Enhancement of Maize (GEM) 
project, and a few public sector maize breeding programs are working to adapt exotic and unique 
germplasm for use in the temperate Midwestern Corn Belt region.  Flowering time is the main 
trait that impacts adaptability of germplasm in target areas and the primary concern, with light 
quality, intensity, and photoperiod appearing to be the main environmental factors involved 
(Austin et al, 2001).  Common methods to accomplish this are through the use of pre-breeding, 
using artificial selection and backcross methods.  Artificial selection methods are desirable if 
100% exotic adapted germplasm is needed.  Backcrossing exotic donor germplasm to temperate 
germplasm, however, will result in lines with a lower amount of exotic germplasm, but the 
process is much quicker than the artificial selection method.   
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The general goals of this research are to characterize exotic maize that has been adapted to the 
Midwest Corn Belt through artificial selection and backcrossing methodology.  Emphasis was 
placed on discovering casual loci that could be used by the GEM project, with the underlying 
goal of the creation of lines with reduced cycle times and with greater contributions of exotic 
germplasm.  Characterization was carried out both phenotypically and genotypically.  
Phenotypic characterization was performed across multiple locations and years.  Genotypic 
analysis included genome-wide association studies (backcrossing method) and selection mapping 
(artificially selected populations). 
Three tropical landraces, Tusón (Hallauer, 1999), Tuxpeño (Hallauer, 1994), and Suwan-1 
(Hallauer, 1994) were used as the sources of exotic germplasm that has undergone artificial 
selection.  All landraces were adapted to the Midwest Corn Belt through recurrent mass selection 
on the basis of early female flowering.  Two hundred-fifty-two backcross one (BC1F1) derived 
doubled haploid (DH) lines from the GEM and Iowa State programs were used as the backcross 
method of introgression.  Current and novel mapping techniques were used to identify loci 
associated with flowering time in maize.  The knowledge gained from these experiments could 
serve as a basis to perform simulation studies to determine the optimal introgression method for 
exotic germplasm.  This knowledge can be used to adapt exotic germplasm, which can then be 
used as a source of allelic diversity, and thus harness the richness of diversity in exotic 
germplasm. 
General Overview 
Maize improvement is important in order to deal with challenges in production due to changes in 
the environment, society, management practices, and resource availability.  Increasing genetic 
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diversity is thus essential when considering the current and predicted changes in climate and the 
world’s ever increasing population size.  Exotic maize sources can be used to increase diversity 
and provide genetic variation needed by plant breeders to address these issues, as standing 
genetic variation has been shown to have higher adaptation potential if the rate of environmental 
change is faster rather than slow (Matuszewski et al., 2015).   
Exotic maize includes sources that are not adapted to the target environment or that have not 
received significant breeding efforts within specific environments (Whitehead et al. 2006).  The 
potential usefulness of exotic maize sources and the allelic diversity it offers was greatly ignored 
until the 1970’s in the United States.  Goodman (1985) attributed the Southern Leaf Blight 
epidemic as the inspiration that led to this change.  Ullstrup (1972) reported that the quick 
recovery from this destructive pathogen was due to the ability to rapidly identify and mobilize 
genetic diversity.  Even with an influx of diversity, however, genetic diversity in the United 
States commercial germplasm base remains low (Darrah and Zuber, 1986; Mikel, 2011; Mikel 
and Dudley, 2006).   
The GEM program is a public and private sector collaboration with the goals of incorporating 
elite tropical and sub-tropical germplasm into the U.S. maize germplasm via introgression with 
private sector inbred lines (Lee and Tracy, 2009).  For the southern United States, GEM lines 
generally contain 50% exotic germplasm; while for the northern region, GEM lines contain 25% 
exotic germplasm.  However, according to Tarter et al. (2004), as much as 85% of the donor 
alleles can be lost for some loci.  This is most likely due to the deleterious effects of these loci, 
but nevertheless, the intense negative phenotypic selection pressure on these deleterious alleles 
can also lead to the loss of valuable alleles due to linkage drag or genetic hitchhiking.  
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Maize Flowering Time 
Flowering time and photoperiod effects tend to be agreed upon as the underlying challenges in 
adaption of exotic maize.  For example, the ability of maize to flower under increasing day-
lengths is conceivably the single most important variable that led to its extensive and rapid 
movement to northern environments.  This suggests photoperiod sensitivity as the more 
important variable in domestication over flowering time. 
Tropical maize and teosinte (Zea mays ssp. parviglumis L.), maize’s evolutionary predecessor, 
are known as short-day plants, which require a minimum period of 12 hours of darkness in order 
to initiate flowering (Allison and Daynard, 1979).  According to Ribaut et al. (1996) and Campos 
et al. (2006), the development of this sensitivity resulted in better synchronized flowering time 
with the cool, rainy seasons in the environments in which maize was first domesticated; 
however, when grown in northern latitudes, long summer days delay flowering (Allison and 
Daynard, 1979; Warrington and Kanemasu, 1983) and killing frosts can inhibit the production of 
viable offspring.  Temperate maize, which is predominately grown in the US Corn Belt, is 
essentially photoperiod insensitive, meaning these plants flower in both long and short day 
lengths (Yang et al., 2013).  This is an important trait of maize, which is a monoecious crop, 
because the timely transition from vegetative to reproductive growth phase is of vast importance.  
Both the male and the female inflorescences must emerge and be receptive during the same time 
period to ensure that the plants are pollinated.  If either the male or the female inflorescence 
emerges too late, pollination will not take place.  If both inflorescences emerge too late, it 
becomes possible that the plant may not finish grain fill and maturation before fall frost events.  
The effects of increasing photoperiod have been studied on the development of both the male 
and female inflorescences in several maize landraces, inbreds, and hybrids.  Hunter et al. (1974) 
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used increasing day length intervals of 10 to 20 hours and found that increasing day length led to 
the delayed emergence of the tassel in temperate germplasm.  Allison and Daynard (1979) 
conducted a similar experiment to study ear initiation and reported results showed delayed 
initiation of the ear when day lengths were increased. 
Traits such as flowering time, which is the most important trait in the control of the plants 
demand for resources (Dong et al., 2012), have complex genetic architecture.  Brown et al. 
(2011), defines genetic architecture of a complex trait as the number, effect size, frequency, and 
gene action of the quantitative trait loci (QTL) that affect it.  After the completion of the maize 
genome sequence (Schnable et al., 2009), the capability to understand the genetic architecture of 
flowering time was greatly advanced.  Many studies have looked at flowering traits in maize to 
explain its genetic architecture.  A large number of QTL studies have been performed.  For 
example, in a study performed by Buckler et al. (2009), 5,000 recombinant inbred lines (RILs) 
were used to identify QTLs associated with flowering time.  This study suggested that a simple 
additive model accurately predicts flowering time in maize, in contrast to the genetic model 
observed in the selfing plants species Oryza sativa (Asian rice) and Arabidopsis, where large 
effects have been noted (Grazzani et al., 2003; Méndez-Vigo et al., 2013).  However, homologs 
from many of these genetic controls found from other species had been found in maize.  More 
recent studies have found candidate genes, for which more than 30 have been identified as casual 
candidate genes affecting flowering time (Dong, et al., 2012), using various genomic tools.  
Nevertheless, a larger number of flowering time QTLs have been identified than candidate genes 
(Coles et al., 2010).    
The genetic architecture of photoperiod response, however, is less well understood.  It is 
believed to be a simpler trait when compared to flowering time (Wang et al., 2008; Coles et al., 
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2010; Wang et al., 2010; Coles et al., 2011; Zhang et al., 2011; Yang et al., 2013), with relatively 
few QTL explaining the genetic variation.  This hypothesis is supported by Hallauer and Carena 
(2014), who describe adapting tropical and sub-tropical germplasm using mass selection and a 
high (less than 5%) selection index.  It can be speculated that flowering time allele frequencies 
were altered alongside photoperiod response alleles, suggesting flowering time as a much 
simpler trait.  As with flowering time, however, allelic effects at these QTL varied greatly (Coles 
et al., 2011; Hung et al., 2012; Yang et al., 2013), indicating the importance of characterizing 
these alleles.  Coles et al. (2011) and Hung et al. (2012) have found in some instances, tropical 
lines carrying alleles that accelerate flowering time.  Coles et al. (2011) also reported the absence 
of epistasis between photoperiod QTLs, but the limited nature of the germplasm used in this 
study does not rule out the possibility of epistasis.    
Pre-breeding and Artificial Selection 
Populations undergoing selection have expected allele frequency changes (Wright, 1931).  Pre-
breeding, a type of artificial selection, is defined as the introduction, adaptation, evaluation, and 
improvement of germplasm for future use (Hallauer and Carena, 2009; Hallauer and Carena 
2014).  Mass selection and recurrent selection are artificial selection methods used in pre-
breeding methodology.  For pre-breeding to be effective long-term goals must be made and 
followed; however, according to Hallauer and Carena (2014), long-term goals are difficult to 
adhere to in current times due to limited public program funding.  Nevertheless, recently 
renewed interest has led to the use of artificially selected germplasm for the investigation of 
allele frequency changes, known as selection mapping (e.g. Stuber and Moll, 1972; Akey et al., 
2002; Wisser et al., 2008; Beissinger et al., 2014). 
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Selection mapping is accomplished by comparing allele frequencies from the pre- and post-
selection populations.  In earlier studies (Stuber and Moll, 1972; Wisser et al., 2008), allele 
frequency changes were compared using an established set of candidates or a small number of 
random loci (Beissinger et al., 2014).  However, with the increasing power of SNP detection 
methods and DNA sequencing, selection mapping can be extended to the entire genome, 
allowing for characterization of allelic variants on a larger scale.  Identifying such variants is of 
interest, as the roles of genes and allelic variants that confer phenotypic changes within 
populations can be localized to potentially selected sites.   
Association Mapping 
Linkage disequilibrium (LD), or gametic phase disequilibrium, is defined as the degree of non-
random associations between alleles at different loci and can be calculated by the equation:  
D= pAB – pApB, 
where pAB is the observed frequency of gamete AB; pA and pB are the frequency of the allele A 
and B, respectively.  A more relevant measure of LD based on identification of  SNPs or 
haplotypes significantly associated with phenotypic trait variation is r2 (Hill and Robertson, 
1968; Zhu et al., 2008).  The r2 value can be calculated as: 
r2 = D2 / pApapBpb 
Association mapping takes advantage of LD.  This is desirable because LD due to linkage is the 
net result of all recombination events that occurred in a population since the origin of an allele by 
mutation, providing a greater opportunity for recombination to take place between any two 
closely linked loci than what is in linkage analysis (Zhu et al., 2008).  Also, LD across a genome 
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determines mapping resolution.  LD decay over a large distance will lead to low mapping 
resolution, but requires fewer markers when compared to LD that has decayed over a smaller 
distance and requires a larger number of markers. 
Two types of association mapping are commonly used in plants, candidate-gene and genome-
wide.  Candidate-gene association mapping is used to dissect complex traits by using only 
selected relevant candidates based on previous findings from genetic, biochemical, or physiology 
studies and is very useful for well understood pathways (Yu and Buckler, 2006).  For complex 
traits without well understood pathways, genome-wide association mapping can be used.  The 
advantages of the latter method are that the entire genome serves as the candidate and markers 
can be fit across the entire genome to identify loci affecting the trait of interest. 
Rationale and Significance 
By the middle of the century, the human population is expected to stabilize at 10 billion (Cohen, 
2003), substantially higher than today’s population of 7.1 billion (U.S. Census Bureau, viewed 2 
Oct 2016).  Not only does this lead to higher direct consumption of grains such as maize, but 
recent increases in meat consumption in the developing world and the use of maize in biofuels 
have led to a massive spike in demand that will need to be accounted for (Fischer et al., 2005).  
Due to environmental degradation and resource depletion, new sources of germplasm will need 
to be introduced into the commercial maize breeding population to increase the yield per acre 
and add yield stability (Ray et al., 2013), as additional acres for production are limited.  Climate 
change has many side effects including localized and regional droughts, floods, and the global 
movement of tropical diseases and pests further away from the tropics.  The effects of hotter, 
drier summers were seen in 2003, when a heat wave across Europe led to a decrease in grain 
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yields by as much as 36% (Federoff et al., 2010).  If yield losses like this were to occur in the 
U.S. Corn Belt, the results could be incredibly harmful to food exports, with poorer countries 
affected first.  In order to rapidly and affordably address issues as they arise, identifying and 
mobilizing alleles from exotic maize populations requires the ability to grow these populations in 
higher temperate latitudes.  The proposed studies aim to explain the movement of exotic 
germplasm to these higher latitudes.  Identifying alleles controlling flowering time and 
photoperiod sensitivity will allow for additional genetic diversity to be brought into the U.S. 
Corn Belt region, thus leading to the possibility of identifying/discovering new or rare alleles 
responsible for traits that effect grain yield.   
Organization of the thesis 
This thesis contains three chapters that in preparations for publication (Chapter 2-4).  An overall 
conclusion chapter is listed at the end of the thesis (Chapter 5) and summarizes the findings of all 
research related chapters.  Each research related chapter contains its own abstract and 
introduction, therefore, the thesis abstract and general introduction were restricted to key topics.     
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CHAPTER TWO 
SELECTION SIGNATURES IN THREE EXOTIC MAIZE POPULATIONS: 
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Abstract 
The genetic and ecological factors that shaped the postdomestication spread of maize across the 
Americas rely heavily on adaptive flowering traits.  We investigated the effects of latitudinal 
change in maize by using three exotic populations that have been previously adapted to the U.S. 
Corn Belt through artificial selection for early flowering.   These populations and their derivative 
cycles of selection were genotyped using genotyping-by-sequencing technology and GBS data 
were analyzed using a novel Bayesian outlier test to detect genomic regions that had undergone 
selection.  A total of 1368 genomic regions were found, averaging 252 kb in size.  Two hundred-
thirty-one flowering related candidate genes were found within these genomic regions.  Many of 
these genes were in genomic regions identified by all three studied populations.   We found that 
little gene diversity was lost and that the majority of selection acted upon standing variation, with 
less than 1% of the identified SNPs reaching fixation due to selection.   
Introduction  
Incorporating unique sources of exotic germplasm into elite maize (Zea mays) is a difficult task 
as these germplasm sources are generally not adapted to latitudinal changes (Ducrocq et al. 
2008; Hung et al. 2012; Yang et al. 2013).  Flowering time in maize is one of the most important 
adaptive traits that has led to the domestication and spread of maize (Li et al. 2016).  Flowering 
time is also important in determining local adaptation, and is one of the largest issues that must 
be overcome to locally adapt maize.  The model organism Arabidopsis thaliana has been used to 
identify hundreds of flowering time genes and aided in explaining the overall regulatory system 
controlling flowering time (Grazzani et al. 2003; Izawa et al. 2003; Jung and Müller 2009; 
Brachi et al. 2010; Méndez-Vigo et al. 2013), with much of these findings contributing to the 
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understand of maize flowering time.  Maize flowering time itself has been extensively studied 
(Buckler et al. 2009; Romay et al. 2013; Li et al. 2016) and shown to be highly quantitative trait 
(Buckler et al. 2009).  Maize is a diverse species (Wright et al.  2005), which adds to the 
difficulty of explaining variation found in maize flowering time.  Understanding of flowering 
time is important, as the majority of maize diversity is currently not in use in the U.S. Corn Belt 
region due to the lack of adaptation (Pollak 2003; Salhuana and Pollak 2006).  This is not, 
however, a new problem.  As early as the 1950’s, Brown (1953) and Wellhausen (1956) noted 
that only approximately 2% of the world’s maize germplasm was being used.  Exotic germplasm 
offers unique genetic resources that could aid in increasing production and overall quality of 
maize (Salhuana and Pollak 2006; Hallauer and Carena 2014).   
Traditionally, flowering studies in maize and other crops have been carried out using linkage and 
linkage disequilibrium (LD) mapping techniques (Buckler et al. 2009; Romay et al. 2013).  
Recently, selection mapping in maize has risen in popularity, yielding a variety of studies across 
multiple traits (Stuber and Moll 1972; Wisser 2008; Beissinger et al 2014; Hirsch et al 2014; 
Lamkey and Lorenz 2014; Gerke et al. 2015).  In earlier selection mapping studies (Stuber and 
Moll, 1972; Wisser et al., 2008), allele frequency changes were compared using an established 
set of candidates or a small number of random loci (Beissinger et al., 2014).  However, with the 
rising popularity of SNP detection methods and DNA sequencing, selection mapping can be 
extended to the entire genome, allowing for characterization of allelic variants on a larger scale 
(Luikart et al. 2003; Nadeau and Jiggins 2010).  Identifying such variants is of interest, as the 
roles of genes and allelic variants that confer phenotypic changes within populations can be 
localized to potentially selected sites (Parts et al. 2011; Beissinger et al. 2014).  Several reviews 
have been conducted to discuss the advantages and disadvantages of the different types of 
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molecular markers available for studying population genetics (Brito and Edwards 2008; Diniz-
Filho et al. 2008).  Sequence based SNPs were found to have major limitations that included 
lower diversity due to the four possible allelic states and low mutation rates (Reitzel et al. 2013); 
however, the advantages of SNPs outweighed the pitfalls.  The main advantage of using 
sequence based SNPs is the ability to screen thousands of polymorphisms throughout the entire 
genome (Narum et al. 2013).   
Herein, we use selection mapping based techniques, paired with genotyping-by-sequencing 
(GBS) (Elshire et al. 2011), to aid in the understanding of flowering time and its role in adapting 
exotic maize populations to the U.S. Corn Belt region.  The three exotic maize populations used 
have undergone adaptation through artificial selection (Hallauer 1994; Hallauer and Carena 
2016).  The objectives of the study were to: 1) phenotypically characterize derivative cycles of 
selection from each of the three studied populations, with attention given to flowering related 
traits, 2) conduct a selection mapping study using existing and novel statistical approaches to 
identify regions of the genome that have undergone selection, and 3) identify flowering related 
candidate genes that fall within regions identified in (2).  Accomplishing these three objectives 
allows us to ask the overall questions: 1) are common regions of the genome being selected upon 
across the three populations studied, and 2) what are the flowering related candidate genes within 
these common regions.  Answering these questions allows for greater understanding of 
latitudinal adaptation of maize and serves as a basis for future studies targeting more efficient 
adaptation of un-adapted maize to the U.S. Corn Belt and other regions.   
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Methods 
Germplasm and Phenotyping  
Three populations formed of primarily exotic germplasm, Tusón (Teixeira et al. 2015; Hallauer 
and Carena 2016), Tuxpeño (Hallauer 1994), and Suwan-1 (Hallauer 1994), and their derivative 
cycles were used as germplasm sources.  Tusón is comprised of five different Tusón germplasm 
accessions.  However, the true identity of two of these five accessions are debated (see Teixeira 
et al. 2015 and Hallauer and Carena 2016 for a description of debated accessions).  The five 
accessions were intermated for a single generation to form Tusón Composite.  Tuxpeño is 
comprised of three different accessions: 1) Tuxpeño Cr.IC20, Tuxpeño Crema I after 20 cycles 
of selection for shorter plant height (Johnson et al. 1986), 2) Tuxpeño PB x Resistant  P. sorghi, 
Tuxpeño Crema Cycle 17 crossed with a population resistant to Puccinia sorghi Schw. (common 
rust), and 3) Compuesto Selección Precoz, a composite population (containing Tuxpeño 
germplasm) that had been selected for earlier flowering.  All accessions were intermated for a 
single generation to form Tuxpeño Composite.  Suwan-1 is a sample of Suwan-1(S)C6 (PI 
439741), that was developed in Thailand and is comprised of 36 different maize germplasm 
sources (Sriwatanapongse et al. 1993).  These three populations have undergone pre-breeding for 
adaptation to the U.S. Corn Belt by predominately selecting early flowering of the female 
inflorescences, using stratified mass selection techniques (Gardner 1961).  Pre-breeding methods 
for Suwan-1 and Tuxpeño Composite were conducted by planting approximately 20,000 kernels 
to an isolation field and selecting approximately 500 of the plants with the earliest silk 
emergence (Hallauer and Carena 2016).  This seed was used as the source for the next cycle and 
the above process was repeated until the flowering time was deemed appropriate for the central 
U.S. Corn Belt region.  Pre-breeding selection for Tusón differed as only 8,000 to 10,000 kernels 
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were planted each cycle and 300 to 500 plants with the earliest emerging silks were selected 
(Hallauer and Carena 2016).  Additionally, plants were selected for plant and ear height, lodging 
resistance, and resistance to Ustilago maydis (common smut) (Hallauer and Carena 2016).  Five 
cycles of selection were carried out for Tuxpeño Composite and Suwan-1, with cycles 5 being 
released as BS28 and BS29, respectively (Hallauer 1994).  Selection for Tusón was carried out 
for 11 cycles of mass selection, with 207 S1 ears (S0=F2) from cycle 11 comprising the final 
increase for BS39 (Hallauer and Carena 2016).   
Four-hundred kernels from Tuxpeño Composite Cycle 1, 3, and 5, Suwan-1 Cycles 1, 3, and 5, 
and Tusón Cycles 1, 3, 5, 7, and 9 were obtained and increased in 2012.  A sib-mating scheme 
was used so that every plant was used as a male or female only once, for a period of 
approximately two weeks to ensure genetic representation from the earliest and the latest 
flowering plants.  Harvested ears were dried, individually shelled, and balanced bulks were made 
for each cycle within the three populations.   
A randomized complete block design with three replications, utilizing four–row plots and 18 
kernels per row was used for field evaluation for a single location in 2013 and two locations in 
2014.  Five plants from each of the middle of the four-row plots were tagged for note taking and 
leaf tissue sampling.  Using this approach, data and leaf tissue samples from 180 individual 
plants for each cycle of each population were collected.  Leaf tissue was collected prior to 
flowering and was freeze dried.  Primary notes include days to anthesis and days to silking (see 
Supporting Information Table S1 for complete list of traits, abbreviations, and the measurement 
scales used).  Days to anthesis and silking were then converted to growing degree units (GDUs), 
calculated as (Tmax + Tmin)/2 – Tbase, where Tmax is the maximum daily temperature up to 30°, at 
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which point, Tmax is set to 30°, Tmin is the minimum daily temperature down to 10° degrees, at 
which point it is set to 10°, and Tbase is 10°.  All temperatures are reported in degrees Celsius.   
Analyses of the phenotypic data was conducted using the linear model Yijklmn = µ + Ei + R(E)ij + 
Pk + (EP)ik + Tl  + (PT)kl + L(PRE)ijkm + N(LPRE)ijklm + εijklmn, where µ is the intercept, Ei is the 
effect of environment i, R(E)ij is the effect of replicate block j within environment i, Pk is the 
effect of pedigree k (population*cycle), (EP)ik is the interaction of environment i with pedigree k, 
Tl is the effect of row type l (interior or exterior plot row), (PT)kl is the interaction of row type l 
with pedigree k, L(PRE)ijkm is the effect of plot m within pedigree k, replicate block j, and 
environment i, N(LPRE)ijkmn is the effect of row number n within plot m, pedigree k, replicate 
block j, and environment i, εijklmno is the residual error.  Fixed effects included pedigree, row 
type, and their interaction.  All other effects were considered random.  Analyses of all traits was 
conducted with SAS software (SAS Institute Inc. 2013), utilizing the REPEATED statement to 
account for the heterogeneity that exists due to pedigree in the R matrix covariance structure.   
Phenotypic trait correlations were calculated using Pearson’s product-moment correlation 
coefficient (r) in package Hmisc (Harrell et al. 2015) in R (R Core Team 2014) within 
populations using raw phenotypic data.  Trait LS-means were obtained from trait analyses in 
SAS (SAS Institute Inc. 2013), with minimum, maximum, difference, and standard deviation 
(SD) being calculated from raw phenotypic data in Hmisc (Harrell et al. 2015).  Empirical 
distributions for GDUSLK were constructed for derivative cycles within each population (Fig. 1) 
to show response to selection.   
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Genotyping 
Large amounts of overlap were noted in empirical distributions for GDUSLK (Fig. 1).  Due to 
this overlap, cycle 3 from Tuxpeño Composite and Suwan-1 and cycle 3, 5, and 7 from Tusón 
Composite were dropped from consideration for genotyping.  To determine individuals to 
genotype from the remaining cycles, studentized conditional residuals from the SAS (SAS 
Institute Inc. 2013) analysis of GDUSLK were examined.  The 54 most extreme residuals from 
each cycle (corresponding to the 27 earliest and 27 latest flowering plants) were chosen for 
genotyping.  In total, 108 individuals were genotyped for Suwan-1 and Tuxpeño Composite, 
while 162 individuals were genotyped for Tusón Composite.   
Freeze dried tissue from selected plants was sent to the Cornell University Genomic Diversity 
Facility for DNA extraction and genotyping.  Genotyping was performed using GBS, as 
described by (Elshire et al. 2011).  GBS utilizes the restriction enzyme ApeKI, which is 
methylation sensitive and allows non-repetitive regions to be targeted, in conjunction with 
Illumina sequencing technology.  For this experiment, genotypic data was obtained using 96 
sample multiplexes per Illumina flow cell, sequenced twice to achieve the desired 48 sample 
multiplexes.  Raw GBS sequence data was processed by the Buckler Lab for Maize Genetics and 
Diversity into SNP genotypes, as described in Glaubitz et al. (2014).   
Additional filtering was conducted on the files obtained in TASSEL 5.0 (Bradbury et al. 2007).  
Loci with missing data amounts greater than 10% and individuals with greater than 10% missing 
data were removed.  Unassigned SNPs and SNPs with more than two alleles were removed.  The 
Thin Sites By Position option in TASSEL (Bradbury et al. 2007) was used to remove SNPs 
closer than 10 bp.  Allele frequencies were calculated by dividing the number of times a 
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particular allele is observed in a population by the total number of times any allele is observed in 
the population at that position.  SNPs with major allele frequencies greater than 0.95 in the latest 
flowering population being compared (i.e. the population being selected upon), were removed as 
they carry little information about F-statistics due to their high sampling variance (Beaumont and 
Nichols 1996; Whitlock and Lotterhos 2015). 
Population Analyses 
Files were converted to the necessary format using PGDSpider v. 2.1.0.3 (Lischer and Excoffier 
2012) to allow for analyses in multiple programs.  R (R Core Team, 2014) program 
HIERFSTAT (Goudet 2005) was used to obtain estimates of observed heterozygosity (HO), 
gene diversity (HS), FIS and FST.  HO and HS were calculated according to Nei (1987) and FIS and 
Fst were calculated as described by Weir and Cockerham (1984) (See Supporting Information 
for equations and descriptions).  R was used to construct 95% confidence intervals (CI) for HO, 
HS, FIS, and FST, based on the t-distribution.  pegas (Paradis 2010) was used to test for Hardy-
Weinberg Equilibrium using chi-squared tests.  Bonferroni correction was applied to these tests 
with a family-wise error rate of 0.05.  Linkage disequilibrium (LD) was calculated in TASSEL 
5.0 (Bradbury et al. 2007) for each chromosome.  r2 values were obtained and averaged by 
distances of 10, 100, 1000, 10,000, 100,000, 1,000,000, and 10,000,000 bp for each 
chromosome.  These averages were again averaged across all chromosomes for visualization of 
LD decay.  Averaging and visualization was conducted in R (R Core Team 2014).  The effective 
population size (Ne) was calculated in two manners.  The first was ௘ܰ = 4ܰ௠ ௙ܰ/(ܰ௠ + ௙ܰ), 
where Nm is the number of mating males and Nf is the number of mating females (Hallauer et al. 
2010).  Tuxpeño Composite and Suwan-1 were assumed to have Nm = 20,000 and Nf = 500 
(Hallauer 1994), while Tusón Composite was assumed to have Nm = 10,000 and Nf = 500 
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(Hallauer and Carena 2016) for this approach.  The second method uses regression of marker 
based inbreeding coefficients, as described by Decker et al. (2012).  Inbreeding coefficients are 
obtained by subtracting 1 from the diagonals of a genomic relationship matrix produced in 
GAPIT (Lipka et al. 2012), following VanRaden (2008) estimation method.  Inbreeding 
coefficients are then regressed against the cycle of selection. The slope of the regression line, or  
∆ܨ, can be used to estimate Ne by inverting the equation ∆ܨ = 1/2 ௘ܰ, as described by Falconer 
and Mackay (1996).   
Outlier Analyses 
Comparisons between derivative cycles are as follow: 1) Suwan-1 cycle 1/cycle 5, 2) Tuxpeño 
Composite cycle 1/cycle 5, 3) Tusón Composite cycle 1/cycle 5, 4) Tusón Composite cycle 5 / 
cycle 9, and 5) Tusón Composite cycle 1/cycle 9.  A Bayesian outlier test under the null selection 
(genetic drift) model was developed in R (R Core Team, 2014) based on major allele 
frequencies.  For clarification, notation is as follows: p1, the major allele frequency in the 1st 
cycle; p5, the major allele frequency in the 5th cycle (also applies to the 9th cycle of Tusón 
Composite); n1, major allele count in the 1st cycle; n5, major allele count in the 5th cycle; N1, 
total allele count in the 1st cycle; N5, total allele count in the 5th cycle; and n5|p1, probability 
distribution for n5, given the value of p1.   
The objective of the outlier test was to assess the likelihood under the null selection model of 
obtaining the n5 counts given the n1 counts.  To calculate this likelihood, we require both the 
propagation probabilities, Pr(n5|p1), and the posterior distribution of the initial allele 
frequencies, Pr(p1|n1).  Under the null model, the propagation of the major allele follows iterated 
binomial distributions.  Reflecting the study design, p2 follows from p1 such that 1000(p2) has 
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a Binomial (1000, p1) distribution.  Likewise, 1000(p3) given p2 follows a Binomial (1000, p2) 
distribution, and so on through p5 (or p9).  In turn, the count of major alleles sampled in the fifth 
cycle, n5, is a random sample from Binomial (N5, p5).  Given these assumptions, we can use 
matrix algebra to calculate Pr(n5|p1) for any possible initial allele proportion p1. 
We calculate the distribution of p1|n1 using Bayes’ Rule: Pr(p1|n1) = Pr(n1| p1)   Pr(p1) / 
Pr(n1), where Pr(n1) = ׬ Pr(݊1| ݌1 = ݌)   Pr(݌1 = ݌) d݌ଵ଴ .  Bayes’ Rule requires us to provide 
a prior distribution for the major allele frequency, Pr(p1).  Because we had initial allele counts 
for over ~100,000 loci, we assumed the count distribution of ݊1/ܰ1 gave a good approximation 
for Pr(p1).  We smoothed the ݊1/ܰ1 counts by fitting them to a beta distribution, and we binned 
the beta distribution into 1000 equal intervals, thus obtaining a discrete approximation for Pr(p1) 
to use in matrix calculations.  Finally, we obtain the probability distribution for n5|n1 by 
marginalizing out p1: Pr(n5|n1) = ∑ Pr(݊5|݌1)   Pr(݌1|݊1)௣ଵ , from which we derive posterior 
credible intervals and p-values.  A Bonferroni family-wise error rate of 0.05 was then applied.   
FST values were estimated for within cycle comparisons, which included, Suwan-1 cycles 1 and 
5, Tuxpeño Composite cycles 1 and 5, and Tusón Composite cycles 1, 5, and 9, using the late 
flowering and early flowering groups as the two subpopulations for comparison.  SNPs were 
declared outliers if their FST value was above the lower boundary of the 95% CI calculated for 
the significant SNPs identified in the Bayesian outlier test.  This was done for each population.  
In the case of Tusón Composite, all significant SNPs from the three between-cycle tests were 
used to calculate CI’s.  Using this approach, the FST threshold was determined to be 0.2445, 
0.2262, and 0.2044 for Suwan-1, Tusón Composite, and Tuxpeño Composite, respectively.   
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Candidate markers under selection 
Candidate markers identified from outlier tests were compared to the maize B73 RefGen_v2 
reference genome (Schnable et al. 2009), using MaizeGDB (Andorf et al. 2015).  Regions 
around SNPs were defined by determining the distance at which LD decayed below r2 = 0.2.  A 
final LD decay distance of 100 kb was decided upon.  First, an upper and lower boundary was 
defined around each outlier SNP by adding and subtracting the defined 100 kb threshold.  If 
regions overlapped or were within 1 estimated LD decay distance, they were grouped into a 
single region.  A composite file was made containing all significant regions.  These regions were 
again grouped if overlap was noted.  These regions served as boundaries when searching for 
candidate genes.  Emphasis was given to flowering and flowering related candidate genes, as 
selection in the three populations was performed for flowering traits, and flowering time is the 
most important trait to overcome in adapting exotic germplasm.  Flowering and flowering related 
candidate genes screened included those previously published by Chen et al. (2012), 
Danilevskaya et al. (2008), Dong et al. (2012), Hung et al. (2012), and Li et al. (2016), which 
exceeded 900 flowering related genes.     
Results 
Field performance  
Substantial changes in flowering time from earliest to latest cycles of selection across all three 
populations were noted.  Differences of 11.1, 19.6, and 6.9 days for DAPSLK were seen for 
Suwan-1, Tusón Composite, and Tuxpeño Composite, respectively (Table 2).  Table 2 presents 
trait means for 20 recorded traits.  Trait minimum, maximum, differences, and SD are listed in 
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Table S2-S21.  Correlations between traits with GDUSLK are listed in Table 3.  GDUSHD, 
DAPSHD, DAPSLK, and ASI were all significantly correlated (P<0.001) with GDUSLK.   
Population genetic analyses 
All individuals of the populations were genotyped for 955,690 SNPs.  The majority of the SNPs 
discarded were due to missing data, where ~825,000 of the SNPs were discarded.  SNPs were 
removed if allele frequencies were greater than or equal to 0.95, the number discarded for this 
reason ranged from 2258 for the Suwan-1 cycle 1 comparison, to 14201 for the Suwan-1 cycle 
1/cycle5 comparison.  All other comparisons discarded fewer than 5360 SNPs.  The remaining 
discarded SNPs were removed if within 10 bp of the next SNP.  Final SNP counts by comparison 
are shown in Table 1.  Chi-squared tests for Hardy Weinberg equilibrium showed many SNPs 
were not in equilibrium, with over 50% of the evaluated markers falling outside the Bonferroni 
corrected threshold (Table 1).   
Reductions in HO were found to consistently decrease from earliest to latest cycles of selection 
within a given population (Table 4).  When comparing cycles 1 to 5 for Suwan-1 and Tuxpeño 
Composite and cycles1, 5, and 9 of Tusón Composite, the 95% CI’s did not overlap for HO, 
showing this small difference was significant.  FIS values also increased from earliest to latest 
cycle of selection, without overlap of 95% CI’s.  HS values had no clear directional change due 
to the selection (Table 4), with overlapping 95% CI’s.    FST estimates showed little 
differentiation between subpopulations within a comparison, as all values were close to 0.   
Estimates of Ne differed between the two methods of estimation used.  Suwan-1 and Tuxpeño 
Composite had the same estimates of Ne using method 2 (1951.22), as the number of mating 
males and females were the same for these two populations during the selection process.  
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Tuxpeño Composite had a larger Ne estimate using the regression based method (1339.41), while 
Suwan-1 had a much smaller estimate (748.17).  Tusón Composite had a Ne estimate of 1904.76 
using method 2, but 200.24 using method 1.  Table 5 shows estimates of Ne, as well as the 
number of mating male, females, and estimates of F, the inbreeding coefficient.   
Outlier SNPs and flowering candidate genes 
Number of significant SNPs and regions are listed in Table 6.  Across all comparisons, 3388 
outlier SNPs were identified in 1858 regions (see Table S22 for region boundaries and size).  
Suwan-1 cycle 1 within cycle comparison resulted in the fewest outlier SNPs with 10.  Suwan-1 
cycle1/cycle5 comparison had the highest number of outlier SNPs with 1275 in 599 different 
regions.  When regions from all comparisons were assembled into the overall composite file, 
1368 unique regions remained (Table S23).  Three hundred-forty-three of these regions were 
identified by more than one comparison.  These unique regions span over 345 Mb, or 
approximately 15% of the 2.3 Gb maize genome (Schnable et al. 2009), spanning all 10 maize 
chromosomes.  Chromosome 1 had the largest area showing evidence of selection, with over 88 
Mb showing selection signals, and chromosome 4 had the smallest selected region, of 14 Mb.  
Very few SNPs within these regions reached fixation, with less than 1% of the identified outlier 
SNPs reaching fixation.   
Based on Chen et al. (2012), Danilevskaya et al. (2008), Dong et al. (2012), Hung et al. (2012), 
and Li et al. (2016), a total of 919 flowering related candidate genes, including homologs from 
other plants and cloned genes, were compared to the 1368 outlier regions identified.  A total of 
230 of these genes and vgt1 (Salvi et al. 2007) were found to fall within the identified outlier 
regions (Table S23).  Thirty of these regions contained more than one flowering candidate gene, 
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while the remaining 201 regions contained a single candidate gene.  Interestingly, 95 of these 
candidate genes were found in regions identified by more than a single comparison.  Candidate 
genes identified include, but are not limited to, id1 (Colasanti et al. 1998; Wong and Colasanti 
2007), eight CONSTANS-like candidates (col2, col8, col11, col12, col14, ZmCCT, 
GRMZM2G159996, and GRMZM2G148772) (Yilmaz et al. 2009; Hung et al. 2012; Yang et al. 
2013), seven PEBP candidates (PEBP3, PEBP5, PEBP7, PEBP8, PEBP10, PEBP18, and 
PEBP19) (Izawa et al. 2003), and gi1 (Miller et al. 2008). 
Discussion 
In this study, we have performed one of the first selection mapping experiments that utilized 
GBS (Elshire et al. 2011) to examine the genome-wide effects of adapting exotic germplasm to 
the Midwest U.S. Corn Belt.  Our study used novel statistical approaches that identified regions 
undergoing selection, indicating evidence of strong selection in regions containing flowering 
related candidate genes.  The results highlight the application of GBS in population genetics, and 
aid in the overall understanding of adapting exotic germplasm.  Additionally, these results may 
serve as a basis for future hypotheses directed at understanding adaptation and the complexity of 
flowering time in maize.   
Heterozygosity, Ne, differentiation, and outlier SNPs 
The importance of heterozygosity and its relationship to selection mapping has been outlined by 
Wiener and Pong-Wong (2011), where changes in heterozygosity were used as a means of 
detecting outlier loci.  In the current study, changes in HO, however small, were statistically 
different, even though changes in HS did not mirror these reductions.  FIS values, another measure 
of heterozygosity, increased and were also statistically different.  Durrett and Schweinsberg 
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(2004) explain that reductions in HO between pre- and post-sweep levels can be drastically 
altered, while Kelly et al. (2013) show that it is likely that an increase in HO is likely if selection 
drives allele frequencies to more intermediate levels or if the selected variant is positively 
associated with rare variants in the region; however the degree of change is highly dependent on 
initial allele frequencies and Ne (Kelly et al. 2013; Beissinger et al. 2014).  Our findings show 
that HO levels changed very little throughout the selection process in both the selected and 
unselected regions where HO levels within these two regions were found to be similar.  In the 
three studied populations, large Ne’s were found.  The regression based estimation method 
produced estimates of slope that were near zero and positive.  Near zero slope estimations 
indicate the small change in HO and the positive slope indicates that there was a slight reduction 
in overall heterozygosity.  Even in Tusón Composite, where the smallest Ne was found, only 
small changes in HO were noted, suggesting that large sample sizes were maintained through the 
selection process for all three studied populations.   
Population FST values were found to be near zero, indicating little differentiation between 
populations compared.  It was hypothesized that due to the large phenotypic differences seen 
from the field study, that differentiation would be seen, as indicated by high FST values.  Over 
15% of the genome was selected for based on our findings; however, relative changes in allele 
frequencies were small, with less than 1% of the SNPs identified reaching fixation.  This 
indicates that though selection was strong, it was not strong enough to drive alleles to fixation 
(Beissinger et al. 2014) over the selection process.  This is in agreeance with the soft-sweep 
model (Innan and Kim 2004; Hermisson and Pennings 2005; Przeworski et al. 2005; Beissinger 
et al. 2014; Hirsch et al. 2014).   Hermission and Pennings (2005) and Beissinger et al. (2014) 
explain that a soft-sweep is expected to display a smaller genomic footprint when contrasted to a 
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hard-sweep.  Outlier regions had a mean size of 250 kb, which is near the LD boundary size 
declared, which is in agreeance with the soft-sweep model.  Due to the nature of a soft-sweep 
and how it can alter allele frequencies, lack of differentiation between cycles of selection can be 
explained, as well as only minor changes being seen in HO.   
Flowering related candidate genes 
Table S23 shows the 230 candidate genes that were identified by the 201 outlier regions.  
Ninety-five of these genes did possess a Zm gene ID, as indicated from MaizeGDB (Andorf et al. 
2015); however, they did have transcript hits to Arabidopsis and rice related to flowering time 
regulation (data not shown due to size of tables needed to show this data).  A single major 
genetic component, vgt1 (Salvi et al. 2007), which regulates flowering time in maize was found 
in an outlier region identified on chromosome 8.  vgt1 is located 70 kb upstream of RAP2.7, 
which has been shown to have large effects on flowering time in maize by Salvi et al. (2007) and 
Ducrocq et al. (2008).  RAP2.7 is an APETALA2-like transcription factor.  APETALA2 has been 
shown in Arabidopsis to regulate flowering time and floral organ identity by regulating 
FLOWERING LOCUS T (Aukerman and Sakai 2003; Colasanti and Muszynski 2009; Mathieu et 
al. 2009).  Fourteen APETALA2 transcription factors were found in our study and include abi2, 
abi8, abi36, abi40, ereb6, ereb24, ereb26, ereb77, ereb114, ereb161, ereb185, ereb186, 
ereb197, and ereb212.  APETALA2-like genes are involved in the aging pathway in transitioning 
from juvenile to reproductive stages of the plant’s life cycle (Strable et al. 2008; Dong et al. 
2012).   
A related candidate gene zap1, an APETALA1-like transcription factor was also found.  
APETALA1 is a MADS box transcription factor, that is regulated by the FLOWERING LOCUS 
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D-FLOWERING LOCUS T complex and is believed to be responsible for triggering floral 
development (Danilevskaya et al. 2011).  APETALA1-like genes are involved in the activity for 
the integration of floral induction or repression signals, as well as the activating genes that 
control floral organ identity (Fornara et al. 2010; Dong et al.  2012).  GRMZM2G061515 and 
GRMZM2G366873, which are homologous to FLOWERING LOCUS D in Arabidopsis 
(Bomblies and Doebley 2006) was found as an integrator-like candidate gene.  zlf2, a homolog of 
Arabidopsis LEAFY, has been shown to greatly affect floral transition through effecting floral 
identity genes (Bomblies et al. 2003).     
FLOWERING LOCUS T and TERMINAL FLOWER1, which is comprised of 
phosphatidylethanolamine-binding (PEBP) proteins in maize (Izawa et al. 2002; Li et al. 2016), 
play an important role in flowering regulation and photoperiodic effects in maize (Danilevskaya 
et al. 2008; Dong et al, 2012).  FLOWERING LOCUS T-like genes zcn8, zcn9, zcn18, and zcn19, 
as well as TERMINAL FLOWER1-like genes zcn3 and zcn5 were found in the current study.  
Also, MOTHER OF FT AND TFL1-like gene zcn10 was found on chromosome 3.  MOTHER OF 
FT AND TFL1 has been shown in Arabidopsis to accelerate flowering through overexpression 
analysis (Yoo et al.  2004).   
CONSTANS proteins directly influence the transcription of FLOWERING LOCUS T genes in 
Arabidopsis (Suárez-López et al. 2001) and maize (Miller et al. 2008; Li et al. 2016).  Eight 
CONSTANS-like genes were found and are col2, col8, col11, col12, col14, ZmCCT, 
GRMZM2G159996, and GRMZM2G148772 (Yilmaz et al. 2009; Hung et al. 2012; Yang et al. 
2013).  ZmCCT is the most studied CONSTANS-like gene in our findings, and it has been shown 
to greatly effect flowering time and environmental sensitivity in maize (Li et al. 2016), as well as 
substantial photoperiodic effects (Hung et al. 2012).   
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Gibberellin can affect FLOWERING LOCUS T through regulation of gene expression (Osnato et 
al., 2012; Song et al., 2012; Li et al., 2016), as well as affect climatic adaptation in maize 
(Camus-Kulandaivelu et al. 2006).  d9, a homolog to Arabidopsis GIBBERELLIC ACID 
INSENSITIVE, is one of the major dwarfing genes contributing to the increase in the harvest 
index in the green revolution (Lawit et al. 2010) was located in an identified outlier region.  
ga2ox1 and kn1, were also found located within an identified outlier regions and are closely 
related.  ga2ox1 encodes a protein enzyme that inactivates gibberellin.  kn1 regulates ga2ox1 by 
negatively regulating the accumulation of gibberellins (Bolduc and Hake 2009).  In addition, two 
MYELOBLASTOSIS-like transcription factors, myb74 and myb98, were found.  These two genes 
positively regulate the expression of gibberellin biosynthesis gene, ga20ox1 (Song et al. 2012).   
Light is an important signal from the environment that implicates flowering time of plants 
(Markelz et al. 2003; Sheehan et al. 2004; Dong et al. 2012).  Pytochrome genes phyA2 and 
phyC1 were found.  These genes are primarily red/far-red photoreceptors and are associated with 
temperate maize’s reduction in light response.  Circadian clock control, which is light related in 
the terms of day and night cycling, has been shown to be important in flowering time in maize.  
Light harvesting genes lhcb2, lhcb6, and lhcb7 were identified.  These genes are involved in 
photosystem II, which is the first protein complex in light dependent reactions of photosynthesis, 
and can regulate the amounts of light harvested in land plants (Pietrzykowska et al. 2014).  
Another circadian clock related gene, gi1, which is homologous to Arabidiopsis GIGANTEA, 
was found.  Bendix et al. (2013) have shown that gi1 mutants flowered earlier than non-mutants 
under long-day conditions, with no effect being noted in short-day conditions.  They also note 
that the FLOWERING LOCUS T-like gene, zcn8, and the CONSTANS-like gene, conz1, were 
upregulated in mutants, resulting in the earlier flowering under long-day conditions.   
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Common Outlier Regions 
The germplasm used to find flowering-related candidate genes in maize is very important 
because genetic effects can differ across different genetic backgrounds (Li et al. 2016).  In our 
study, 230 flowering related candidate genes were located within identified outlier regions.  
Sixty-one of these candidate genes were located within regions identified from two populations, 
and 15 candidate genes were identified from regions of all three populations.  Candidate genes 
found within outlier regions from two or three of the studied populations are more likely to have 
genetic effects across a larger range of germplasm.  An example would be lg1, a SQUAMOSA 
PROMOTER BINDING PROTEIN-like (Wu et al. 2009) aging pathway gene, was located within 
an overlapping region from all three studied populations.  lg1 and other candidate genes located 
within common outlier regions serve as the best candidates to assist in the rapid introgression of 
exotic germplasm into elite, temperate lines.   
Conclusions 
In summary, the results presented here suggest a complex involvement of many flowering related 
candidate genes for the adaptation of exotic germplasm to the U.S. Corn Belt.  The latitudinal 
change that allowed for adaptation in the three studied populations fit the complex gene 
regulatory models that have been proposed (Dong et al. 2012).  However, the nature of many of 
these genes suggests that their interactions may allow for adaptation to take place in less time 
than the mass selection method used to adapt the three studied populations.  For example, phyC1, 
a light transduction gene, was found to be located in outlier regions from comparisons of Suwan-
1 cycle 1 with cycle5, Tusón Composite cycle1 with cycle9, and Tuxpeño Composite cycle 1 
with cycle 5, would be a likely candidate for further evaluation, as it was shown to have effects 
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in all of the studied populations.  The ease of adapting this germplasm to latitudinal change 
suggests that the addition of marker-assisted selection to identify male and female parents for 
mating would aid in developing a more rapid approach for adapting such germplasm.  With the 
continuation in reduction of costs for genotyping, this is a plausible addition to the simplified 
mass selection approach that was used.  The phenotypic data recorded from these three 
populations also indicate the possibility of such an approach as vast differences were seen 
between early and later flowering groups within cycles of selection.   Validation of these 
candidate genes effects on flowering time adaptation would be needed to implement a rapid 
adaptation approach, as well as care given to maintaining the useful diversity that these exotic 
maize populations harness. 
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Tables and Figures 
Table 1:  Number of SNP markers and individuals retained for each comparison, and the number 
of SNPs not in Hardy Weinberg Equilibrium.   
Population Comparison Individuals  SNPs HWE 
Suwan-1 
C1  54  72184 34007 
C5  54  81537 38427 
C1C5 108  78967 47588 
Tusón Composite 
C1  54  75891 39195 
C5  53  78296 35983 
C9  53  76624 37235 
C1C5 107  83175 51422 
C5C9 106  81682 48024 
C1C9 107  82806 52431 
Tuxpeño Composite 
C1  54  93136 45839 
C5  52  88362 44673 
C1C5 106 100864 63094 
HWE, Hardy Weinberg Equilibrium
  
Table 2: Trait means of 20 recorded phenotypic traits for studied derivative cycles of selection for three exotic maize populations.   
Population Cycle AELN ASI BELN BZ CD DAPSHD DAPSLK ED EH EL 
Suwan-1 
1 6.8 -36.8 16.1 16.6 27.6 84.2 87.3 45.2 156.9 16.8 
3 6.6 -30.4 15.2 16.3 27.6 80.3 82.9 45.1 147.7 17.2 
5 6.6 -22.2 13.7 15.2 27.1 74.1 76.2 44.9 130.1 17.7 
Tusón Composite 
1 6.7 -72.1 18.6 19.5 25.5 89.7 95.9 41.7 214.8 16.5 
3 6.5 -59.9 17.4 18.4 26.0 84.7 90.0 42.8 187.8 16.5 
5 6.3 -52.3 16.5 17.3 25.7 82.3 86.8 42.6 178.0 16.0 
7 6.3 -38.7 15.5 16.9 26.7 77.5 81.1 44.2 156.9 16.6 
9 6.0 -29.3 14.1 15.6 26.4 73.5 76.3 43.6 130.5 15.6 
Tuxpeño Composite 
1 6.6 -43.6 14.5 15.2 26.0 74.7 78.8 43.5 126.4 16.3 
3 6.3 -46.1 12.7 14.2 25.4 70.3 74.4 41.7 105.8 15.7 
5 6.1 -32.5 12.6 13.8 25.1 68.9 71.9 41.6 101.8 15.8 
AELN, above ear leaf number; ASI, growing degree units between anthesis to silking interval; BELN, below ear leaf number; BZ, branching zone; CD, cob 
diameter; DAPSHD, days after planting to 50% anthesis; DAPSLK, days after planting to silk emergence; ED, ear diameter; EH, ear height; EL, ear length
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Table 2 continued: Trait means of 20 recorded phenotypic traits for studied derivative cycles of selection for three exotic maize 
populations.   
Population Cycle ELL ELW GDUSHD GDUSLK GRNWT PH SL TBN TL TLN 
Suwan-1 
1 104.7 10.3 893.5  929.5 141.0 261.0 22.8 20.9 39.3 22.9 
3 102.1 10.4 849.8  879.5 147.0 247.0 23.1 20.5 39.5 21.8 
5 102.1 10.6 781.7  803.9 148.4 233.7 25.1 18.9 40.3 20.3 
Tusón Composite 
1   95.7   9.3 956.1 1027.2 111.3 320.1 21.1 28.8 40.5 25.4 
3   95.2   9.1 899.3  958.3 124.5 289.7 23.3 26.5 41.6 23.9 
5   95.2   9.0 872.1  923.6 119.0 276.0 23.4 24.5 40.8 22.7 
7   95.5   9.4 820.4  858.8 140.0 255.8 22.7 23.9 39.7 21.8 
9   96.0   9.6 776.1  805.3 128.4 229.5 23.3 22.8 38.9 20.1 
Tuxpeño Composite 
1 100.5 10.1 789.7  832.7 133.8 231.2 25.4 21.1 40.6 21.1 
3   98.4   9.3 739.6  784.5 116.4 213.1 26.6 18.9 40.7 19.0 
5   96.7   9.4 723.0  756.3 122.8 210.3 26.1 18.5 39.8 18.6 
ELL, upper most ear leaf length; ELW, upper most ear leaf width; GDUSHD, growing degree units accumulated to 50% anthesis; GDUSLK, growing degree 
units accumulated to silk emergence; GRNWT, weight of grain per plant; PH, plant height; SL, tassel main spike length; TBN, tassel branch number; TL, total 
tassel length; TLN, total leaf number
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Table 3: Pearson’s product-moment correlation coefficient (r) of silking growing degree units with 19 other traits for three exotic 
maize populations.   
Population Cycle AELN ASI BELN BZ CD DAPSHD DAPSLK ED EH EL 
Suwan-1 
1 0.21* -0.76** 0.09 -0.09 -0.20* 0.67** 0.90** -0.42** 0.03 -0.34** 
3 0.33** -0.59** 0.30** -0.03 -0.15 0.69** 0.88** -0.25** 0.19 -0.21* 
5 0.22* -0.69** 0.16 -0.14 -0.24* 0.51** 0.84** -0.30** 0.14 -0.08 
Tusón 
Composite 
1 0.31** -0.71** 0.12 -0.17 -0.11 0.73** 0.93** -0.33** 0.41** -0.22* 
3 0.13 -0.70** 0.23* -0.05  0.02 0.49** 0.88** -0.08 0.22* -0.34** 
5 0.05 -0.65** 0.36**  0.06 -0.19 0.58** 0.88** -0.26** 0.33** -0.26** 
7 0.17 -0.77** 0.24**  0.19 -0.21* 0.51** 0.88** -0.28** 0.23* -0.29** 
9 0.11 -0.73** 0.26**  0.25  0.01 0.50** 0.86** -0.14 0.37** -0.14 
Tuxpeño 
Composite 
1 0.22* -0.73** 0.40**  0.02 -0.06 0.53** 0.92** -0.12 0.27** -0.10 
3 0.15 -0.77** 0.30**  0.08 -0.33** 0.34** 0.89** -0.40** 0.18 -0.29** 
5 0.27 -0.69** 0.21*  0.06 -0.11 0.26** 0.81** -0.21** 0.13 -0.06 
AELN, above ear leaf number; ASI, growing degree units between anthesis to silking interval; BELN, below ear leaf number; BZ, branching zone; CD, cob 
diameter; DAPSHD, days after planting to 50% anthesis; DAPSLK, days after planting to silk emergence; ED, ear diameter; EH, ear height; EL, ear length
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Table 3 continued: Pearson’s product-moment correlation coefficient (r) of silking growing degree units with 19 other traits for three 
exotic maize populations.   
Population Cycle ELL ELW GDUSHD GRNWT PH SL TBN TL TLN 
Suwan-1 
1 -0.01 -0.40** 0.83** -0.42** 0.07 -0.21* 0.07 -0.22* 0.22* 
3 -0.07 -0.36** 0.86** -0.31** 0.14 -0.36** 0.18 -0.29** 0.43** 
5 0.09 -0.21* 0.78** -0.13 0.02 -0.01 -0.13 -0.11 0.27** 
Tusón Composite 
1 0.12 -0.45** 0.83** -0.48** 0.41** -0.08 -0.19 -0.17 0.33** 
3 -0.06 -0.28** 0.72** -0.38** 0.05 -0.10 0.03 -0.11 0.27** 
5 -0.01 -0.33** 0.77** -0.36** 0.23** -0.22* 0.23* -0.11 0.35** 
7 -0.11 -0.40** 0.77** -0.40** 0.16 -0.17 0.23* 0.01 0.32** 
9 0.22* -0.34** 0.81** -0.21* 0.21* -0.14 0.16 0.04 0.29** 
Tuxpeño Composite 
1 0.11 -0.11 0.78** -0.12 0.19 0.07 -0.02 0.08 0.44** 
3 0.42** 0.05 0.70** -0.32** 0.07 -0.04 0.16 0.02 0.33** 
5 0.29** 0.02 0.63** -0.17 0.12 -0.19 0.09 -0.11 0.30** 
ELL, upper most ear leaf length; ELW, upper most ear leaf width; GDUSHD, growing degree units accumulated to 50% anthesis; GDUSLK, growing degree 
units accumulated to silk emergence; GRNWT, weight of grain per plant; PH, plant height; SL, tassel main spike length; TBN, tassel branch number; TL, total 
tassel length; TLN, total leaf number
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Table 4: Mean and 95% confidence intervals of HO, HS, FIS, and FST.   
Population Comparison HO (95% CI)  HS (95% CI) FIS (95% CI) FST (95% CI) 
Suwan-1 
C1 0.2770 (0.2761, 0.2779) 0.3782 (0.3773, 0.3791) 0.2564 (0.2545, 0.2583) 0.0043 (0.0041, 0.0046) 
C5 0.2748 (0.2739, 0.2756) 0.3787 (0.3778, 0.3795) 0.2630 (0.2613, 0.2648) 0.0099 (0.0096, 0.0102) 
C1C5 0.2460 (0.2452, 0.2468) 0.3574 (0.3566, 0.3583) 0.3003 (0.2986, 0.3019) 0.0409 (0.0405, 0.0413) 
Tusón 
Composite 
C1 0.2817 (0.2808, 0.2826) 0.3695 (0.3687, 0.3704) 0.2279 (0.2261, 0.2297) 0.0270 (0.0266, 0.0274) 
C5 0.2713 (0.2704, 0.2722) 0.3680 (0.3671, 0.3689) 0.2528 (0.2510, 0.2546) 0.0028 (0.0025, 0.0030) 
C9 0.2657 (0.2647, 0.2665) 0.3707 (0.3698, 0.3715) 0.2714 (0.2696, 0.2732) 0.0069 (0.0066, 0.0072) 
C1C5 0.2646 (0.2638, 0.2655) 0.3657 (0.3648, 0.3665) 0.2666 (0.2649, 0.2683) 0.0156 (0.0153, 0.0158) 
C5C9 0.2574 (0.2565, 0.2582) 0.3641 (0.3632, 0.3649) 0.2819 (0.2802, 0.2835) 0.0113 (0.0111, 0.0115) 
C1C9 0.2581 (0.2573, 0.2589) 0.3641 (0.3632, 0.3649) 0.2802 (0.2785, 0.2818) 0.0237 (0.0234, 0.0239) 
Tuxpeño 
Composite 
C1 0.2625 (0.2617, 0.2633) 0.3623 (0.3615, 0.3631) 0.2637 (0.2621, 0.2654) 0.0048 (0.0046, 0.0050) 
C5 0.2584 (0.2576, 0.2592) 0.3655 (0.3646, 0.3663) 0.2820 (0.2802, 0.2837) 0.0030 (0.0028, 0.0032) 
C1C5 0.2435 (0.2427, 0.2442) 0.3575 (0.3567, 0.3583) 0.3055 (0.3040, 0.3071) 0.0107 (0.0105, 0.0108) 
HO, observed heterozygosity; HS, gene diversity; FIS, inbreeding of a SNP within a subpopulation; FST, the inbreeding of a SNP in the 
subpopulation, relative to the overall population.  
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Table 5: Estimates of inbreeding effective population size for three exotic maize populations 
using two methods.   
Population Cycle 
Method 1 Method 2 
F Slope Ne Nf Nm Ne 
Suwan-1 1 0.2296 0.0007 748.17 500 20000 1951.22 5 0.2322 
Tusón 
Composite 
1 0.2223 0.0025 200.24 500 10000 1904.76 9 0.2423 
Tuxpeño 
Composite 
1 0.2433 0.0004 1339.41 500 20000 1951.22 5 0.2448 
F is the mean inbreeding coefficient across all individuals of a given cycle of selection.  Method 1 refers to the 
regression based approach, as described in the Methods.  Method 2 refers to the equation ௘ܰ =
ସே೑ே೘
ே೑ାே೘
, where Ne is 
the effective population size, Nf is the number of mating females, and Nm is the number of mating males.   
 
Table 6: Number of significant SNPs and regions found within each test. 
Population Comparison SNPs Regions 
Suwan-1 
C1 10 9 
C5 73 54 
C1C5 1275 599 
Tusón Composite 
C1 1047 513 
C5 36 26 
C9 89 63 
C1C5 187 135 
C5C9 63 49 
C1C9 326 207 
Tuxpeño Composite 
C1 96 74 
C5 67 54 
C1C5 119 75 
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Figure 1:  Empirical distributions of GDUSLK for studied derivative cycles for Suwan-1 (a), 
Tusón Composite (b), and Tuxpeño Composite (c).   
(a) 
(b) 
(c) 
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Figure 2: Linkage disequilibrium decay over distance (bp) across all individuals of Suwan-1 (a), 
Tusón Composite (b), and Tuxpeño Composite (c).  
(a) 
(b) 
(c) 
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APPENDIX 
SUPPORTING INFORMATION 
 
 Description of equations used. 
Observed heterozygosity (HO) (Nei 1987): 
ܪை = 1 − ෍ ෍ ௞ܲ௜௜/݊݌
௜௞
 
where: 
 Pkii is the proportion of homozygote I in sample k 
np is the number of samples 
Gene diversity (HS): 
ܪௌ =  ത݊/( ത݊ − 1)[1 − ෍ ݌పଶതതത −  ܪை/2 ത݊]
௜
 
where: 
 ࢔ഥ = ݊݌ ∑ 1/݊݇௞  
  ࢖ଙ૛തതത = ∑ ݌௞௜ଶ /݊݌௞  (Nei, 1987). 
FIS and FST (Weir and Cockerham 1984):  
ܽ =
ത݊
݊௖
{ݏଶ −
1
ത݊ − 1
൤݌̅(1 − ݌̅) −
ݎ − 1
ݎ
ݏଶ −
1
4
ℎത൨} 
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ܾ =
ത݊
ത݊ − 1
[݌̅(1 − ݌̅) −
ݎ
ݎ − 1
ݏଶ −
2 ത݊ − 1
4 ത݊
ℎത] 
ܿ =
1
2
ℎത 
where: 
 ࢔ഥ is the average sample size 
 ࢔ࢉ = ത݊ 
࢖ഥ is the average frequency of allele A 
࢙૛ is the sample variance of allele A frequencies over populations 
ࢎഥ is the average heterozygote frequency for allele A  
1 − ܨ௜௦ =
ܿ
ܾ + ܽ
 
 
ܨௌ் =
ܽ
ܽ + ܾ + ܿ
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Table S1:  List of phenotypic traits and their corresponding abbreviations.    
Trait Name Symbol Trait Description Scale 
Above ear leaf 
number 
AELN The number of leaves about the upper most ear count 
Anthesis-to-silking 
interval 
ASI The difference between anthesis GDUs and silking GDUs GDUs 
°C 
Below ear leaf 
number 
BELN The number of leaves below the upper most ear, including 
the upper most ear leaf 
count 
Branching zone BZ The difference in tassel length and spike length cm 
Cob diameter CD The diameter of the upper most ear, without kernels, at the 
midpoint 
mm 
Days after planting 
anthesis 
DAPSHD The number of days between planting and 50% pollen shed count 
Days after planting 
silking 
DAPSLK The number of days between planting and silk emergence count 
Ear diameter ED The diameter of the upper most ear, with kernels, at the 
midpoint 
mm 
Ear height EH The distance from the base of the plant to the node bearing 
the uppermost ear 
cm 
Ear length EL The distance from the base of the ear to the tip cm 
Ear leaf length ELL The distance from the ligule to the tip of the upper most ear 
bearing node   
cm 
Ear leaf width ELW The width of the upper most ear leaf at its widest point cm 
Anthesis GDU GDUSHD The GDUs accumulated from planting to 50% pollen shed GDUs 
°C 
Silking GDU GDUSLK The GDUs accumulated from planting to silk emergence GDUs 
°C 
Grain weight GRNWT Weight of grain from all ears of a plant, adjusted to 15% 
moisture 
g  
Plant height PH The distance from the base of the plant to the collar of the 
flag leaf 
cm 
Spike length SL The distance from the main tassel spike to the upper most 
tassel branch 
cm 
Tassel branch 
number 
TBN The number of tassel branch extruding from the tassel count 
Tassel length TL The distance from the lowest tassel branch to the tip of the 
tassel spike 
cm 
Total leaf number TLN The total number of leaves on the plant count 
cm, centimeters; GDUs °C, growing degree units from Celsius temperature; mm, millimeters
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Table S2: Summary statistics of above ear leaf number for three exotic maize populations. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Table S3: Summary statistics of anthesis to silking interval growing degree units for three exotic 
maize populations. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Table S4: Summary statistics of below ear leaf number for three exotic maize populations. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Population Cycle Mean Minimum Maximum Difference  SD 
Suwan-1 
1 6.8 5 9 4 0.8 
3 6.6 4 9 5 0.8 
5 6.6 5 9 4 0.8 
Tusón Composite 
1 6.7 4 9 5 0.9 
3 6.5 4 9 5 0.9 
5 6.3 4 9 5 0.9 
7 6.3 4 9 5 0.8 
9 6.0 4 8 4 0.8 
Tuxpeño Composite 
1 6.6 4 10 6 0.9 
3 6.3 5 9 4 0.8 
5 6.1 4 8 4 0.7 
Population Cycle Mean Minimum Maximum Difference  SD 
Suwan-1 
1 -36.8 -173.4 26.6 200.0 32.6 
3 -30.4 -147.6 43.5 191.1 27.4 
5 -22.2 -226.9 58.6 285.5 31.8 
Tusón Composite 
1 -72.1 -219.7   0.0 219.7 36.7 
3 -59.9 -211.3 33.7 244.9 33.3 
5 -52.3 -192.3 40.2 232.5 32.8 
7 -38.7 -244.8 12.1 256.8 34.1 
9 -29.3 -138.4 39.9 178.3 31.1 
Tuxpeño Composite 
1 -43.6 -254.5 26.3 280.8 42.5 
3 -46.1 -225.6 22.2 247.7 45.6 
5 -32.5 -248.6 54.7 303.3 41.1 
Population Cycle Mean Minimum Maximum Difference  SD 
Suwan-1 
1 16.1 13 19 6 1.1 
3 15.2 12 19 7 1.3 
5 13.7 9 17 8 1.4 
Tusón Composite 
1 18.6 7 22 15 1.7 
3 17.4 13 21 8 1.3 
5 16.5 13 20 7 1.4 
7 15.5 12 19 7 1.3 
9 14.1 11 17 6 1.2 
Tuxpeño Composite 
1 14.5 10 20 10 1.7 
3 12.7 9 17 8 1.4 
5 12.6 9 16 7 1.4 
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Table S5: Summary statistics of tassel branching zone (cm) for three exotic maize populations. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Table S6: Summary statistics of cob diameter (mm) for three exotic maize populations. 
 
 
 
 
 
Table S7: Summary statistics of the number of days after planting to 50% pollen shed for three 
exotic maize populations. 
 
 
 
 
 
Population Cycle Mean Minimum Maximum Difference  SD 
Suwan-1 
1 16.6 9 26 17 2.9 
3 16.3 9 29 20 3.3 
5 15.2 9 25 16 3.0 
Tusón Composite 
1 19.5 10 29 19 3.2 
3 18.4 11 30 19 3.2 
5 17.3 10 30 20 3.5 
7 16.9 9 26 17 3.2 
9 15.6 9 23 14 2.8 
Tuxpeño Composite 
1 15.2 3 26 23 3.0 
3 14.2 6 25 19 2.9 
5 13.8 8 27 19 3.1 
Population Cycle Mean Minimum Maximum Difference  SD 
Suwan-1 
1 27.6 20.4 33.6 13.2 2.6 
3 27.6 20.7 34.2 13.5 2.6 
5 27.1 19.8 33.5 13.7 2.8 
Tusón Composite 
1 25.5  9.8 35.4 25.6 4.1 
3 26.0 17.5 32.1 14.6 3.1 
5 25.7 15.5 35.5 20.0 3.0 
7 26.7 19.8 34.8 15.0 2.9 
9 26.4 17.8 34.7 16.9 2.8 
Tuxpeño Composite 
1 26.0 19.0 35.1 16.1 3.0 
3 25.4 16.3 33.4 17.1 3.0 
5 25.1 16.1 34.0 17.9 2.8 
Population Cycle Mean Minimum Maximum Difference  SD 
Suwan-1 
1 84.2 76 100 24 3.9 
3 80.3 67 95 28 3.9 
5 74.1 65 85 20 3.4 
Tusón Composite 
1 89.7 78 102 24 4.4 
3 84.7 73 94 21 3.4 
5 82.3 74 95 21 3.5 
7 77.5 67 88 21 3.4 
9 73.5 64 84 20 3.9 
Tuxpeño Composite 
1 74.7 65 87 22 4.4 
3 70.3 61 88 27 4.3 
5 68.9 61 77 16 4.2 
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Table S8: Summary statistics of the number of days after planting to silk emergence for three 
exotic maize populations. 
 
 
 
 
 
Table S9: Summary statistics of ear diameter (mm) for three exotic maize populations. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Table S10: Summary statistics of ear height (cm) for three exotic maize populations. 
 
 
 
 
 
Population Cycle Mean Minimum Maximum Difference  SD 
Suwan-1 
1 87.3 77 104 27 5.2 
3 82.9 71 100 29 4.6 
5 76.2 67 95 28 4.5 
Tusón Composite 
1 95.9 83 113 30 5.5 
3 90.0 80 103 23 4.3 
5 86.8 75 102 27 4.5 
7 81.1 70 99 29 4.7 
9 76.3 65 89 24 4.8 
Tuxpeño Composite 
1 78.8 67 98 31 5.6 
3 74.4 64 94 30 5.4 
5 71.9 61 90 29 4.5 
Population Cycle Mean Minimum Maximum Difference  SD 
Suwan-1 
1 45.12 34.6 53.1 18.5 3.4 
3 45.1 34.9 53.9 19.1 3.6 
5 44.9 33.6 53.6 20.0 4.0 
Tusón Composite 
1 41.7 28.7 53.9 25.2 5.0 
3 42.8 31.9 52.7 20.8 4.5 
5 42.6 32.3 58.2 26.0 4.4 
7 44.2 32.4 56.2 23.8 4.1 
9 43.6 28.6 56.8 28.2 4.5 
Tuxpeño Composite 
1 43.5 30.6 54.9 24.4 4.6 
3 41.7 28.2 51.0 22.8 4.6 
5 41.6 25.8 51.1 25.3 4.3 
Population Cycle Mean Minimum Maximum Difference  SD 
Suwan-1 
1 156.9 115 200 85 18.5 
3 147.7 90 190 100 22.0 
5 130.1 70 195 125 21.7 
Tusón Composite 
1 214.8 155 270 115 22.0 
3 187.8 140 240 100 18.1 
5 178.0 125 220 95 19.8 
7 156.9 100 215 115 19.8 
9 130.5 80 180 100 18.9 
Tuxpeño Composite 
1 126.4 80 180 100 23.2 
3 105.8 60 160 100 19.9 
5 101.8 60 160 100 18.6 
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Table S11: Summary statistics of ear length (cm) for three exotic maize populations. 
 
 
 
 
 
Table S12: Summary statistics of ear leaf length (cm) for three exotic maize populations. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Table S13: Summary statistics of ear leaf width (cm) for three exotic maize populations. 
 
 
 
 
 
Population Cycle Mean Minimum Maximum Difference  SD 
Suwan-1 
1 16.8 10 25 15 2.9 
3 17.2 8 25 17 2.9 
5 17.7 7 28 21 3.3 
Tusón Composite 
1 16.5 5 27 22 3.2 
3 16.5 6 23 17 3.0 
5 16.0 7 24 17 2.9 
7 16.6 8 24 16 2.8 
9 15.6 8 24 16 3.0 
Tuxpeño Composite 
1 16.2 6 25 19 3.4 
3 15.7 5 26 21 3.2 
5 15.8 7 23 16 3.1 
Population Cycle Mean Minimum Maximum Difference  SD 
Suwan-1 
1 104.7 83 133 50 9.8 
3 102.1 78 132 54 9.5 
5 102.1 75 124 49 8.9 
Tusón Composite 
1  95.7 68 119 51 9.5 
3  95.2 71 118 47 9.1 
5  95.2 69 119 50 9.8 
7  95.5 71 115 44 9.0 
9  96.0 77 117 40 7.1 
Tuxpeño Composite 
1 100.5 71 121 50 8.0 
3  98.4 78 121 43 8.1 
5  96.7 75 129 54 7.6 
Population Cycle Mean Minimum Maximum Difference  SD 
Suwan-1 
1 10.3 7 14 7 1.4 
3 10.4 7 14 7 1.3 
5 10.6 8 13 5 1.2 
Tusón Composite 
1  9.3 6 14 8 1.4 
3  9.1 6 12 6 1.4 
5  9.0 6 13 7 1.5 
7  9.4 7 13 6 1.4 
9  9.6 7 13 6 1.2 
Tuxpeño Composite 
1 10.1 7 15 8 1.2 
3  9.3 6 12 6 1.2 
5  9.4 6 12 6 1.1 
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Table S14: Summary statistics of anthesis growing degree units for three exotic maize 
populations. 
 
 
 
 
 
Table S15: Summary statistics of silking growing degree units for three exotic maize 
populations. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Table S16: Summary statistics of grain weight (g) for three exotic maize populations. 
 
 
 
 
 
Population Cycle Mean Minimum Maximum Difference  SD 
Suwan-1 
1 893.5 795.3 1053.4 258.1 39.7 
3 849.8 744.7 1001.4 256.7 43.8 
5 781.7 702.1 882.6 180.4 36.6 
Tusón Composite 
1 956.1 832.2 1076.0 243.8 46.4 
3 899.3 807.6 1007.9 200.3 34.7 
5 872.1 783.9 1000.4 216.6 39.1 
7 820.4 719.3 974.8 255.5 34.2 
9 776.1 688.1 891.9 203.8 35.9 
Tuxpeño Composite 
1 789.7 695.6 907.9 212.3 47.0 
3 739.6 668.2 921.4 253.2 40.6 
5 723.0 641.0 848.2 207.2 38.9 
Population Cycle Mean Minimum Maximum Difference  SD 
Suwan-1 
1  929.5 808.0 1104.2 296.2 56.4 
3  879.5 744.7 1053.4 308.8 53.5 
5  803.9 701.0 1001.4 300.4 50.7 
Tusón Composite 
1 1027.2 860.5 1230.4 369.9 64.8 
3  958.3 842.4 1161.2 318.8 47.9 
5  923.6 817.4 1098.6 281.1 51.7 
7  858.8 710.4 1053.7 343.3 52.7 
9  805.3 688.1  962.8 274.7 51.9 
Tuxpeño Composite 
1  832.7 702.1 1029.5 327.4 67.4 
3  784.5 678.7  999.8 321.1 64.2 
5  756.3 619.1  944.2 325.1 52.0 
Population Cycle Mean Minimum Maximum Difference  SD 
Suwan-1 
1 141.0 33.6 323.6 290.0 48.2 
3 147.0 12.5 298.4 285.9 56.1 
5 148.4 25.7 340.2 314.5 52.5 
Tusón Composite 
1 111.3  3.0 299.8 296.8 57.7 
3 124.5 11.8 314.9 303.1 52.6 
5 119.0 17.5 293.8 276.3 46.9 
7 140.0 3.1 293.2 290.1 49.6 
9 128.4 12.4 286.1 273.7 54.6 
Tuxpeño Composite 
1 133.8 1.6 300.1 298.5 57.9 
3 116.4 4.6 267.6 263.0 50.3 
5 122.8 15.3 237.3 222.0 43.7 
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Table S17: Summary statistics of plant height (cm) for three exotic maize populations. 
 
 
 
 
 
Table S18: Summary statistics of tassel spike length (cm) for three exotic maize populations. 
 
 
 
 
 
Table S19: Summary statistics of tassel branch number for three exotic maize populations. 
 
 
 
 
 
Population Cycle Mean Minimum Maximum Difference  SD 
Suwan-1 
1 261.0 210 320 110 22.8 
3 247.0 170 300 130 23.4 
5 233.7 170 300 130 22.3 
Tusón Composite 
1 320.1 250 390 140 25.4 
3 289.7 220 350 130 21.0 
5 276.0 220 325 105 23.0 
7 255.8 210 320 110 20.2 
9 229.5 180 280 100 18.1 
Tuxpeño Composite 
1 231.2 150 300 150 26.9 
3 213.1 160 270 110 22.6 
5 210.3 160 265 105 21.5 
Population Cycle Mean Minimum Maximum Difference  SD 
Suwan-1 
1 22.8 14 32 18 3.2 
3 23.1 13 32 19 3.6 
5 25.1 16 35 19 3.4 
Tusón Composite 
1 21.1 10 31 21 3.5 
3 23.3 15 33 18 3.5 
5 23.4 14 32 18 3.6 
7 22.7 13 33 20 3.3 
9 23.3 13 36 23 3.5 
Tuxpeño Composite 
1 25.4 16 40 24 4.0 
3 26.6 18 39 21 4.1 
5 26.1 15 35 20 3.6 
Population Cycle Mean Minimum Maximum Difference  SD 
Suwan-1 
1 20.9 11 34 23 4.6 
3 20.5 8 40 32 5.1 
5 18.9 8 33 25 5.1 
Tusón Composite 
1 28.8 13 43 30 6.1 
3 26.5 12 44 32 6.8 
5 24.5 11 47 36 6.8 
7 23.9 10 39 29 5.6 
9 22.8 7 43 36 6.0 
Tuxpeño Composite 
1 21.1 10 37 27 5.4 
3 18.9 7 31 24 4.7 
5 18.5 7 33 26 5.2 
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Table S20: Summary statistics of tassel length (cm) for three exotic maize populations. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Table S21: Summary statistics of total leaf number for three exotic maize populations. 
Population Cycle Mean Minimum Maximum Difference  SD 
Suwan-1 
1 39.3 30 53 23 4.3 
3 39.5 25 52 27 4.8 
5 40.3 28 49 21 3.9 
Tusón Composite 
1 40.5 26 51 25 5.0 
3 41.6 29 55 26 4.7 
5 40.8 28 56 28 5.2 
7 39.7 29 53 24 4.5 
9 38.9 24 51 27 4.4 
Tuxpeño Composite 
1 40.6 27 52 25 4.4 
3 40.7 32 52 20 4.6 
5 39.8 25 51 26 4.4 
Population Cycle Mean Minimum Maximum Difference  SD 
Suwan-1 
1 22.9 19 26 7 1.3 
3 21.8 18 26 8 4.8 
5 20.3 17 24 7 1.5 
Tusón Composite 
1 25.4 21 30 9 1.8 
3 23.9 18 28 10 1.6 
5 22.7 18 27 9 1.5 
7 21.8 18 26 8 1.5 
9 20.1 17 23 6 1.4 
Tuxpeño Composite 
1 21.1 17 27 10 2.0 
3 19.0 15 24 9 1.7 
5 18.6 15 22 7 1.6 
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Table S22: List of significant regions found in outlier tests.   
Chr Lower Upper Size Comparison 
1 167769 367769 200000 11 
1 2207287 2407287 200000 3 
1 2586010 2841561 255551 3,6 
1 3339789 3539789 200000 6 
1 3603855 3812763 208908 6 
1 4142047 4342047 200000 12 
1 4412998 4700196 287198 6,7 
1 5237384 5437384 200000 3 
1 7896864 8096864 200000 3 
1 8845309 9045817 200508 7 
1 9298526 9537106 238580 3 
1 10412660 10612660 200000 7 
1 10870441 11082703 212262 3 
1 11292198 11492198 200000 3 
1 11893185 12252206 359021 3,4 
1 12419970 12619970 200000 3 
1 12752276 13083056 330780 3 
1 13486812 13686812 200000 3 
1 13939354 14266621 327267 3 
1 14349198 14549198 200000 3 
1 15890372 16168545 278173 3 
1 16249068 16540744 291676 3 
1 16595413 16877564 282151 3 
1 17253767 17594114 340347 3 
1 17785041 18066235 281194 3,4,7 
1 18483961 18683961 200000 4 
1 18791169 19428826 637657 3,7 
1 20890539 21090539 200000 4,7 
1 22776000 22976000 200000 10 
1 23463980 23663980 200000 4 
1 23951373 24152064 200691 3 
1 24197757 24405025 207268 3 
1 24576752 25201740 624988 3,4,10 
1 25271881 25511476 239595 3 
1 25610782 25978895 368113 3 
Chr, chromosome; 1, Suwan-1 cycle 1; 2, Suwan-1 cycle 5; 3, Suwan-1 cycle 1/cycle 5; 4, Tusón Composite cycle 
1; 5, Tusón Composite cycle 5; 6, Tusón Composite cycle 9; 7, Tusón Composite cycle 1/cycle 5; 8, Tusón 
Composite cycle 5/cycle 9; 9, Tusón Composite cycle 1/cycle 9; 10, Tuxpeño Composite cycle 1; 11, Tuxpeño 
Composite cycle 5; 12, Tuxpeño Composite cycle 1/cycle 5.   Upper and lower refer to region boundaries. 
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Table S22 continued: List of significant regions found in outlier tests.   
Chr Lower Upper Size Comparison 
1 26097963 26426643 328680 3 
1 26471857 26671857 200000 3 
1 26725878 27012300 286422 10,3 
1 27034037 27234037 200000 3 
1 27525937 28017827 491890 3,4 
1 28694001 28898219 204218 3 
1 29091570 29291570 200000 3 
1 29688782 29888782 200000 3 
1 30435923 30903306 467383 10,3 
1 32128788 32328830 200042 3 
1 32736849 32936849 200000 4 
1 33167610 33417811 250201 3 
1 35670910 35870910 200000 4 
1 36055968 36255968 200000 3 
1 36405900 36605900 200000 3 
1 36816009 37073855 257846 3 
1 38088405 38288405 200000 3 
1 38448326 38887220 438894 3 
1 39013802 39355545 341743 4,3 
1 39953680 40153680 200000 3,11 
1 41117770 41317822 200052 3 
1 42022215 42222262 200047 3 
1 42421716 42621716 200000 3 
1 42772970 43235907 462937 3 
1 45240124 45440124 200000 11 
1 45838880 46040042 201162 3 
1 46455207 46655235 200028 3 
1 46748810 46948894 200084 3 
1 47031744 47277332 245588 3 
1 47374758 47869166 494408 4,3 
1 48454047 49099973 645926 3,7 
1 50759289 51270917 511628 3 
1 51298933 51562005 263072 3 
1 51795057 52494722 699665 3 
1 52506913 52875228 368315 3 
Chr, chromosome; 1, Suwan-1 cycle 1; 2, Suwan-1 cycle 5; 3, Suwan-1 cycle 1/cycle 5; 4, Tusón Composite cycle 
1; 5, Tusón Composite cycle 5; 6, Tusón Composite cycle 9; 7, Tusón Composite cycle 1/cycle 5; 8, Tusón 
Composite cycle 5/cycle 9; 9, Tusón Composite cycle 1/cycle 9; 10, Tuxpeño Composite cycle 1; 11, Tuxpeño 
Composite cycle 5; 12, Tuxpeño Composite cycle 1/cycle 5.  Upper and lower refer to region boundaries.
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Table S22 continued: List of significant regions found in outlier tests.   
Chr Lower Upper Size Comparison 
1 52969008 53721583 752575 3 
1 53908492 54289891 381399 3 
1 54826640 55181740 355100 3 
1 55289827 55603949 314122 3 
1 55977481 56993602 1016121 3,4 
1 57188671 57388671 200000 3 
1 58373141 58665241 292100 3 
1 59477094 59677094 200000 3 
1 59859361 60261359 401998 4,9,3 
1 60655657 60855749 200092 3 
1 61038782 61238819 200037 3 
1 61849159 62049159 200000 3 
1 62235256 62435256 200000 3 
1 62787955 63306145 518190 3 
1 63438935 63712646 273711 3 
1 63796841 64404267 607426 3 
1 64546018 64746127 200109 3 
1 64788984 64988984 200000 3 
1 65630127 65830127 200000 6 
1 66850038 67229281 379243 3 
1 67749808 67949808 200000 3 
1 68015181 68341700 326519 3 
1 68446150 68663622 217472 3 
1 68829199 69029199 200000 9 
1 70478167 70678167 200000 3 
1 71922547 72122649 200102 4,3 
1 72131896 72331896 200000 4 
1 72705236 72905236 200000 3 
1 73248811 73448828 200017 3 
1 77701343 78067459 366116 3 
1 79222304 79422304 200000 3 
1 80766439 80966439 200000 3 
1 81820684 82124978 304294 3 
1 82811646 83011646 200000 3 
1 84644467 84844467 200000 11 
Chr, chromosome; 1, Suwan-1 cycle 1; 2, Suwan-1 cycle 5; 3, Suwan-1 cycle 1/cycle 5; 4, Tusón Composite cycle 
1; 5, Tusón Composite cycle 5; 6, Tusón Composite cycle 9; 7, Tusón Composite cycle 1/cycle 5; 8, Tusón 
Composite cycle 5/cycle 9; 9, Tusón Composite cycle 1/cycle 9; 10, Tuxpeño Composite cycle 1; 11, Tuxpeño 
Composite cycle 5; 12, Tuxpeño Composite cycle 1/cycle 5.  Upper and lower refer to region boundaries.
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Table S22 continued: List of significant regions found in outlier tests.   
Chr Lower Upper Size Comparison 
1 84918817 85152046 233229 3,4 
1 87198635 87398635 200000 3 
1 87500669 87863426 362757 3 
1 87900915 88103208 202293 3 
1 88787133 89065823 278690 3,4 
1 90223554 90423582 200028 3 
1 92687140 92971179 284039 8,3 
1 93870418 94070493 200075 3 
1 95092399 95292399 200000 4 
1 96213437 96413437 200000 3 
1 97998030 98264521 266491 3,9 
1 98659978 98941081 281103 3,8 
1 99564809 99764809 200000 3 
1 99890043 100090087 200044 3 
1 100891594 101091594 200000 3 
1 101990732 102345986 355254 3 
1 103285029 103519465 234436 3 
1 104422447 104709061 286614 3 
1 104924461 105332146 407685 3 
1 106396703 106596728 200025 3 
1 106687940 106887951 200011 3 
1 107346367 107546367 200000 3 
1 107748633 107948633 200000 3 
1 110680859 110880859 200000 10 
1 112042384 112242384 200000 3 
1 113058214 113258214 200000 3 
1 113779624 114072484 292860 3 
1 114074030 114322093 248063 3 
1 114704389 115012692 308303 3 
1 115081122 115281122 200000 3 
1 121428678 121628678 200000 3 
1 121646352 121846352 200000 3 
1 121872604 122072604 200000 3 
1 123653004 123853060 200056 3 
1 147252982 147453036 200054 3 
Chr, chromosome; 1, Suwan-1 cycle 1; 2, Suwan-1 cycle 5; 3, Suwan-1 cycle 1/cycle 5; 4, Tusón Composite cycle 
1; 5, Tusón Composite cycle 5; 6, Tusón Composite cycle 9; 7, Tusón Composite cycle 1/cycle 5; 8, Tusón 
Composite cycle 5/cycle 9; 9, Tusón Composite cycle 1/cycle 9; 10, Tuxpeño Composite cycle 1; 11, Tuxpeño 
Composite cycle 5; 12, Tuxpeño Composite cycle 1/cycle 5.  Upper and lower refer to region boundaries.
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Table S22 continued: List of significant regions found in outlier tests.   
Chr Lower Upper Size Comparison 
1 147509247 147709257 200010 3 
1 147957769 148157769 200000 3 
1 154407966 154607966 200000 6 
1 154777225 154977256 200031 3 
1 155900352 156100352 200000 8 
1 158761157 158961157 200000 3 
1 160849019 161049019 200000 3 
1 161515776 161783322 267546 3 
1 162004251 162260586 256335 3 
1 162327705 162686861 359156 3 
1 166701975 166902027 200052 3 
1 170434373 170949112 514739 3,8 
1 173125218 173325218 200000 3 
1 173891021 174091021 200000 3 
1 174745802 174945802 200000 4 
1 175797772 175997772 200000 3 
1 177512478 177713849 201371 3 
1 178188647 178577629 388982 3 
1 179729897 180026863 296966 3 
1 180298080 180709018 410938 3,6 
1 181770642 181974373 203731 3 
1 182069594 182457862 388268 3 
1 182526912 182726912 200000 3 
1 183242568 183442568 200000 3 
1 183675996 184222792 546796 3,8 
1 184512485 184713180 200695 3 
1 186994732 187370057 375325 3 
1 187963921 188163921 200000 3 
1 190089734 190289734 200000 4 
1 190295253 190802051 506798 3,4,7 
1 190994208 191194208 200000 7 
1 191486161 191686161 200000 4,7 
1 191891777 192147340 255563 4 
1 192216789 192416789 200000 4 
1 193355900 193555900 200000 5 
Chr, chromosome; 1, Suwan-1 cycle 1; 2, Suwan-1 cycle 5; 3, Suwan-1 cycle 1/cycle 5; 4, Tusón Composite cycle 
1; 5, Tusón Composite cycle 5; 6, Tusón Composite cycle 9; 7, Tusón Composite cycle 1/cycle 5; 8, Tusón 
Composite cycle 5/cycle 9; 9, Tusón Composite cycle 1/cycle 9; 10, Tuxpeño Composite cycle 1; 11, Tuxpeño 
Composite cycle 5; 12, Tuxpeño Composite cycle 1/cycle 5.  Upper and lower refer to region boundaries.
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Table S22 continued: List of significant regions found in outlier tests.   
Chr Lower Upper Size Comparison 
1 194575057 194775057 200000 4 
1 195391540 195657985 266445 4 
1 195675992 195989901 313909 3,8 
1 196326244 196526244 200000 3 
1 196968907 197362307 393400 12,4 
1 197443097 197644823 201726 7,4 
1 197693482 197893482 200000 4 
1 198119595 198578892 459297 4,12,9 
1 198643035 198843035 200000 9 
1 199017834 199217834 200000 3 
1 199402010 199996425 594415 4 
1 200309226 200509675 200449 3,4 
1 200528810 200960443 431633 4 
1 201747352 202405536 658184 3,7,10,9,4 
1 202652459 202852459 200000 4 
1 203847479 204047479 200000 4 
1 205962224 206162224 200000 4 
1 206205416 206405416 200000 4 
1 206955922 207155922 200000 9 
1 207220853 207490650 269797 4,7,9 
1 207506087 207826870 320783 9,4 
1 208147599 208377862 230263 4,9,8 
1 208492069 208692069 200000 7 
1 208726196 208926211 200015 9,7 
1 209024558 209334778 310220 3,4 
1 209427556 209633379 205823 4,3 
1 209690179 209890179 200000 3 
1 210902104 211102104 200000 4 
1 211156418 211717632 561214 9,7,4 
1 211963739 212266848 303109 3,7,9,4 
1 212743967 212943981 200014 4 
1 212994005 213331268 337263 4,7,9 
1 213436196 213636242 200046 4 
1 214014055 214253123 239068 3,4 
1 214549316 215093400 544084 4,3,5,9 
Chr, chromosome; 1, Suwan-1 cycle 1; 2, Suwan-1 cycle 5; 3, Suwan-1 cycle 1/cycle 5; 4, Tusón Composite cycle 
1; 5, Tusón Composite cycle 5; 6, Tusón Composite cycle 9; 7, Tusón Composite cycle 1/cycle 5; 8, Tusón 
Composite cycle 5/cycle 9; 9, Tusón Composite cycle 1/cycle 9; 10, Tuxpeño Composite cycle 1; 11, Tuxpeño 
Composite cycle 5; 12, Tuxpeño Composite cycle 1/cycle 5.  Upper and lower refer to region boundaries.
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Table S22 continued: List of significant regions found in outlier tests.   
Chr Lower Upper Size Comparison 
1 215109021 215439817 330796 4,3 
1 216064042 217032372 968330 4 
1 217081526 217352092 270566 9,3,4 
1 218464353 218664402 200049 4 
1 218887053 219087053 200000 9 
1 219279659 219668911 389252 9,4,3 
1 219875899 220439508 563609 3,4,5,9,7 
1 220688078 220927703 239625 4,9,2 
1 221281566 221481614 200048 4 
1 221909214 222109214 200000 9 
1 222204768 222501619 296851 7,9,4,3 
1 222863808 223080376 216568 4 
1 223114354 223314354 200000 4 
1 223466127 223926081 459954 3,9,4,8 
1 223978525 224202137 223612 4,9 
1 224320575 224520575 200000 9 
1 224667963 224867963 200000 3 
1 224940550 225235496 294946 4 
1 225395950 225597016 201066 4 
1 225771110 226412457 641347 3,4,7,9 
1 226547086 226747086 200000 4 
1 227352125 227635182 283057 7,5,9 
1 228155152 228418146 262994 9,7,4 
1 228544213 228764988 220775 4 
1 229090732 229305880 215148 9 
1 229382367 229913479 531112 4 
1 230073945 230300823 226878 12,4 
1 230824291 231057059 232768 4 
1 231082578 231285143 202565 4,9 
1 232414040 232629882 215842 4 
1 233131444 233331444 200000 4 
1 233346409 233733174 386765 9 
1 234112829 234362445 249616 4,9,7 
1 234671016 235010984 339968 4,7 
1 236137657 236441923 304266 4 
Chr, chromosome; 1, Suwan-1 cycle 1; 2, Suwan-1 cycle 5; 3, Suwan-1 cycle 1/cycle 5; 4, Tusón Composite cycle 
1; 5, Tusón Composite cycle 5; 6, Tusón Composite cycle 9; 7, Tusón Composite cycle 1/cycle 5; 8, Tusón 
Composite cycle 5/cycle 9; 9, Tusón Composite cycle 1/cycle 9; 10, Tuxpeño Composite cycle 1; 11, Tuxpeño 
Composite cycle 5; 12, Tuxpeño Composite cycle 1/cycle 5.  Upper and lower refer to region boundaries.
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Table S22 continued: List of significant regions found in outlier tests.   
Chr Lower Upper Size Comparison 
1 236802311 237187767 385456 4,9,2 
1 237858155 238066275 208120 9,4 
1 239017185 239217185 200000 7 
1 239512164 239718686 206522 7,4,9 
1 239939874 240140082 200208 9,12 
1 240279835 240583292 303457 4 
1 240656902 241064671 407769 9,3,4,7 
1 241118355 241361378 243023 4,3 
1 241453453 241653453 200000 3 
1 242608856 242810170 201314 4 
1 243362783 243562812 200029 7 
1 244333411 244533411 200000 12 
1 245424148 245969751 545603 9,3,4,7 
1 246105082 246514808 409726 3,9,4 
1 246580751 246780751 200000 4 
1 247844956 248241666 396710 4 
1 249794645 250192204 397559 4 
1 250796011 251209928 413917 4 
1 251892847 252250796 357949 4 
1 252531391 252732562 201171 4 
1 253035592 253414508 378916 4 
1 253620178 253820178 200000 4 
1 254144895 254344895 200000 4 
1 255053471 255253517 200046 4 
1 255624214 255824214 200000 4 
1 255971939 256175299 203360 4 
1 256562921 256898238 335317 4 
1 257872790 258147702 274912 4 
1 258551640 258756307 204667 4 
1 258917559 259481194 563635 4,10 
1 260855530 261055530 200000 4 
1 261471302 261671302 200000 4 
1 263019142 263219142 200000 4 
1 263994066 264260791 266725 4 
1 264398237 264598237 200000 4 
Chr, chromosome; 1, Suwan-1 cycle 1; 2, Suwan-1 cycle 5; 3, Suwan-1 cycle 1/cycle 5; 4, Tusón Composite cycle 
1; 5, Tusón Composite cycle 5; 6, Tusón Composite cycle 9; 7, Tusón Composite cycle 1/cycle 5; 8, Tusón 
Composite cycle 5/cycle 9; 9, Tusón Composite cycle 1/cycle 9; 10, Tuxpeño Composite cycle 1; 11, Tuxpeño 
Composite cycle 5; 12, Tuxpeño Composite cycle 1/cycle 5.  Upper and lower refer to region boundaries.
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Table S22 continued: List of significant regions found in outlier tests.   
Chr Lower Upper Size Comparison 
1 265347131 265547131 200000 4 
1 266226260 266426270 200010 9 
1 266856184 267056184 200000 4 
1 267098594 267435764 337170 1,9 
1 267767364 267967364 200000 9 
1 268152786 268664469 511683 4 
1 268837297 269037560 200263 4,3,9 
1 269421443 269743078 321635 4 
1 269924525 270131270 206745 4 
1 270459998 270770060 310062 4 
1 270882658 271210124 327466 4 
1 271215219 271415219 200000 4 
1 271664010 272003508 339498 9 
1 272175511 272452981 277470 4 
1 272840164 273040164 200000 9 
1 273230092 273436453 206361 4 
1 273596775 273879977 283202 4 
1 274157290 274508175 350885 4,7,3 
1 274618544 274818544 200000 3,4 
1 274933763 275133763 200000 4 
1 275528585 275729586 201001 4,7 
1 276224432 276425774 201342 9,7 
1 276581382 276781382 200000 12 
1 276887499 277095964 208465 9,4,12,3 
1 277210887 277410887 200000 5 
1 278252719 278453058 200339 4,9 
1 278504666 278748974 244308 4,7,9 
1 279423134 279666123 242989 4,7,9 
1 280118032 280443983 325951 4 
1 280616087 281077734 461647 4,10 
1 283504352 283740674 236322 7,9 
1 285025030 285225030 200000 5 
1 286082460 286282460 200000 11 
1 290046472 290300984 254512 3 
1 293166742 293366742 200000 6 
Chr, chromosome; 1, Suwan-1 cycle 1; 2, Suwan-1 cycle 5; 3, Suwan-1 cycle 1/cycle 5; 4, Tusón Composite cycle 
1; 5, Tusón Composite cycle 5; 6, Tusón Composite cycle 9; 7, Tusón Composite cycle 1/cycle 5; 8, Tusón 
Composite cycle 5/cycle 9; 9, Tusón Composite cycle 1/cycle 9; 10, Tuxpeño Composite cycle 1; 11, Tuxpeño 
Composite cycle 5; 12, Tuxpeño Composite cycle 1/cycle 5.  Upper and lower refer to region boundaries.
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Table S22 continued: List of significant regions found in outlier tests.   
Chr Lower Upper Size Comparison 
1 293398041 293598041 200000 3 
1 294394764 294594764 200000 3 
1 294920703 295120703 200000 9 
1 295448403 295648433 200030 3 
1 295781631 296082983 301352 3 
1 296610469 296868196 257727 3 
1 297472830 297672830 200000 4 
1 299465767 299665791 200024 3 
1 299874177 300137720 263543 9,3 
2 1468265 1733937 265672 9,4,8 
2 3707369 3907369 200000 10 
2 4112250 5088660 976410 10,3,7,4 
2 5367822 5782684 414862 3,10,2 
2 5931628 6300440 368812 4 
2 7528913 7728913 200000 10 
2 9033448 9233448 200000 4 
2 9333181 9533181 200000 3 
2 10242417 10886304 643887 3,4 
2 10952930 11152930 200000 3 
2 11275117 11836452 561335 3,8,9 
2 12167767 12367767 200000 8 
2 12532102 12732102 200000 6 
2 13187666 13399963 212297 5,2,3 
2 13421312 13621312 200000 4 
2 13677598 13878206 200608 2,4 
2 14167193 14367377 200184 4 
2 15590009 15790009 200000 9 
2 17690317 17890317 200000 4 
2 17972884 18172884 200000 7 
2 18251340 18564557 313217 7,9 
2 19095454 19533381 437927 3,9 
2 19906962 20200277 293315 9,3 
2 20511483 20959669 448186 7,9 
2 21692021 21892421 200400 9 
2 22094255 22294255 200000 9 
Chr, chromosome; 1, Suwan-1 cycle 1; 2, Suwan-1 cycle 5; 3, Suwan-1 cycle 1/cycle 5; 4, Tusón Composite cycle 
1; 5, Tusón Composite cycle 5; 6, Tusón Composite cycle 9; 7, Tusón Composite cycle 1/cycle 5; 8, Tusón 
Composite cycle 5/cycle 9; 9, Tusón Composite cycle 1/cycle 9; 10, Tuxpeño Composite cycle 1; 11, Tuxpeño 
Composite cycle 5; 12, Tuxpeño Composite cycle 1/cycle 5.  Upper and lower refer to region boundaries.
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Table S22 continued: List of significant regions found in outlier tests.   
Chr Lower Upper Size Comparison 
2 22476513 22676881 200368 9 
2 22856580 23072147 215567 9 
2 24271252 24471278 200026 10 
2 24713854 24913854 200000 2 
2 26623509 26823509 200000 2 
2 27856535 28056535 200000 7 
2 28215689 28415702 200013 4 
2 31726763 31926781 200018 3 
2 32418703 32618703 200000 4 
2 33259676 33569680 310004 4,7 
2 38242144 38442245 200101 4 
2 38877357 39077692 200335 4,7 
2 39327965 39527965 200000 7 
2 39659017 39859017 200000 4 
2 39904563 40104563 200000 4 
2 42154716 42354716 200000 7 
2 43242654 43442654 200000 7 
2 46988159 47188159 200000 3,4 
2 50543581 50908879 365298 3,7 
2 51651356 51851356 200000 7 
2 55793782 55993782 200000 8 
2 58665894 58865894 200000 9 
2 59182352 59382352 200000 4 
2 59527753 59860855 333102 3,4,6,7 
2 62310284 62510284 200000 3 
2 63854322 64054322 200000 10 
2 64290363 64490363 200000 7 
2 73659597 73859597 200000 7 
2 104075347 104275347 200000 4 
2 107186539 107386539 200000 4 
2 140557346 140848662 291316 4,9 
2 147210991 147411244 200253 3,4 
2 148778565 148978565 200000 4 
2 150046615 150246615 200000 9 
2 150702750 150902750 200000 9 
Chr, chromosome; 1, Suwan-1 cycle 1; 2, Suwan-1 cycle 5; 3, Suwan-1 cycle 1/cycle 5; 4, Tusón Composite cycle 
1; 5, Tusón Composite cycle 5; 6, Tusón Composite cycle 9; 7, Tusón Composite cycle 1/cycle 5; 8, Tusón 
Composite cycle 5/cycle 9; 9, Tusón Composite cycle 1/cycle 9; 10, Tuxpeño Composite cycle 1; 11, Tuxpeño 
Composite cycle 5; 12, Tuxpeño Composite cycle 1/cycle 5.  Upper and lower refer to region boundaries.
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Table S22 continued: List of significant regions found in outlier tests.   
Chr Lower Upper Size Comparison 
2 151697551 151897551 200000 4 
2 157529769 157729769 200000 3 
2 161021352 161221352 200000 11 
2 169633515 169833810 200295 2,3 
2 170126222 170326222 200000 3 
2 171633064 171833064 200000 2 
2 174008906 174208906 200000 2 
2 174371337 174664812 293475 2,3 
2 174994729 175194729 200000 4 
2 175909539 176109596 200057 4 
2 176140477 176340510 200033 3 
2 177087687 177374213 286526 3,4 
2 179339743 179539755 200012 4 
2 180944760 181276703 331943 3,4 
2 181784345 181984430 200085 3,4 
2 182248419 182448419 200000 3 
2 182529893 182729908 200015 7 
2 183090964 183290995 200031 3 
2 183466971 183666971 200000 3 
2 183753227 184041593 288366 3 
2 184167157 184367183 200026 4 
2 184812149 185119434 307285 3,12 
2 185277502 185539049 261547 3,5 
2 186542535 186742535 200000 3 
2 187341499 187541759 200260 12 
2 187953789 188251667 297878 3 
2 188308566 188508566 200000 3 
2 189088995 189288995 200000 3 
2 189987020 190187020 200000 5 
2 190321993 190521993 200000 3 
2 191051902 191251902 200000 3 
2 191330012 191918524 588512 3,5 
2 192479163 192846984 367821 3 
2 193110037 193310037 200000 2 
2 193782787 194137381 354594 12 
Chr, chromosome; 1, Suwan-1 cycle 1; 2, Suwan-1 cycle 5; 3, Suwan-1 cycle 1/cycle 5; 4, Tusón Composite cycle 
1; 5, Tusón Composite cycle 5; 6, Tusón Composite cycle 9; 7, Tusón Composite cycle 1/cycle 5; 8, Tusón 
Composite cycle 5/cycle 9; 9, Tusón Composite cycle 1/cycle 9; 10, Tuxpeño Composite cycle 1; 11, Tuxpeño 
Composite cycle 5; 12, Tuxpeño Composite cycle 1/cycle 5.  Upper and lower refer to region boundaries.
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Table S22 continued: List of significant regions found in outlier tests.   
Chr Lower Upper Size Comparison 
2 194255632 194455632 200000 3 
2 194940790 195155977 215187 3 
2 195638999 196021584 382585 3,10 
2 196421349 196621349 200000 12 
2 196637766 196970424 332658 3 
2 197113235 197629075 515840 3 
2 197723311 197923311 200000 3 
2 198294488 198683650 389162 3 
2 201781318 201981318 200000 12 
2 202050549 202250549 200000 6 
2 202649804 203017161 367357 3,12 
2 203529526 204036751 507225 6 
2 204670831 204870831 200000 12 
2 205616864 205816864 200000 12 
2 208874663 209074663 200000 3 
2 210688780 210888780 200000 3 
2 211185140 211385173 200033 3 
2 211490729 211822514 331785 3 
2 212322796 212743757 420961 3,7 
2 213073836 213409297 335461 3 
2 213484820 213905614 420794 3 
2 213930529 214130529 200000 3 
2 214403979 214761274 357295 3,9 
2 214850429 215050429 200000 3 
2 215419161 215619161 200000 7 
2 215846794 216136643 289849 3,4 
2 216432142 216632142 200000 4 
2 216884177 217084208 200031 3,7 
2 217244124 217444124 200000 7 
2 217536842 217736842 200000 3 
2 218363243 218566014 202771 4,9 
2 218648401 218848430 200029 3 
2 218851554 219051576 200022 7,9 
2 219292162 219492162 200000 9 
2 219627614 219831394 203780 2,9 
Chr, chromosome; 1, Suwan-1 cycle 1; 2, Suwan-1 cycle 5; 3, Suwan-1 cycle 1/cycle 5; 4, Tusón Composite cycle 
1; 5, Tusón Composite cycle 5; 6, Tusón Composite cycle 9; 7, Tusón Composite cycle 1/cycle 5; 8, Tusón 
Composite cycle 5/cycle 9; 9, Tusón Composite cycle 1/cycle 9; 10, Tuxpeño Composite cycle 1; 11, Tuxpeño 
Composite cycle 5; 12, Tuxpeño Composite cycle 1/cycle 5.  Upper and lower refer to region boundaries.
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Table S22 continued: List of significant regions found in outlier tests.   
Chr Lower Upper Size Comparison 
2 220546555 220746555 200000 4 
2 222315842 222535409 219567 3 
2 222549795 222749795 200000 9 
2 224285660 224485660 200000 3 
2 225207050 225407065 200015 5 
2 225950519 226303237 352718 4,11 
2 229198406 229398406 200000 4 
2 230425105 230625105 200000 3 
2 230781395 230988809 207414 2,6 
2 231559577 231759577 200000 3 
2 231995956 232260986 265030 3 
2 232286302 232676250 389948 3,4,7,9,10 
2 233014975 233214975 200000 4 
2 233380554 233580554 200000 7 
2 233662517 234010136 347619 3,7,10 
2 234092035 234292035 200000 3 
2 234966157 235166157 200000 10 
2 235702792 236127722 424930 3,9 
2 236140913 236340913 200000 3 
3 1435719 1832088 396369 2,4,11 
3 2529129 3216657 687528 3,4,7 
3 3329078 3816169 487091 3,4,10 
3 6200542 6400542 200000 7 
3 6585092 6892155 307063 9,11 
3 7104798 7312753 207955 3,10 
3 7646787 8037912 391125 3 
3 8442063 8642063 200000 11 
3 8781380 8981672 200292 3 
3 10183690 10383690 200000 3 
3 10414322 11048902 634580 3,6,9,11 
3 11109685 11309685 200000 7 
3 11344545 11731546 387001 3,11 
3 11931226 12293722 362496 3 
3 17729740 17929740 200000 3 
3 19428335 19884930 456595 3,4,10 
Chr, chromosome; 1, Suwan-1 cycle 1; 2, Suwan-1 cycle 5; 3, Suwan-1 cycle 1/cycle 5; 4, Tusón Composite cycle 
1; 5, Tusón Composite cycle 5; 6, Tusón Composite cycle 9; 7, Tusón Composite cycle 1/cycle 5; 8, Tusón 
Composite cycle 5/cycle 9; 9, Tusón Composite cycle 1/cycle 9; 10, Tuxpeño Composite cycle 1; 11, Tuxpeño 
Composite cycle 5; 12, Tuxpeño Composite cycle 1/cycle 5.  Upper and lower refer to region boundaries.
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Table S22 continued: List of significant regions found in outlier tests.   
Chr Lower Upper Size Comparison 
3 20299800 20509874 210074 3 
3 21166311 21366311 200000 10 
3 21586467 21957225 370758 3,4,10 
3 22150591 22486909 336318 3,4 
3 22513548 22713548 200000 3 
3 22718929 23202496 483567 3,4 
3 25391067 25591067 200000 3 
3 26209152 26411767 202615 3,4 
3 28238716 28438880 200164 4 
3 28821156 29021156 200000 4 
3 29511811 29711811 200000 4 
3 31455470 31655470 200000 3 
3 31933758 32510366 576608 3,4 
3 35402071 35838005 435934 3 
3 36117239 36338603 221364 3 
3 36992635 37192635 200000 4 
3 37729185 37929185 200000 4 
3 40502914 40702914 200000 3 
3 40831499 41031499 200000 3 
3 41142143 41342196 200053 3 
3 41642275 41842275 200000 4 
3 43994305 44194305 200000 3 
3 47492732 47692732 200000 4 
3 47942508 48142508 200000 4 
3 48200043 48593930 393887 3,4 
3 48709738 48909738 200000 3,12 
3 49466003 49666003 200000 4 
3 51662019 51862019 200000 3 
3 55914172 56114172 200000 3 
3 57377835 57578009 200174 4 
3 58614371 58814371 200000 3 
3 64719366 64919382 200016 6 
3 85562699 85762699 200000 4 
3 86676316 86974849 298533 3,4 
3 87911770 88111884 200114 3 
Chr, chromosome; 1, Suwan-1 cycle 1; 2, Suwan-1 cycle 5; 3, Suwan-1 cycle 1/cycle 5; 4, Tusón Composite cycle 
1; 5, Tusón Composite cycle 5; 6, Tusón Composite cycle 9; 7, Tusón Composite cycle 1/cycle 5; 8, Tusón 
Composite cycle 5/cycle 9; 9, Tusón Composite cycle 1/cycle 9; 10, Tuxpeño Composite cycle 1; 11, Tuxpeño 
Composite cycle 5; 12, Tuxpeño Composite cycle 1/cycle 5.  Upper and lower refer to region boundaries.
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Table S22 continued: List of significant regions found in outlier tests.   
Chr Lower Upper Size Comparison 
3 88777842 89182693 404851 3 
3 89927422 90127466 200044 3 
3 93726497 93926497 200000 4 
3 112100258 112300258 200000 7 
3 112656415 112856465 200050 7 
3 112967053 113167053 200000 7 
3 116977422 117177422 200000 4 
3 118153627 118353627 200000 4 
3 121560338 121760349 200011 3 
3 121967315 122167315 200000 3 
3 122413211 122613211 200000 3 
3 124629756 124831758 202002 3 
3 126136429 126336459 200030 4 
3 127206654 127406654 200000 4 
3 127752492 128031464 278972 3,9 
3 128550562 128750562 200000 3 
3 129063546 129263546 200000 4 
3 130796983 131150767 353784 4 
3 132510763 132710763 200000 7 
3 132742684 132942698 200014 7,10 
3 133683445 133883445 200000 4 
3 135209026 135409026 200000 3 
3 135495614 135952643 457029 3 
3 136237406 136518104 280698 4 
3 137481690 137681690 200000 4 
3 138024308 138224308 200000 3 
3 138640089 138840089 200000 3 
3 139081527 139281527 200000 4 
3 140025009 140225009 200000 3 
3 140631766 140831857 200091 3 
3 140848340 141048340 200000 4 
3 141518614 141718614 200000 3 
3 146263696 146624380 360684 4 
3 147498205 147698205 200000 4 
3 147931707 148131707 200000 3 
Chr, chromosome; 1, Suwan-1 cycle 1; 2, Suwan-1 cycle 5; 3, Suwan-1 cycle 1/cycle 5; 4, Tusón Composite cycle 
1; 5, Tusón Composite cycle 5; 6, Tusón Composite cycle 9; 7, Tusón Composite cycle 1/cycle 5; 8, Tusón 
Composite cycle 5/cycle 9; 9, Tusón Composite cycle 1/cycle 9; 10, Tuxpeño Composite cycle 1; 11, Tuxpeño 
Composite cycle 5; 12, Tuxpeño Composite cycle 1/cycle 5.  Upper and lower refer to region boundaries.
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Table S22 continued: List of significant regions found in outlier tests.   
Chr Lower Upper Size Comparison 
3 149150203 149350203 200000 3 
3 149456314 149664328 208014 3 
3 149802347 150002347 200000 3 
3 150731482 150931482 200000 3 
3 151840229 152042195 201966 3 
3 153976058 154176058 200000 3 
3 154525214 154725214 200000 3 
3 154991662 155191683 200021 3 
3 155953067 156384353 431286 1,4 
3 156539364 157036884 497520 3,10,12 
3 157107688 157307688 200000 10 
3 157316485 157516485 200000 12 
3 157639650 157839650 200000 12 
3 158351896 158625427 273531 3,12 
3 158873137 159079877 206740 12 
3 159281162 159481162 200000 10 
3 159510623 159899893 389270 3,4,10,12 
3 160228289 160771655 543366 3,12 
3 161160054 161360077 200023 3 
3 161465660 161802072 336412 3,12 
3 161857919 162197279 339360 12 
3 162337134 162537134 200000 12 
3 162603511 162913934 310423 3,12 
3 163554032 163754032 200000 12 
3 164092755 164487450 394695 12 
3 164921985 165121985 200000 6 
3 165348341 165568730 220389 3,12 
3 165605433 165805433 200000 12 
3 167587018 167787029 200011 3 
3 168953348 169153521 200173 3 
3 170024597 170227262 202665 4 
3 177965198 178165198 200000 4 
3 178168033 178511002 342969 3,4 
3 179128490 179328490 200000 4 
3 179413040 179613040 200000 3 
Chr, chromosome; 1, Suwan-1 cycle 1; 2, Suwan-1 cycle 5; 3, Suwan-1 cycle 1/cycle 5; 4, Tusón Composite cycle 
1; 5, Tusón Composite cycle 5; 6, Tusón Composite cycle 9; 7, Tusón Composite cycle 1/cycle 5; 8, Tusón 
Composite cycle 5/cycle 9; 9, Tusón Composite cycle 1/cycle 9; 10, Tuxpeño Composite cycle 1; 11, Tuxpeño 
Composite cycle 5; 12, Tuxpeño Composite cycle 1/cycle 5.  Upper and lower refer to region boundaries.
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Table S22 continued: List of significant regions found in outlier tests.   
Chr Lower Upper Size Comparison 
3 180061105 180261144 200039 12 
3 180966343 181166343 200000 2 
3 181588457 181869185 280728 4 
3 182610243 182942921 332678 3,4 
3 183216406 183416406 200000 3 
3 183763097 184100610 337513 3,4 
3 184168703 184368703 200000 4 
3 185158754 185358754 200000 3 
3 185660175 185860175 200000 11 
3 185943061 186143061 200000 10 
3 186695778 186895778 200000 3 
3 187375607 187575607 200000 4 
3 187612587 187812587 200000 2 
3 188564017 188770919 206902 4 
3 189256472 189456526 200054 9 
3 189680419 189996410 315991 3,9 
3 190063255 190280285 217030 4,9 
3 190340986 190540986 200000 4 
3 191040251 191431077 390826 4,9 
3 191670937 191877985 207048 9 
3 194231028 194437706 206678 9 
3 194720628 194924230 203602 9 
3 195600423 195801425 201002 10 
3 195865671 196065671 200000 4 
3 196378586 196578586 200000 11 
3 196766619 197042627 276008 4,9 
3 197264661 197464661 200000 7 
3 199734168 199956672 222504 3,12 
3 201837692 202037692 200000 10 
3 202667293 202936307 269014 1,9 
3 204544548 204744548 200000 9 
3 205293839 205493881 200042 4 
3 206488977 206688977 200000 4 
3 206748165 207122212 374047 4,9 
3 207327998 207527998 200000 9 
Chr, chromosome; 1, Suwan-1 cycle 1; 2, Suwan-1 cycle 5; 3, Suwan-1 cycle 1/cycle 5; 4, Tusón Composite cycle 
1; 5, Tusón Composite cycle 5; 6, Tusón Composite cycle 9; 7, Tusón Composite cycle 1/cycle 5; 8, Tusón 
Composite cycle 5/cycle 9; 9, Tusón Composite cycle 1/cycle 9; 10, Tuxpeño Composite cycle 1; 11, Tuxpeño 
Composite cycle 5; 12, Tuxpeño Composite cycle 1/cycle 5.  Upper and lower refer to region boundaries.
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Table S22 continued: List of significant regions found in outlier tests.   
Chr Lower Upper Size Comparison 
3 207663841 207863841 200000 8,9 
3 208303549 208510711 207162 9 
3 208516512 208716512 200000 4,11 
3 213507097 213707097 200000 9 
3 214936801 215136801 200000 9 
3 216157541 216525909 368368 9,10 
3 217537804 217737804 200000 11 
3 217906341 218106341 200000 11 
3 218262066 218462066 200000 11 
3 219728709 219991220 262511 3,6 
3 220556032 220756032 200000 3 
3 221335755 221535755 200000 3 
3 222522888 222771621 248733 3,9 
3 222990786 223190786 200000 9 
3 223738354 223938364 200010 7 
3 224991453 225191453 200000 2 
3 225207938 225407938 200000 4 
3 226050315 226250315 200000 8 
3 226773154 227079521 306367 8,11 
3 227334638 227534638 200000 7 
3 230058386 230356079 297693 3,4 
4 592607 933704 341097 2,3 
4 1395180 1595180 200000 3 
4 2015988 2215988 200000 4 
4 2299341 2499341 200000 4 
4 3156740 3356740 200000 3 
4 5165858 5490390 324532 3,4 
4 10385899 10585920 200021 9 
4 12681480 12881553 200073 9,10 
4 14622478 14919678 297200 4,11 
4 16111861 16311861 200000 8,9 
4 17188932 17388932 200000 4 
4 17407473 17607473 200000 3 
4 22046761 22246761 200000 12 
4 26328817 26528817 200000 8 
Chr, chromosome; 1, Suwan-1 cycle 1; 2, Suwan-1 cycle 5; 3, Suwan-1 cycle 1/cycle 5; 4, Tusón Composite cycle 
1; 5, Tusón Composite cycle 5; 6, Tusón Composite cycle 9; 7, Tusón Composite cycle 1/cycle 5; 8, Tusón 
Composite cycle 5/cycle 9; 9, Tusón Composite cycle 1/cycle 9; 10, Tuxpeño Composite cycle 1; 11, Tuxpeño 
Composite cycle 5; 12, Tuxpeño Composite cycle 1/cycle 5.  Upper and lower refer to region boundaries.
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Table S22 continued: List of significant regions found in outlier tests.   
Chr Lower Upper Size Comparison 
4 35109906 35309906 200000 10 
4 37929513 38129513 200000 10 
4 38187753 38387753 200000 12 
4 38660058 38860058 200000 4 
4 62124858 62324858 200000 12 
4 64001822 64202372 200550 8,9 
4 66922926 67122926 200000 12 
4 79349676 79549676 200000 12 
4 81425580 81625580 200000 12 
4 141313581 141513581 200000 7 
4 151034802 151234802 200000 7 
4 151613655 151814543 200888 4,12 
4 156853950 157053950 200000 7 
4 162809357 163009357 200000 7 
4 166770870 167174602 403732 4,7 
4 169702475 169902475 200000 6 
4 170311113 170511113 200000 3 
4 171113589 171313589 200000 7 
4 171459354 171659354 200000 6 
4 171681085 172019706 338621 4 
4 172579513 172848574 269061 4 
4 173077036 173277036 200000 4 
4 173466874 173817354 350480 4,6 
4 174854825 175054937 200112 4 
4 178481379 178681379 200000 7 
4 179519405 179719405 200000 4 
4 180145486 180368708 223222 3,9 
4 184976844 185176844 200000 4 
4 185290085 185490294 200209 3 
4 186387624 186587624 200000 2 
4 186942837 187142837 200000 7 
4 187606236 187806236 200000 7 
4 189799088 189999088 200000 3 
4 195432070 195645334 213264 4 
4 200430154 200630154 200000 4 
Chr, chromosome; 1, Suwan-1 cycle 1; 2, Suwan-1 cycle 5; 3, Suwan-1 cycle 1/cycle 5; 4, Tusón Composite cycle 
1; 5, Tusón Composite cycle 5; 6, Tusón Composite cycle 9; 7, Tusón Composite cycle 1/cycle 5; 8, Tusón 
Composite cycle 5/cycle 9; 9, Tusón Composite cycle 1/cycle 9; 10, Tuxpeño Composite cycle 1; 11, Tuxpeño 
Composite cycle 5; 12, Tuxpeño Composite cycle 1/cycle 5.  Upper and lower refer to region boundaries.
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Table S22 continued: List of significant regions found in outlier tests.   
Chr Lower Upper Size Comparison 
4 209126395 209326395 200000 3 
4 210230038 210430038 200000 4 
4 215292287 215492287 200000 2 
4 218567323 218767323 200000 3 
4 224626478 224826478 200000 3 
4 228705328 228905328 200000 4 
4 230933915 231133915 200000 4 
4 231513061 231713061 200000 3 
4 233342717 233542717 200000 3 
4 234347336 234672413 325077 9 
4 235993662 236193718 200056 7 
4 236293625 236495211 201586 3,10 
4 237610444 237876678 266234 3 
4 239377958 239903170 525212 3,7 
4 240013257 240213257 200000 3 
5 436169 636169 200000 4 
5 926096 1126096 200000 2 
5 1158801 1358801 200000 4 
5 1439815 1972978 533163 3,4 
5 2011214 2211214 200000 4 
5 2227084 2703105 476021 2,3,6 
5 3158461 3529706 371245 2,3 
5 4097529 4445316 347787 3 
5 4845681 5045681 200000 10 
5 5649867 6213741 563874 3,4,6 
5 6217283 6543097 325814 3,4 
5 7140840 7344761 203921 4 
5 7504395 7704395 200000 3 
5 8231912 8450091 218179 3,4 
5 8990576 9190576 200000 7,9 
5 9517146 9749807 232661 4 
5 10006081 10379082 373001 3,9 
5 11275288 11475300 200012 7 
5 11638313 11838313 200000 5 
5 12282341 12482384 200043 4 
Chr, chromosome; 1, Suwan-1 cycle 1; 2, Suwan-1 cycle 5; 3, Suwan-1 cycle 1/cycle 5; 4, Tusón Composite cycle 
1; 5, Tusón Composite cycle 5; 6, Tusón Composite cycle 9; 7, Tusón Composite cycle 1/cycle 5; 8, Tusón 
Composite cycle 5/cycle 9; 9, Tusón Composite cycle 1/cycle 9; 10, Tuxpeño Composite cycle 1; 11, Tuxpeño 
Composite cycle 5; 12, Tuxpeño Composite cycle 1/cycle 5.  Upper and lower refer to region boundaries.
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Table S22 continued: List of significant regions found in outlier tests.   
Chr Lower Upper Size Comparison 
5 12980847 13180847 200000 9 
5 13846013 14046013 200000 9 
5 14337004 14537004 200000 4 
5 14702864 14915029 212165 4,7,9 
5 15009830 15900762 890932 4,6,9 
5 15991522 16191522 200000 2 
5 16749891 16949891 200000 2 
5 17216915 17478071 261156 4 
5 17523320 17723401 200081 3,4 
5 17791798 17991798 200000 2 
5 18443439 18643439 200000 9 
5 19423947 19879704 455757 4,7,9 
5 20071109 20274153 203044 4 
5 20310208 20510287 200079 4 
5 20871933 21071933 200000 6 
5 21598038 21802573 204535 4,9 
5 22000304 22200304 200000 4 
5 22658165 22858165 200000 3 
5 23473332 23865198 391866 2,4,7 
5 24237696 24963509 725813 4,7,9 
5 26949946 27162274 212328 3,4 
5 27762031 28046575 284544 4,11 
5 29223814 29423814 200000 4 
5 29818003 30018003 200000 4 
5 30121006 30403905 282899 4 
5 30492014 30692050 200036 4 
5 31735325 32112346 377021 3,4 
5 36447569 36647569 200000 4 
5 42197912 42397924 200012 4 
5 46011767 46365175 353408 4 
5 47479526 47679896 200370 4 
5 49735502 49935502 200000 4 
5 51255585 51459413 203828 4 
5 53073693 53273693 200000 4 
5 53348982 53549017 200035 3 
Chr, chromosome; 1, Suwan-1 cycle 1; 2, Suwan-1 cycle 5; 3, Suwan-1 cycle 1/cycle 5; 4, Tusón Composite cycle 
1; 5, Tusón Composite cycle 5; 6, Tusón Composite cycle 9; 7, Tusón Composite cycle 1/cycle 5; 8, Tusón 
Composite cycle 5/cycle 9; 9, Tusón Composite cycle 1/cycle 9; 10, Tuxpeño Composite cycle 1; 11, Tuxpeño 
Composite cycle 5; 12, Tuxpeño Composite cycle 1/cycle 5.  Upper and lower refer to region boundaries.
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Table S22 continued: List of significant regions found in outlier tests.   
Chr Lower Upper Size Comparison 
5 54513395 54713395 200000 3 
5 55323544 55658987 335443 4 
5 55691076 55891076 200000 4 
5 55914420 56114420 200000 4 
5 56273030 56473030 200000 4 
5 57952231 58152231 200000 4 
5 58293850 58493850 200000 4 
5 58607026 58807046 200020 4 
5 59626168 59827993 201825 8,9 
5 60700257 61096987 396730 4 
5 61428756 61631827 203071 4 
5 61927316 62127316 200000 4 
5 64663549 64863574 200025 4 
5 65014859 65214859 200000 4 
5 68411912 68754188 342276 4,7 
5 69936195 70140364 204169 4 
5 70523763 70723763 200000 3 
5 72936171 73136171 200000 4 
5 74189125 74389125 200000 4 
5 74403079 74603079 200000 4 
5 76513698 76781817 268119 4,7 
5 76814928 77014928 200000 4 
5 77336159 77626837 290678 4 
5 77647401 78041664 394263 4,10 
5 78292834 78492912 200078 3,7,9 
5 78717915 78917915 200000 4 
5 80735451 80935451 200000 4 
5 82457201 82709792 252591 4 
5 82849384 83049573 200189 4,9 
5 83297072 83505363 208291 4 
5 83644950 83844950 200000 4 
5 84004138 84204138 200000 4 
5 84725303 84925303 200000 4 
5 85558501 85758681 200180 4 
5 85913706 86133058 219352 3,4,9 
Chr, chromosome; 1, Suwan-1 cycle 1; 2, Suwan-1 cycle 5; 3, Suwan-1 cycle 1/cycle 5; 4, Tusón Composite cycle 
1; 5, Tusón Composite cycle 5; 6, Tusón Composite cycle 9; 7, Tusón Composite cycle 1/cycle 5; 8, Tusón 
Composite cycle 5/cycle 9; 9, Tusón Composite cycle 1/cycle 9; 10, Tuxpeño Composite cycle 1; 11, Tuxpeño 
Composite cycle 5; 12, Tuxpeño Composite cycle 1/cycle 5.  Upper and lower refer to region boundaries.
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Table S22 continued: List of significant regions found in outlier tests.   
Chr Lower Upper Size Comparison 
5 86936559 87214074 277515 3,7 
5 87214413 87822080 607667 3,4 
5 89053266 89959269 906003 2,4 
5 94437074 94637074 200000 9 
5 94901614 95101993 200379 4 
5 101485649 101685649 200000 4 
5 109225991 109425991 200000 4 
5 110079006 110279006 200000 2,4 
5 111898304 112098304 200000 4 
5 121572307 121772307 200000 4 
5 126673860 126873860 200000 4 
5 127505154 127705154 200000 4 
5 128436184 128636184 200000 4 
5 133233397 133433397 200000 10 
5 135353985 135553985 200000 4 
5 135745492 135945492 200000 4 
5 137337357 137537357 200000 4 
5 139132631 139333438 200807 4 
5 139861666 140193882 332216 3 
5 140387358 140587358 200000 4 
5 140696824 141037692 340868 4 
5 141155980 141355980 200000 8 
5 142157134 142422377 265243 3,4 
5 142623210 142823230 200020 4 
5 143063786 143263786 200000 4 
5 143300287 143500287 200000 4 
5 143875533 144075533 200000 4 
5 144076046 144412476 336430 3,4,9 
5 144710452 144987426 276974 4 
5 145007231 145207243 200012 7 
5 145238705 145596768 358063 4 
5 149775125 149975125 200000 4 
5 150175294 150516056 340762 4,9 
5 151214790 151515894 301104 4 
5 151608510 151986994 378484 4 
Chr, chromosome; 1, Suwan-1 cycle 1; 2, Suwan-1 cycle 5; 3, Suwan-1 cycle 1/cycle 5; 4, Tusón Composite cycle 
1; 5, Tusón Composite cycle 5; 6, Tusón Composite cycle 9; 7, Tusón Composite cycle 1/cycle 5; 8, Tusón 
Composite cycle 5/cycle 9; 9, Tusón Composite cycle 1/cycle 9; 10, Tuxpeño Composite cycle 1; 11, Tuxpeño 
Composite cycle 5; 12, Tuxpeño Composite cycle 1/cycle 5.  Upper and lower refer to region boundaries.
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Table S22 continued: List of significant regions found in outlier tests.   
Chr Lower Upper Size Comparison 
5 157367329 157596819 229490 7 
5 159231033 159432575 201542 2,3,4 
5 159844968 160044968 200000 4 
5 160368172 160568202 200030 3 
5 160621252 160900486 279234 3,4 
5 161094138 161294138 200000 4 
5 161958920 162158920 200000 3 
5 163118387 163511717 393330 3,4,6 
5 164260180 164460180 200000 9 
5 164551128 164941007 389879 3,4 
5 164971094 165171094 200000 3 
5 166372942 166573819 200877 3 
5 166869731 167382039 512308 3,4 
5 167485842 167685842 200000 6 
5 168758558 169007641 249083 4,6 
5 169356680 169556680 200000 4 
5 169580561 170124149 543588 4,6 
5 170951083 171151083 200000 6 
5 173917408 174239950 322542 4,6 
5 175766081 175966081 200000 4 
5 176891239 177091252 200013 6 
5 180307699 180507699 200000 4 
5 181951513 182151513 200000 3 
5 182350672 182550689 200017 3 
5 185398400 185598400 200000 3 
5 187019264 187219264 200000 10 
5 189517054 189717054 200000 3 
5 190138066 190343475 205409 4,10 
5 191377890 191577890 200000 3 
5 194152071 194353416 201345 4 
5 195930914 196130914 200000 4,10 
5 197161083 197361083 200000 3 
5 197503242 197885633 382391 3,4 
5 199130694 199331696 201002 3,10 
5 200723000 200923000 200000 12 
Chr, chromosome; 1, Suwan-1 cycle 1; 2, Suwan-1 cycle 5; 3, Suwan-1 cycle 1/cycle 5; 4, Tusón Composite cycle 
1; 5, Tusón Composite cycle 5; 6, Tusón Composite cycle 9; 7, Tusón Composite cycle 1/cycle 5; 8, Tusón 
Composite cycle 5/cycle 9; 9, Tusón Composite cycle 1/cycle 9; 10, Tuxpeño Composite cycle 1; 11, Tuxpeño 
Composite cycle 5; 12, Tuxpeño Composite cycle 1/cycle 5.  Upper and lower refer to region boundaries.
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Table S22 continued: List of significant regions found in outlier tests.   
Chr Lower Upper Size Comparison 
5 201126153 201566587 440434 3,4,9 
5 202198529 202520899 322370 4,9 
5 202720497 202920497 200000 8 
5 203297797 203497797 200000 3 
5 204525091 204913211 388120 4 
5 206515813 206715813 200000 4 
5 206822544 207022544 200000 12 
5 208064350 208298620 234270 4,6 
5 208329451 208529451 200000 4 
5 208819000 209019631 200631 6,9 
5 210975470 211300063 324593 3,4,9 
5 212145014 212345066 200052 3 
5 212401163 212601163 200000 9 
5 212689309 212972907 283598 3,9 
5 212977631 213688619 710988 3 
5 213978240 214178240 200000 3 
5 214427383 214712819 285436 3,7 
5 214838814 215038863 200049 3 
5 215160860 215480245 319385 3 
5 215712624 215931335 218711 3,11 
5 216063597 216263597 200000 3 
5 216487409 216687409 200000 3 
6 3134845 3334845 200000 4 
6 4043545 4243545 200000 4 
6 5406896 5606896 200000 2 
6 7059649 7259649 200000 2 
6 8580423 8780423 200000 11 
6 23425098 23625098 200000 1 
6 28046885 28246885 200000 12 
6 32360880 32560880 200000 9 
6 33523591 33723591 200000 9 
6 34122130 34322130 200000 9 
6 34503143 34703143 200000 9 
6 35580122 35780156 200034 4 
6 37390539 37590539 200000 4 
Chr, chromosome; 1, Suwan-1 cycle 1; 2, Suwan-1 cycle 5; 3, Suwan-1 cycle 1/cycle 5; 4, Tusón Composite cycle 
1; 5, Tusón Composite cycle 5; 6, Tusón Composite cycle 9; 7, Tusón Composite cycle 1/cycle 5; 8, Tusón 
Composite cycle 5/cycle 9; 9, Tusón Composite cycle 1/cycle 9; 10, Tuxpeño Composite cycle 1; 11, Tuxpeño 
Composite cycle 5; 12, Tuxpeño Composite cycle 1/cycle 5.  Upper and lower refer to region boundaries.
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Table S22 continued: List of significant regions found in outlier tests.   
Chr Lower Upper Size Comparison 
6 37972100 38373901 401801 4 
6 39271759 39471759 200000 4 
6 54299102 54499102 200000 3 
6 58170824 58546322 375498 4,12 
6 60508895 60708960 200065 4 
6 60719504 60919535 200031 4 
6 62351226 62551226 200000 4 
6 64508693 64708693 200000 4 
6 79815878 80015878 200000 3 
6 80543780 80743780 200000 3 
6 82515971 82722634 206663 3 
6 82864692 83064692 200000 3 
6 83440618 83640618 200000 3 
6 84224444 84424444 200000 3 
6 84572851 84772851 200000 3 
6 85321508 85521518 200010 4 
6 85949076 86149076 200000 4 
6 86246189 86446189 200000 3 
6 88053306 88253306 200000 8 
6 88488223 88688223 200000 5 
6 90794134 90994134 200000 12 
6 91199380 91399394 200014 3 
6 94400881 94600881 200000 11 
6 94662440 94942677 280237 4,9 
6 95223048 95423048 200000 4 
6 95833088 96033101 200013 3 
6 96573215 96773215 200000 7 
6 97014781 97214781 200000 9 
6 97217528 97417545 200017 4 
6 98157601 98357601 200000 7,9 
6 99670955 99870955 200000 9 
6 99984051 100300751 316700 7,9 
6 103308691 103508691 200000 4 
6 104168150 104368594 200444 7,9 
6 105652892 105854826 201934 7,9 
Chr, chromosome; 1, Suwan-1 cycle 1; 2, Suwan-1 cycle 5; 3, Suwan-1 cycle 1/cycle 5; 4, Tusón Composite cycle 
1; 5, Tusón Composite cycle 5; 6, Tusón Composite cycle 9; 7, Tusón Composite cycle 1/cycle 5; 8, Tusón 
Composite cycle 5/cycle 9; 9, Tusón Composite cycle 1/cycle 9; 10, Tuxpeño Composite cycle 1; 11, Tuxpeño 
Composite cycle 5; 12, Tuxpeño Composite cycle 1/cycle 5.  Upper and lower refer to region boundaries.
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Table S22 continued: List of significant regions found in outlier tests.   
Chr Lower Upper Size Comparison 
6 106368135 106568135 200000 3 
6 106736152 106936152 200000 3 
6 107710969 107910969 200000 7 
6 107966199 108166199 200000 4 
6 110193331 110393331 200000 7 
6 110594924 110794924 200000 9 
6 111457441 111657441 200000 3 
6 113234893 113434916 200023 2 
6 117551681 117751681 200000 4 
6 118597222 118797222 200000 8,9 
6 122026334 122226334 200000 4 
6 128032582 128232582 200000 10 
6 128690035 128890659 200624 3 
6 131054144 131254144 200000 4 
6 133539958 133739958 200000 12 
6 141176840 141376840 200000 3 
6 143820770 144100730 279960 3 
6 144976517 145176517 200000 3 
6 146787963 146987985 200022 3 
6 147874971 148074971 200000 3 
6 148860531 149060531 200000 3,9 
6 149924428 150129867 205439 3 
6 150702335 150902335 200000 3 
6 151376205 151576205 200000 3 
6 151693876 151893876 200000 3 
6 153660265 153862195 201930 12 
6 154053949 154253959 200010 4 
6 155535751 155839830 304079 4,12 
6 155935854 156135854 200000 7 
6 156668857 157025135 356278 3,6,7 
6 157314265 157514265 200000 3 
6 158121264 158367135 245871 3,12 
6 158549455 158749455 200000 12 
6 159102053 159302053 200000 7 
6 159517585 159717585 200000 7 
Chr, chromosome; 1, Suwan-1 cycle 1; 2, Suwan-1 cycle 5; 3, Suwan-1 cycle 1/cycle 5; 4, Tusón Composite cycle 
1; 5, Tusón Composite cycle 5; 6, Tusón Composite cycle 9; 7, Tusón Composite cycle 1/cycle 5; 8, Tusón 
Composite cycle 5/cycle 9; 9, Tusón Composite cycle 1/cycle 9; 10, Tuxpeño Composite cycle 1; 11, Tuxpeño 
Composite cycle 5; 12, Tuxpeño Composite cycle 1/cycle 5.  Upper and lower refer to region boundaries.
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Table S22 continued: List of significant regions found in outlier tests.   
Chr Lower Upper Size Comparison 
6 159892302 160092302 200000 9 
6 160603041 160803041 200000 9 
6 161311237 161515186 203949 3 
6 161609272 161809272 200000 7 
6 161913207 162113207 200000 2 
6 162345869 162744866 398997 3,6 
6 163075116 163279259 204143 4,10 
6 164546446 164969984 423538 3,4,11 
6 165063138 165416827 353689 3,4 
6 165700962 166045932 344970 3,4,9 
6 166532359 166732359 200000 3 
6 166933928 167133928 200000 4 
6 167172268 167536380 364112 7,10 
6 167651069 167922500 271431 3 
6 168716518 168916518 200000 9 
7 1038023 1408318 370295 2,3 
7 2482946 2682946 200000 3 
7 2974360 3263236 288876 1 
7 3976660 4176660 200000 3 
7 4701557 4901557 200000 3 
7 5427118 5627118 200000 10 
7 5797022 5997022 200000 10 
7 8579947 8779947 200000 2 
7 9428014 9693596 265582 2 
7 10200524 10400524 200000 3 
7 11472589 11672589 200000 7 
7 14365080 14565080 200000 12 
7 15449435 15761023 311588 3 
7 19523847 19723847 200000 8 
7 21700930 21900944 200014 10 
7 23851339 24051339 200000 8 
7 40470531 40670531 200000 12 
7 44074452 44274452 200000 12 
7 75038048 75275658 237610 5 
7 84022369 84222369 200000 7 
Chr, chromosome; 1, Suwan-1 cycle 1; 2, Suwan-1 cycle 5; 3, Suwan-1 cycle 1/cycle 5; 4, Tusón Composite cycle 
1; 5, Tusón Composite cycle 5; 6, Tusón Composite cycle 9; 7, Tusón Composite cycle 1/cycle 5; 8, Tusón 
Composite cycle 5/cycle 9; 9, Tusón Composite cycle 1/cycle 9; 10, Tuxpeño Composite cycle 1; 11, Tuxpeño 
Composite cycle 5; 12, Tuxpeño Composite cycle 1/cycle 5.  Upper and lower refer to region boundaries.
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Table S22 continued: List of significant regions found in outlier tests.   
Chr Lower Upper Size Comparison 
7 94095450 94295450 200000 12 
7 95185154 95385180 200026 10 
7 99856177 100134843 278666 4,8 
7 106553632 106753632 200000 12 
7 107132529 107427803 295274 5,8,9 
7 107741256 107941256 200000 8,9 
7 112370593 112638335 267742 6 
7 115209191 115409191 200000 4 
7 115623673 115823673 200000 3 
7 117430502 117641298 210796 6 
7 120913955 121113955 200000 6 
7 123380188 123580270 200082 3,6 
7 123628857 123828857 200000 6 
7 125875104 126075168 200064 6,11 
7 126436886 126879664 442778 6,8 
7 127197567 127397567 200000 3 
7 127486193 127992276 506083 3,10,12 
7 130326122 130526122 200000 6 
7 130843134 131043134 200000 6 
7 134032040 134232040 200000 4 
7 135724975 135924975 200000 4 
7 137388847 137632640 243793 4 
7 139269398 139469398 200000 12 
7 141486683 141686683 200000 7 
7 145117687 145317687 200000 3 
7 145642013 145842013 200000 3 
7 145868171 146068171 200000 3 
7 146399223 146599271 200048 3 
7 146965947 147165947 200000 3 
7 147280338 147480338 200000 1 
7 150774362 150988738 214376 6 
7 153755017 153955970 200953 3 
7 155490043 155690082 200039 10 
7 155864050 156215690 351640 3,12 
7 156639192 156952953 313761 3,10 
Chr, chromosome; 1, Suwan-1 cycle 1; 2, Suwan-1 cycle 5; 3, Suwan-1 cycle 1/cycle 5; 4, Tusón Composite cycle 
1; 5, Tusón Composite cycle 5; 6, Tusón Composite cycle 9; 7, Tusón Composite cycle 1/cycle 5; 8, Tusón 
Composite cycle 5/cycle 9; 9, Tusón Composite cycle 1/cycle 9; 10, Tuxpeño Composite cycle 1; 11, Tuxpeño 
Composite cycle 5; 12, Tuxpeño Composite cycle 1/cycle 5.  Upper and lower refer to region boundaries.
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Table S22 continued: List of significant regions found in outlier tests.   
Chr Lower Upper Size Comparison 
7 157355779 157579811 224032 3,11 
7 158013488 158467540 454052 3,8,9 
7 158654276 158854276 200000 4 
7 159031968 159231968 200000 3 
7 159308845 159508865 200020 4 
7 160049739 160333076 283337 4 
7 160458068 160916788 458720 4 
7 161343456 161543456 200000 4 
7 161702074 162424219 722145 4,10 
7 162461699 162661699 200000 4 
7 162851004 163213170 362166 4 
7 163497314 164028647 531333 4 
7 164099997 164299997 200000 4 
7 164891964 165091964 200000 5 
7 165260093 165599656 339563 3,4,10 
7 165644678 165844678 200000 4 
7 165845411 166045411 200000 4 
7 166452948 166846125 393177 4 
7 166925567 167255360 329793 4 
7 167619298 167944074 324776 3 
7 169824553 170024553 200000 7 
7 170151991 170351991 200000 4 
7 172396171 173039022 642851 4 
7 173082492 173282492 200000 4 
7 173643554 174052209 408655 1,3,4,10 
7 174412415 174682254 269839 3 
7 175094378 175305004 210626 2,3 
8 299925 499925 200000 7 
8 553758 753768 200010 3 
8 2802085 3002085 200000 4 
8 3562375 3762375 200000 3 
8 5897830 6097830 200000 10 
8 6412060 6612060 200000 4 
8 8187232 8387232 200000 10 
8 8631037 8985800 354763 3,4 
Chr, chromosome; 1, Suwan-1 cycle 1; 2, Suwan-1 cycle 5; 3, Suwan-1 cycle 1/cycle 5; 4, Tusón Composite cycle 
1; 5, Tusón Composite cycle 5; 6, Tusón Composite cycle 9; 7, Tusón Composite cycle 1/cycle 5; 8, Tusón 
Composite cycle 5/cycle 9; 9, Tusón Composite cycle 1/cycle 9; 10, Tuxpeño Composite cycle 1; 11, Tuxpeño 
Composite cycle 5; 12, Tuxpeño Composite cycle 1/cycle 5.  Upper and lower refer to region boundaries. 
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Table S22 continued: List of significant regions found in outlier tests.   
Chr Lower Upper Size Comparison 
7 157355779 157579811 224032 3,11 
7 158013488 158467540 454052 3,8,9 
7 158654276 158854276 200000 4 
7 159031968 159231968 200000 3 
7 159308845 159508865 200020 4 
7 160049739 160333076 283337 4 
7 160458068 160916788 458720 4 
7 161343456 161543456 200000 4 
7 161702074 162424219 722145 4,10 
7 162461699 162661699 200000 4 
7 162851004 163213170 362166 4 
7 163497314 164028647 531333 4 
7 164099997 164299997 200000 4 
7 164891964 165091964 200000 5 
7 165260093 165599656 339563 3,4,10 
7 165644678 165844678 200000 4 
7 165845411 166045411 200000 4 
7 166452948 166846125 393177 4 
7 166925567 167255360 329793 4 
7 167619298 167944074 324776 3 
7 169824553 170024553 200000 7 
7 170151991 170351991 200000 4 
7 172396171 173039022 642851 4 
7 173082492 173282492 200000 4 
7 173643554 174052209 408655 1,3,4,10 
7 174412415 174682254 269839 3 
7 175094378 175305004 210626 2,3 
8 299925 499925 200000 7 
8 553758 753768 200010 3 
8 2802085 3002085 200000 4 
8 3562375 3762375 200000 3 
8 5897830 6097830 200000 10 
8 6412060 6612060 200000 4 
8 8187232 8387232 200000 10 
8 8631037 8985800 354763 3,4 
Chr, chromosome; 1, Suwan-1 cycle 1; 2, Suwan-1 cycle 5; 3, Suwan-1 cycle 1/cycle 5; 4, Tusón Composite cycle 
1; 5, Tusón Composite cycle 5; 6, Tusón Composite cycle 9; 7, Tusón Composite cycle 1/cycle 5; 8, Tusón 
Composite cycle 5/cycle 9; 9, Tusón Composite cycle 1/cycle 9; 10, Tuxpeño Composite cycle 1; 11, Tuxpeño 
Composite cycle 5; 12, Tuxpeño Composite cycle 1/cycle 5.  Upper and lower refer to region boundaries.
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Table S22 continued: List of significant regions found in outlier tests.   
Chr Lower Upper Size Comparison 
8 10265121 10465121 200000 8 
8 11201282 11401282 200000 10 
8 11403550 11603550 200000 3 
8 12835591 13035591 200000 9 
8 14836276 15146094 309818 10,11,12 
8 15860903 16060903 200000 11 
8 16817694 17168413 350719 4,7 
8 17293129 17493129 200000 7 
8 20821563 21021563 200000 7 
8 21050270 21250314 200044 8 
8 21287523 21487523 200000 3 
8 22070303 22270303 200000 8 
8 22576846 22922324 345478 7,8 
8 23056311 23256334 200023 7 
8 23322922 23527460 204538 8 
8 24600953 24800953 200000 8 
8 24910295 25220362 310067 7,9 
8 28489799 28689799 200000 8 
8 33747037 33947037 200000 7,9 
8 34901512 35101512 200000 9 
8 37561266 37907702 346436 2,9 
8 38421235 38621235 200000 2 
8 46136849 46336849 200000 9 
8 46595695 46795695 200000 8,9 
8 51838376 52038398 200022 8 
8 63985811 64185811 200000 7 
8 65682153 65888243 206090 6,7,8 
8 81147664 81347664 200000 3 
8 90735609 90935609 200000 3 
8 96146846 96346846 200000 3 
8 102038297 102238297 200000 4 
8 105574102 105774148 200046 3 
8 106136616 106336616 200000 10 
8 107777784 107977800 200016 12 
8 109163873 109477761 313888 3,7 
Chr, chromosome; 1, Suwan-1 cycle 1; 2, Suwan-1 cycle 5; 3, Suwan-1 cycle 1/cycle 5; 4, Tusón Composite cycle 
1; 5, Tusón Composite cycle 5; 6, Tusón Composite cycle 9; 7, Tusón Composite cycle 1/cycle 5; 8, Tusón 
Composite cycle 5/cycle 9; 9, Tusón Composite cycle 1/cycle 9; 10, Tuxpeño Composite cycle 1; 11, Tuxpeño 
Composite cycle 5; 12, Tuxpeño Composite cycle 1/cycle 5.  Upper and lower refer to region boundaries.
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Table S22 continued: List of significant regions found in outlier tests.   
Chr Lower Upper Size Comparison 
8 110914462 111114462 200000 9 
8 112517698 112717698 200000 3 
8 115805544 116005544 200000 3 
8 121664437 121992738 328301 3,8,9 
8 122834218 123034218 200000 8 
8 123412831 123612905 200074 3 
8 123812971 124012971 200000 3 
8 124335060 124535060 200000 3 
8 124548550 125051682 503132 2,3,8,9 
8 127598734 127798750 200016 8 
8 128446766 128702759 255993 2 
8 129076528 129276528 200000 12 
8 129749337 129949337 200000 10 
8 129998360 130198395 200035 2 
8 130826516 131340831 514315 3,7,9 
8 131433053 132003661 570608 3,8 
8 132070809 132270809 200000 4 
8 132308723 132625745 317022 2,6 
8 133176224 133376224 200000 6 
8 133738243 133938243 200000 8 
8 135353204 135553364 200160 9,11 
8 135857391 136194546 337155 4,9 
8 138162596 138362596 200000 9 
8 138548371 138748371 200000 8 
8 139530981 139730981 200000 11 
8 140408115 140608115 200000 3 
8 140982770 141182770 200000 3 
8 146093884 146293884 200000 5 
8 146375249 146575249 200000 10 
8 146997707 147197707 200000 10 
8 150628004 150828004 200000 9 
8 152221224 152421224 200000 4 
8 158998481 159198528 200047 3 
8 159856100 160187552 331452 3,6 
8 160980092 161180092 200000 12 
Chr, chromosome; 1, Suwan-1 cycle 1; 2, Suwan-1 cycle 5; 3, Suwan-1 cycle 1/cycle 5; 4, Tusón Composite cycle 
1; 5, Tusón Composite cycle 5; 6, Tusón Composite cycle 9; 7, Tusón Composite cycle 1/cycle 5; 8, Tusón 
Composite cycle 5/cycle 9; 9, Tusón Composite cycle 1/cycle 9; 10, Tuxpeño Composite cycle 1; 11, Tuxpeño 
Composite cycle 5; 12, Tuxpeño Composite cycle 1/cycle 5.  Upper and lower refer to region boundaries.
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Table S22 continued: List of significant regions found in outlier tests.   
Chr Lower Upper Size Comparison 
8 161423134 161623134 200000 11 
8 161650769 161850769 200000 6 
8 162734403 162934403 200000 11 
8 163115185 163389708 274523 6 
8 163942679 164142679 200000 6 
8 164336202 164836697 500495 6,11 
8 165166922 165366922 200000 10 
8 167503530 167703530 200000 11 
8 168811702 169011702 200000 6 
8 170116617 170436041 319424 2,3,6 
8 170528878 170728878 200000 6 
8 171050776 171250776 200000 6 
8 171341178 171715093 373915 2,6,10 
8 172127455 172327455 200000 4 
8 172873351 173073384 200033 1,12 
8 173249904 173449904 200000 5 
8 173751055 174092778 341723 6,7,9 
8 174327060 174595562 268502 3 
9 1239314 1439314 200000 4 
9 6897896 7097896 200000 3 
9 7516153 7716153 200000 6 
9 9640944 9841258 200314 4 
9 11649657 11849699 200042 4 
9 12520274 12720274 200000 2 
9 15263960 15463979 200019 3 
9 17346325 17624072 277747 4,10 
9 18230715 18430715 200000 4 
9 19432559 19637875 205316 3,11 
9 20870036 21070036 200000 3 
9 23112193 23312193 200000 4 
9 23353463 23630973 277510 3,11 
9 23655694 24169548 513854 3,4,9,11 
9 24497971 24699595 201624 3,9 
9 30843388 31080237 236849 9 
9 48920005 49120547 200542 11 
Chr, chromosome; 1, Suwan-1 cycle 1; 2, Suwan-1 cycle 5; 3, Suwan-1 cycle 1/cycle 5; 4, Tusón Composite cycle 
1; 5, Tusón Composite cycle 5; 6, Tusón Composite cycle 9; 7, Tusón Composite cycle 1/cycle 5; 8, Tusón 
Composite cycle 5/cycle 9; 9, Tusón Composite cycle 1/cycle 9; 10, Tuxpeño Composite cycle 1; 11, Tuxpeño 
Composite cycle 5; 12, Tuxpeño Composite cycle 1/cycle 5.  Upper and lower refer to region boundaries.
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Table S22 continued: List of significant regions found in outlier tests.   
Chr Lower Upper Size Comparison 
9 56956583 57156583 200000 4 
9 58147723 58347723 200000 4 
9 58351259 58551259 200000 9 
9 64523380 64723380 200000 8 
9 76659896 76859896 200000 9 
9 77208439 77408455 200016 3,4 
9 86103533 86303533 200000 3 
9 86437173 86637173 200000 11 
9 89293338 89493338 200000 9 
9 90266125 90466125 200000 12 
9 92354519 92554519 200000 3 
9 95978036 96178036 200000 11 
9 101329045 101529045 200000 3 
9 104335920 104535920 200000 3 
9 104955356 105353160 397804 3,4,9 
9 106527224 106727325 200101 9 
9 107742105 108120367 378262 4,5,10 
9 109214264 109414264 200000 3 
9 110219574 110594386 374812 3 
9 111017564 111217729 200165 3 
9 111331653 111531653 200000 4 
9 112233494 112587551 354057 3 
9 112841589 113161876 320287 3,4 
9 113324036 113622270 298234 9,11 
9 113712658 113948945 236287 2,9,12 
9 114059999 114259999 200000 4 
9 114617758 114817758 200000 9 
9 114861783 115069092 207309 2,11 
9 115789974 115990965 200991 8,9 
9 116246324 116456495 210171 3,4 
9 116855570 117061718 206148 3,4 
9 117207826 117407826 200000 4 
9 119187463 119532569 345106 3,9 
9 119837398 120037398 200000 7 
9 120149626 120515630 366004 3 
Chr, chromosome; 1, Suwan-1 cycle 1; 2, Suwan-1 cycle 5; 3, Suwan-1 cycle 1/cycle 5; 4, Tusón Composite cycle 
1; 5, Tusón Composite cycle 5; 6, Tusón Composite cycle 9; 7, Tusón Composite cycle 1/cycle 5; 8, Tusón 
Composite cycle 5/cycle 9; 9, Tusón Composite cycle 1/cycle 9; 10, Tuxpeño Composite cycle 1; 11, Tuxpeño 
Composite cycle 5; 12, Tuxpeño Composite cycle 1/cycle 5.  Upper and lower refer to region boundaries.
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Table S22 continued: List of significant regions found in outlier tests.   
Chr Lower Upper Size Comparison 
9 120777869 121041448 263579 3,4,9 
9 121935042 122155014 219972 3,9 
9 122901577 123102727 201150 4,7,9 
9 124434961 124743103 308142 4 
9 124859346 125059346 200000 4 
9 125919124 126119135 200011 4 
9 127218336 127418336 200000 3 
9 128220129 128420157 200028 11 
9 131279253 131681463 402210 3 
9 133482358 133682393 200035 3 
9 136674661 136874661 200000 10 
9 139601200 139860302 259102 7,9 
9 141352283 141639331 287048 3,12 
9 141951997 142151997 200000 9 
9 144058938 144258938 200000 4 
9 144280375 144480375 200000 9 
9 144784962 144984962 200000 12 
9 146961168 147161168 200000 9 
9 147414681 147680565 265884 3,9 
9 147951161 148151161 200000 3 
9 148161001 148467249 306248 4,12 
9 148572399 148772399 200000 4 
9 149440390 149644346 203956 7,9 
9 149653045 149853045 200000 9 
9 150135420 150335420 200000 4 
9 150615654 150815654 200000 4 
9 151016591 151216591 200000 9 
9 151326464 151765845 439381 3,9,11 
9 151879759 152079759 200000 3 
9 152863954 153063954 200000 9 
9 153114209 153513532 399323 3,4 
9 153981653 154181664 200011 4 
9 155447762 155647762 200000 3 
10 1048472 1248472 200000 3 
10 2334026 2882935 548909 3 
Chr, chromosome; 1, Suwan-1 cycle 1; 2, Suwan-1 cycle 5; 3, Suwan-1 cycle 1/cycle 5; 4, Tusón Composite cycle 
1; 5, Tusón Composite cycle 5; 6, Tusón Composite cycle 9; 7, Tusón Composite cycle 1/cycle 5; 8, Tusón 
Composite cycle 5/cycle 9; 9, Tusón Composite cycle 1/cycle 9; 10, Tuxpeño Composite cycle 1; 11, Tuxpeño 
Composite cycle 5; 12, Tuxpeño Composite cycle 1/cycle 5.  Upper and lower refer to region boundaries.
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Table S22 continued: List of significant regions found in outlier tests.   
Chr Lower Upper Size Comparison 
10 2887775 3291110 403335 3 
10 3921954 4121954 200000 4 
10 4511184 4790238 279054 3,4 
10 5380544 5847376 466832 3,4 
10 7485528 7685528 200000 3 
10 9123998 9462898 338900 3 
10 9498199 9698199 200000 3 
10 10189734 10389799 200065 11 
10 10567273 10926645 359372 3,5 
10 12917779 13265330 347551 4 
10 14808711 15104466 295755 3,5 
10 15449495 15649495 200000 4 
10 16106800 16306800 200000 10 
10 16472309 16672309 200000 3 
10 17427082 17627098 200016 3 
10 22162021 22362060 200039 4 
10 40010714 40210749 200035 3 
10 42483586 42683586 200000 3 
10 47023528 47223528 200000 5 
10 49884300 50084300 200000 3 
10 53374855 53574855 200000 3 
10 61944011 62262622 318611 3 
10 68884856 69186817 301961 3,4 
10 71372592 71572683 200091 3 
10 76850127 77204100 353973 3 
10 77577413 77777413 200000 3 
10 80617141 80837704 220563 3,9 
10 81081894 81281894 200000 3 
10 81341226 81541226 200000 4 
10 81942858 82145080 202222 3,6 
10 83356689 83556689 200000 5 
10 83569153 83772122 202969 3 
10 85293910 85494037 200127 3,9 
10 86185205 86529336 344131 3,11 
10 86997223 87270587 273364 3,4 
Chr, chromosome; 1, Suwan-1 cycle 1; 2, Suwan-1 cycle 5; 3, Suwan-1 cycle 1/cycle 5; 4, Tusón Composite cycle 
1; 5, Tusón Composite cycle 5; 6, Tusón Composite cycle 9; 7, Tusón Composite cycle 1/cycle 5; 8, Tusón 
Composite cycle 5/cycle 9; 9, Tusón Composite cycle 1/cycle 9; 10, Tuxpeño Composite cycle 1; 11, Tuxpeño 
Composite cycle 5; 12, Tuxpeño Composite cycle 1/cycle 5.  Upper and lower refer to region boundaries.
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Table S22 continued: List of significant regions found in outlier tests.   
Chr Lower Upper Size Comparison 
10 89890209 90090209 200000 5 
10 91856467 92123963 267496 11 
10 93584923 93784923 200000 3 
10 93902114 94154154 252040 3,4 
10 94114498 94314498 200000 11 
10 94491480 94691493 200013 4 
10 97626713 97826713 200000 1 
10 101770280 101970280 200000 12 
10 102614709 102814709 200000 4 
10 102894315 103185571 291256 3,4 
10 105038455 105238455 200000 3 
10 105754724 106151104 396380 3 
10 106215803 106533049 317246 3 
10 107714019 107914019 200000 3 
10 108529076 108729076 200000 3 
10 108756327 108956351 200024 3 
10 109614040 109814054 200014 3 
10 112836815 113036863 200048 3 
10 113825206 114043505 218299 3,4 
10 114424541 115059351 634810 3,12 
10 115846044 116046044 200000 3 
10 116767491 116993360 225869 3 
10 117218840 117418840 200000 10 
10 117473516 117857718 384202 3 
10 118001724 118201724 200000 3 
10 118664229 119228284 564055 3,4 
10 119853286 120220709 367423 3 
10 120435574 120893828 458254 3 
10 121316163 121516163 200000 3 
10 121750572 121950572 200000 3 
10 122076452 122366925 290473 3,4 
10 123719011 123919011 200000 3 
10 123969378 124195234 225856 2,3 
10 124231749 124431749 200000 2 
10 124630087 124830087 200000 11 
Chr, chromosome; 1, Suwan-1 cycle 1; 2, Suwan-1 cycle 5; 3, Suwan-1 cycle 1/cycle 5; 4, Tusón Composite cycle 
1; 5, Tusón Composite cycle 5; 6, Tusón Composite cycle 9; 7, Tusón Composite cycle 1/cycle 5; 8, Tusón 
Composite cycle 5/cycle 9; 9, Tusón Composite cycle 1/cycle 9; 10, Tuxpeño Composite cycle 1; 11, Tuxpeño 
Composite cycle 5; 12, Tuxpeño Composite cycle 1/cycle 5.  Upper and lower refer to region boundaries.
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Table S22 continued: List of significant regions found in outlier tests.   
Chr Lower Upper Size Comparison 
10 125624258 125950600 326342 3 
10 126488086 126747554 259468 3 
10 126779466 126979466 200000 3 
10 129360710 129688026 327316 3,9 
10 130182594 130382594 200000 11 
10 130867843 131067868 200025 12 
10 131701682 131901695 200013 4 
10 132076082 132276082 200000 11 
10 132520909 132720909 200000 4 
10 133172747 133468158 295411 3,4,7 
10 133486902 133686902 200000 4 
10 134103895 134303895 200000 4 
10 134500803 134929174 428371 3,5,9 
10 135586336 135786336 200000 4 
10 136516008 136803987 287979 3 
10 137105278 137305278 200000 9 
10 137388410 137762380 373970 3,4 
10 137803186 138310402 507216 3,10 
10 138901522 139101541 200019 11 
10 139877418 140267061 389643 4 
10 140628857 140843784 214927 4,12 
10 140859118 141059118 200000 4 
10 141176166 141606118 429952 4,5 
10 142302477 142502545 200068 4 
10 142616225 142826231 210006 3,4 
10 142983260 143274627 291367 4,7,9 
10 143402739 143602739 200000 7 
10 143639972 143839972 200000 4,9 
10 144215095 144415095 200000 9 
10 144427114 145033430 606316 2,3,4,9 
10 145075364 145379286 303922 2,4,9 
10 145849555 146265334 415779 3,4,7,11 
10 146322460 146787358 464898 4 
10 146893799 147222647 328848 3,4,9 
10 147626908 148190194 563286 4,7,9 
Chr, chromosome; 1, Suwan-1 cycle 1; 2, Suwan-1 cycle 5; 3, Suwan-1 cycle 1/cycle 5; 4, Tusón Composite cycle 
1; 5, Tusón Composite cycle 5; 6, Tusón Composite cycle 9; 7, Tusón Composite cycle 1/cycle 5; 8, Tusón 
Composite cycle 5/cycle 9; 9, Tusón Composite cycle 1/cycle 9; 10, Tuxpeño Composite cycle 1; 11, Tuxpeño 
Composite cycle 5; 12, Tuxpeño Composite cycle 1/cycle 5.  Upper and lower refer to region boundaries.
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Table S22 continued: List of significant regions found in outlier tests.   
Chr Lower Upper Size Comparison 
10 148324876 148613232 288356 4,6 
10 148929478 149298987 369509 4 
10 149497470 149847679 350209 10 
Chr, chromosome; 1, Suwan-1 cycle 1; 2, Suwan-1 cycle 5; 3, Suwan-1 cycle 1/cycle 5; 4, Tusón Composite cycle 
1; 5, Tusón Composite cycle 5; 6, Tusón Composite cycle 9; 7, Tusón Composite cycle 1/cycle 5; 8, Tusón 
Composite cycle 5/cycle 9; 9, Tusón Composite cycle 1/cycle 9; 10, Tuxpeño Composite cycle 1; 11, Tuxpeño 
Composite cycle 5; 12, Tuxpeño Composite cycle 1/cycle 5.  Upper and lower refer to region boundaries.
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Table S23: Maize flowering related genes found by outlier SNPs.   
Chr Lower Upper Size B73 Gene ID Zm Gene ID Comparison 
1 4412998 4700196 287198 GRMZM2G082227 abi8 6, 7 
1 11292198 11492198 200000 GRMZM2G401342  3 
1 12752276 13083056 330780 GRMZM2G071217  3 
1 17785041 18066235 281194 GRMZM2G059102 mads68 3, 4, 7 
1 24197757 24405025 207268 GRMZM2G440543  3 
1 24576752 25201740 624988 GRMZM2G071343  3, 4, 10 
1 24576752 25201740 624988 GRMZM2G071217  3, 4, 10 
1 24576752 25201740 624988 GRMZM2G153799  3, 4, 10 
1 24576752 25201740 624988 GRMZM2G032423  3, 4, 10 
1 26471857 26671857 200000 GRMZM2G099522 mads14 3 
1 29091570 29291570 200000 GRMZM2G180452 bhlh3 3 
1 50759289 51270917 511628 GRMZM2G317160 ereb26 3 
1 59859361 60261359 401998 GRMZM2G169890 sod4 3, 4, 9 
1 80766439 80966439 200000 GRMZM2G477287 ereb188 3 
1 81820684 82124978 304294 GRMZM2G030529  3 
1 82811646 83011646 200000 GRMZM2G064466 hb100 3 
1 100891594 101091594 200000 GRMZM2G123140 ocl4 3 
1 173125218 173325218 200000 GRMZM2G003509 hb119 3 
1 173125218 173325218 200000 GRMZM2G361842 ca2p8 3 
1 179729897 180026863 296966 GRMZM2G099319 hb84 3 
1 183675996 184222792 546796 GRMZM2G113127 ca5p13 3, 8 
1 190295253 190802051 506798 GRMZM2G046443 myb98 3, 4, 7 
1 195391540 195657985 266445 GRMZM2G159996  4 
1 196968907 197362307 393400 GRMZM2G107031 tcptf21 4, 12 
1 196968907 197362307 393400 GRMZM2G175856 ereb79 4, 12 
1 199402010 199996425 594415 GRMZM2G478417 bzip49 4 
1 201747352 202405536 658184 GRMZM2G165011  3, 4, 7, 9, 10 
1 207220853 207490650 269797 GRMZM2G460383  4, 7, 9 
1 214014055 214253123 239068 GRMZM2G052045 mads22 3, 4 
1 214549316 215093400 544084 AC217050.4_FG006  3, 4, 5, 9 
1 216064042 217032372 968330 GRMZM2G119357 phd2 4 
1 219279659 219668911 389252 GRMZM2G146286 cadtfr11 3, 4, 9 
1 219875899 220439508 563609 GRMZM2G074094  3, 4, 5, 7, 9 
1 224320575 224520575 200000 GRMZM2G082484  9 
1 227352125 227635182 283057 GRMZM2G449479  5, 7, 9 
Chr, chromosome; 1, Suwan-1 cycle 1; 2, Suwan-1 cycle 5; 3, Suwan-1 cycle 1/cycle 5; 4, Tusón Composite cycle 
1; 5, Tusón Composite cycle 5; 6, Tusón Composite cycle 9; 7, Tusón Composite cycle 1/cycle 5; 8, Tusón 
Composite cycle 5/cycle 9; 9, Tusón Composite cycle 1/cycle 9; 10, Tuxpeño Composite cycle 1; 11, Tuxpeño 
Composite cycle 5; 12, Tuxpeño Composite cycle 1/cycle 5.  Upper and lower refer to region boundaries.
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Table S23 continued: Maize flowering related genes found by outlier SNPs.   
Chr Lower Upper Size B73 Gene ID Zm Gene ID Comparison 
1 239512164 239718686 206522 GRMZM2G011357 id1 4, 7, 9 
1 242608856 242810170 201314 GRMZM2G138455 dof40 4 
1 267098594 267435764 337170 GRMZM2G144346 col2 1, 9 
1 268837297 269037560 200263 GRMZM2G047055  3, 4, 9 
1 270459998 270770060 310062 GRMZM2G133169 gras65 4 
1 271215219 271415219 200000 GRMZM2G017087 kn1 4 
1 274933763 275133763 200000 GRMZM2G149923 umi12 4 
1 276887499 277095964 208465 GRMZM2G058158  3, 4, 9, 12 
1 276887499 277095964 208465 GRMZM2G057935 phyC1 3, 4, 9, 12 
1 277210887 277410887 200000 GRMZM2G087095 zmm24 5 
1 283504352 283740674 236322 GRMZM2G065374 bhlh47 7, 9 
1 293166742 293366742 200000 GRMZM2G017470 dof27 6 
1 293398041 293598041 200000 GRMZM2G093725 dof28 3 
1 295781631 296082983 301352 GRMZM2G053803  3 
1 295781631 296082983 301352 GRMZM2G351160  3 
1 295781631 296082983 301352 GRMZM2G053299  3 
2 1468265 1733937 265672 GRMZM2G160702  4, 8, 9 
2 4112250 5088660 976410 GRMZM2G036297 lg1 3, 4, 7, 10 
2 4112250 5088660 976410 GRMZM2G086573 ereb24 3, 4, 7, 10 
2 5367822 5782684 414862 GRMZM2G174784 ereb197 2, 3, 10 
2 9333181 9533181 200000 GRMZM2G080054 bhlh148 3 
2 10242417 10886304 643887 GRMZM2G005155 mads9 3, 4 
2 12532102 12732102 200000 GRMZM2G180190 zfl2 6 
2 17972884 18172884 200000 GRMZM2G019863  7 
2 19906962 20200277 293315 GRMZM2G172936 ereb6 3, 9 
2 19906962 20200277 293315 GRMZM2G028969 ereb185 3, 9 
2 19906962 20200277 293315 GRMZM2G325513  3, 9 
2 19906962 20200277 293315 GRMZM2G105137 myb104 3, 9 
2 32418703 32618703 200000 AC197575.3_FG008  4 
2 32418703 32618703 200000 GRMZM2G095598 col11 4 
2 50543581 50908879 365298 GRMZM2G420280 gras25 3, 7 
2 51651356 51851356 200000 GRMZM2G147619  7 
2 150046615 150246615 200000 GRMZM2G015080 gras37 9 
2 174008906 174208906 200000 GRMZM2G138178  2 
2 183753227 184041593 288366 GRMZM2G117412  3 
Chr, chromosome; 1, Suwan-1 cycle 1; 2, Suwan-1 cycle 5; 3, Suwan-1 cycle 1/cycle 5; 4, Tusón Composite cycle 
1; 5, Tusón Composite cycle 5; 6, Tusón Composite cycle 9; 7, Tusón Composite cycle 1/cycle 5; 8, Tusón 
Composite cycle 5/cycle 9; 9, Tusón Composite cycle 1/cycle 9; 10, Tuxpeño Composite cycle 1; 11, Tuxpeño 
Composite cycle 5; 12, Tuxpeño Composite cycle 1/cycle 5.  Upper and lower refer to region boundaries.
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Table S23 continued: Maize flowering related genes found by outlier SNPs.   
Chr Lower Upper Size B73 Gene ID Zm Gene ID Comparison 
2 188308566 188508566 200000 GRMZM2G137541 bhlh151 3 
2 189088995 189288995 200000 GRMZM2G022162 ca5p12 3 
2 191330012 191918524 588512 GRMZM2G083504 bhlh121 3, 5 
2 192479163 192846984 367821 GRMZM2G178182 bhlh23 3 
2 193110037 193310037 200000 GRMZM2G158809 pebp18 2 
2 194255632 194455632 200000 AC199782.5_FG003 tcptf19 3 
2 198294488 198683650 389162 GRMZM2G081812  3 
2 208874663 209074663 200000 GRMZM2G175718  3 
2 210688780 210888780 200000 GRMZM2G040349 ca2p4 3 
2 215846794 216136643 289849 GRMZM2G474468  3, 4 
2 216432142 216632142 200000 GRMZM2G010505  4 
2 217536842 217736842 200000 GRMZM2G395244  3 
2 218648401 218848430 200029 GRMZM2G033962  3 
2 219292162 219492162 200000 GRMZM2G149428  9 
2 220546555 220746555 200000 GRMZM2G171818 bhlh41 4 
2 231995956 232260986 265030 GRMZM2G008898 bhlh73 3 
2 232286302 232676250 389948 GRMZM2G008765  3, 4, 7, 9, 10 
2 233662517 234010136 347619 GRMZM2G170934  3, 7, 10 
2 234092035 234292035 200000 GRMZM2G012546  3 
2 235702792 236127722 424930 GRMZM2G048494  3, 9 
2 235702792 236127722 424930 GRMZM2G148693 zap1 3, 9 
2 235702792 236127722 424930 GRMZM2G143602 cka1 3, 9 
3 1435719 1832088 396369 GRMZM2G087804 g2 2, 4, 11 
3 1435719 1832088 396369 GRMZM2G309063  2, 4, 11 
3 2529129 3216657 687528 GRMZM2G085266  3, 4, 7 
3 6200542 6400542 200000 GRMZM2G378490 dof7 7 
3 11109685 11309685 200000 GRMZM2G138750  7 
3 28238716 28438880 200164 GRMZM2G152689 pebp10/zcn10 4 
3 40502914 40702914 200000 GRMZM2G089949 dof6 3 
3 48709738 48909738 200000 GRMZM2G115960 bhlh68 3, 12 
3 126136429 126336459 200030 GRMZM2G176063 dof46 4 
3 132742684 132942698 200014 GRMZM2G155375  7, 10 
3 140631766 140831857 200091 GRMZM2G089638 tcptf31 3 
3 150731482 150931482 200000 GRMZM2G082387 gras4 3 
3 154991662 155191683 200021 GRMZM2G019686  3 
Chr, chromosome; 1, Suwan-1 cycle 1; 2, Suwan-1 cycle 5; 3, Suwan-1 cycle 1/cycle 5; 4, Tusón Composite cycle 
1; 5, Tusón Composite cycle 5; 6, Tusón Composite cycle 9; 7, Tusón Composite cycle 1/cycle 5; 8, Tusón 
Composite cycle 5/cycle 9; 9, Tusón Composite cycle 1/cycle 9; 10, Tuxpeño Composite cycle 1; 11, Tuxpeño 
Composite cycle 5; 12, Tuxpeño Composite cycle 1/cycle 5.  Upper and lower refer to region boundaries.
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Table S23 continued: Maize flowering related genes found by outlier SNPs.   
Chr Lower Upper Size B73 Gene ID Zm Gene ID Comparison 
3 156539364 157036884 497520 GRMZM2G336909  3, 10, 12 
3 158351896 158625427 273531 GRMZM2G092214 tcptf8 3, 12 
3 161857919 162197279 339360 GRMZM2G180406 bhlh32 12 
3 179413040 179613040 200000 GRMZM2G154641 hb48 3 
3 180061105 180261144 200039 GRMZM2G074908 glk54 12 
3 185158754 185358754 200000 GRMZM2G165511  3 
3 186695778 186895778 200000 GRMZM2G451031 ereb77 3 
3 186695778 186895778 200000 GRMZM2G159134 bzip102 3 
3 189680419 189996410 315991 GRMZM2G386276 hb118 3, 9 
3 190063255 190280285 217030 GRMZM2G061515  4, 9 
3 195865671 196065671 200000 GRMZM2G394973 dof37 4 
3 195865671 196065671 200000 GRMZM2G078798  ga2ox1 4 
3 206488977 206688977 200000 GRMZM2G169654 ereb126 4 
3 206748165 207122212 374047 GRMZM2G055905  4, 9 
3 223738354 223938364 200010 GRMZM2G157605  7 
4 14622478 14919678 297200 GRMZM2G001048 abi36 4, 11 
4 17188932 17388932 200000 GRMZM2G080168 bhlh141 4 
4 17407473 17607473 200000 GRMZM2G106798 sbp3 3 
4 26328817 26528817 200000 GRMZM2G106766  8 
4 162809357 163009357 200000 GRMZM2G042198 col14 7 
4 185290085 185490294 200209 GRMZM2G131516 scro1 3 
4 186942837 187142837 200000 GRMZM2G140085 gras24 7 
4 186942837 187142837 200000 GRMZM2G140094 gras13 7 
4 189799088 189999088 200000 GRMZM2G328742 abi40 3 
4 195432070 195645334 213264 GRMZM2G363038  4 
4 237610444 237876678 266234 GRMZM2G065451 sbp20 3 
4 239377958 239903170 525212 GRMZM2G169927  3, 7 
5 1439815 1972978 533163 GRMZM2G138421 sbp6 3, 4 
5 2227084 2703105 476021 GRMZM2G144172 dof33 2, 3, 6 
5 6217283 6543097 325814 GRMZM2G141903  3, 4 
5 8990576 9190576 200000 GRMZM2G385543 bhlh154 7, 9 
5 10006081 10379082 373001 GRMZM2G181028 phyA2 3, 9 
5 10006081 10379082 373001 GRMZM2G152328  3, 9 
5 10006081 10379082 373001 GRMZM2G114137 col8 3, 9 
5 11638313 11838313 200000 GRMZM2G024973 d9 5 
Chr, chromosome; 1, Suwan-1 cycle 1; 2, Suwan-1 cycle 5; 3, Suwan-1 cycle 1/cycle 5; 4, Tusón Composite cycle 
1; 5, Tusón Composite cycle 5; 6, Tusón Composite cycle 9; 7, Tusón Composite cycle 1/cycle 5; 8, Tusón 
Composite cycle 5/cycle 9; 9, Tusón Composite cycle 1/cycle 9; 10, Tuxpeño Composite cycle 1; 11, Tuxpeño 
Composite cycle 5; 12, Tuxpeño Composite cycle 1/cycle 5.  Upper and lower refer to region boundaries.
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Table S23 continued: Maize flowering related genes found by outlier SNPs.   
Chr Lower Upper Size B73 Gene ID Zm Gene ID Comparison 
5 17216915 17478071 261156 GRMZM2G417223  4 
5 20071109 20274153 203044 GRMZM2G070523 myb129 4 
5 31735325 32112346 377021 GRMZM2G015861  3, 4 
5 46011767 46365175 353408 GRMZM2G117100  4 
5 57952231 58152231 200000 GRMZM2G414805 sbp25 4 
5 72936171 73136171 200000 GRMZM2G030013  4 
5 74189125 74389125 200000 GRMZM2G146354  4 
5 80735451 80935451 200000 GRMZM2G425774  4 
5 89053266 89959269 906003 GRMZM2G148772  2, 4 
5 182350672 182550689 200017 GRMZM2G095299  3 
5 185398400 185598400 200000 GRMZM2G148453  3 
5 197503242 197885633 382391 GRMZM2G029850 mybr52 3, 4 
5 199130694 199331696 201002 GRMZM2G060919 jmj15 3, 10 
5 201126153 201566587 440434 GRMZM2G140694 dof29 3, 4, 9 
5 204525091 204913211 388120 GRMZM2G041991 col12 4 
5 208329451 208529451 200000 GRMZM2G059958  4 
5 210975470 211300063 324593 GRMZM2G145690 hb71 3, 4, 9 
5 214427383 214712819 285436 GRMZM2G030744 bhlh168 3, 7 
5 214838814 215038863 200049 GRMZM2G150932  3 
5 216487409 216687409 200000 GRMZM2G445944 tcptf4 3 
6 88488223 88688223 200000 GRMZM2G113244  5 
6 90794134 90994134 200000 GRMZM2G343068 myb116 12 
6 110193331 110393331 200000 GRMZM2G156517  7 
6 149924428 150129867 205439 GRMZM2G129247 bzip101 3 
6 155535751 155839830 304079 GRMZM2G440949 ca5p10 4, 12 
6 159102053 159302053 200000 GRMZM2G141756 pebp7 7 
6 162345869 162744866 398997 GRMZM2G059939 ereb162 3, 6 
6 164546446 164969984 423538 GRMZM2G402936 lhcb7 3, 4, 11 
6 165063138 165416827 353689 GRMZM2G145556  3, 4 
6 166933928 167133928 200000 AC233870.1_FG003  4 
6 167172268 167536380 364112 GRMZM2G402002  7, 10 
7 2974360 3263236 288876 GRMZM2G008234 ereb114 1 
7 8579947 8779947 200000 GRMZM2G011742  2 
7 11472589 11672589 200000 GRMZM2G021416  7 
7 130326122 130526122 200000 GRMZM2G089850 dof16 6 
Chr, chromosome; 1, Suwan-1 cycle 1; 2, Suwan-1 cycle 5; 3, Suwan-1 cycle 1/cycle 5; 4, Tusón Composite cycle 
1; 5, Tusón Composite cycle 5; 6, Tusón Composite cycle 9; 7, Tusón Composite cycle 1/cycle 5; 8, Tusón 
Composite cycle 5/cycle 9; 9, Tusón Composite cycle 1/cycle 9; 10, Tuxpeño Composite cycle 1; 11, Tuxpeño 
Composite cycle 5; 12, Tuxpeño Composite cycle 1/cycle 5.  Upper and lower refer to region boundaries.
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Table S23 continued: Maize flowering related genes found by outlier SNPs.   
Chr Lower Upper Size B73 Gene ID Zm Gene ID Comparison 
7 137388847 137632640 243793 GRMZM2G144275 bhlh136 4 
7 141486683 141686683 200000 GRMZM2G116658 ocl3 7 
7 146965947 147165947 200000 AC207722.2_FG009 lhcb2 3 
7 157355779 157579811 224032 GRMZM2G057281  3, 11 
7 158013488 158467540 454052 GRMZM2G106548 gras54 3, 8, 9 
7 160049739 160333076 283337 GRMZM2G072506  4 
7 160049739 160333076 283337 GRMZM2G072280  4 
7 162461699 162661699 200000 GRMZM2G017016  4 
7 164891964 165091964 200000 GRMZM2G038303 ca2p15 5 
7 169824553 170024553 200000 GRMZM2G037478  7 
7 169824553 170024553 200000 GRMZM2G104141  7 
7 169824553 170024553 200000 GRMZM2G301932  7 
7 169824553 170024553 200000 GRMZM2G301934  7 
7 170151991 170351991 200000 GRMZM2G019666  4 
7 172396171 173039022 642851 GRMZM2G348863  4 
7 173643554 174052209 408655 AC155434.2_FG006 dof47 1, 3, 4, 10 
7 174412415 174682254 269839 GRMZM2G342386  3 
8 3562375 3762375 200000 GRMZM2G044963  3 
8 14836276 15146094 309818 GRMZM2G000489  10, 11, 12 
8 14836276 15146094 309818 GRMZM2G000483  10, 11, 12 
8 21050270 21250314 200044 GRMZM2G107101 gi1 8 
8 22576846 22922324 345478 AC187157.4_FG005 hb52 7, 8 
8 22576846 22922324 345478 AC187157.4_FG001 ereb186 7, 8 
8 121664437 121992738 328301 GRMZM2G366873  3, 8, 9 
8 123412831 123612905 200074 GRMZM2G179264 pebp8/zcn8 3 
8 124548550 125051682 503132 GRMZM2G058745 hex3 2, 3, 8, 9 
8 131433053 132003661 570608 vgt1  3, 8 
8 158998481 159198528 200047 GRMZM2G129154 gras2 3 
8 171050776 171250776 200000 GRMZM2G028054 myb74 6 
9 86103533 86303533 200000 GRMZM2G114672  3 
9 110219574 110594386 374812 GRMZM2G124421 ca5p7 3 
9 122901577 123102727 201150 GRMZM2G359322  4, 7, 9 
9 141352283 141639331 287048 GRMZM2G031447  3, 12 
9 144784962 144984962 200000 GRMZM2G407119 bhlh9 12 
9 144784962 144984962 200000 GRMZM2G021573 ereb161 12 
Chr, chromosome; 1, Suwan-1 cycle 1; 2, Suwan-1 cycle 5; 3, Suwan-1 cycle 1/cycle 5; 4, Tusón Composite cycle 
1; 5, Tusón Composite cycle 5; 6, Tusón Composite cycle 9; 7, Tusón Composite cycle 1/cycle 5; 8, Tusón 
Composite cycle 5/cycle 9; 9, Tusón Composite cycle 1/cycle 9; 10, Tuxpeño Composite cycle 1; 11, Tuxpeño 
Composite cycle 5; 12, Tuxpeño Composite cycle 1/cycle 5.  Upper and lower refer to region boundaries.
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Table S23 continued: Maize flowering related genes found by outlier SNPs.   
Chr Lower Upper Size B73 Gene ID Zm Gene ID Comparison 
10 3921954 4121954 200000 GRMZM2G473138  4 
10 5380544 5847376 466832 GRMZM2G338454 pebp3/zcn3 3, 4 
10 10189734 10389799 200065 GRMZM2G093895 tcptf12 11 
10 61944011 62262622 318611 GRMZM2G034152  3 
10 94114498 94314498 200000 GRMZM2G381691 ZmCCT 11 
10 113825206 114043505 218299 AC217051.3_FG006 pebp5/zcn5 3, 4 
10 117218840 117418840 200000 GRMZM2G176537 gras30 10 
10 118664229 119228284 564055 GRMZM2G424348  3, 4 
10 125624258 125950600 326342 GRMZM2G058573  3 
10 126779466 126979466 200000 GRMZM2G062052 pebp19/zcn19 3 
10 130182594 130382594 200000 GRMZM2G072107  11 
10 134500803 134929174 428371 GRMZM2G018485 abi2 3, 5, 9 
10 134500803 134929174 428371 GRMZM2G181030 mybr111 3, 5, 9 
10 137105278 137305278 200000 GRMZM2G010290 dof23 9 
10 138901522 139101541 200019 GRMZM2G148467 sbp21 11 
10 142616225 142826231 210006 GRMZM2G042920 bhlh7 3, 4 
10 142983260 143274627 291367 GRMZM2G396856  4, 7, 9 
10 145075364 145379286 303922 GRMZM2G076602 ereb212 2, 4, 9 
10 147626908 148190194 563286 GRMZM2G092427 lhcb6 4, 7, 9 
10 148324876 148613232 288356 GRMZM2G142718 dof41 4, 6 
10 148324876 148613232 288356 GRMZM2G074773 ca5p1 4, 6 
Chr, chromosome; 1, Suwan-1 cycle 1; 2, Suwan-1 cycle 5; 3, Suwan-1 cycle 1/cycle 5; 4, Tusón Composite cycle 
1; 5, Tusón Composite cycle 5; 6, Tusón Composite cycle 9; 7, Tusón Composite cycle 1/cycle 5; 8, Tusón 
Composite cycle 5/cycle 9; 9, Tusón Composite cycle 1/cycle 9; 10, Tuxpeño Composite cycle 1; 11, Tuxpeño 
Composite cycle 5; 12, Tuxpeño Composite cycle 1/cycle 5.  Upper and lower refer to region boundaries. 
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Abbreviations: ASI, anthesis to silking interval; ARF, auxin response factor; BLUPs, best linear 
unbiased predictions; DH, doubled haploid; EH, ear height; GBS, genotyping-by-sequencing; 
GDUs, growing degree units; GEM, germplasm enhancement of maize; GLM, general linear 
model; GWAS, genome-wide association study; IBM, intermated B73 x Mo17; LD, linkage 
disequilibrium; MLM, mixed linear model; NAM, nested association mapping; NSS, non-stiff 
stalk; PCA, principal component analysis; PH, plant height; PVP, plant variety protection ; QQ, 
quantile-quantile; QTL, quantitative trait loci; RILs, recombinant inbred lines; SAM, shoot 
apical meristem; SAUR, small auxin upregulated RNA, SD, standard deviation; SNP, single 
nucleotide polymorphism; SS, stiff stalk 
Abstract 
Flowering and height related traits are extensively studied in maize for two main reasons: 1) 
easily obtaining phenotypic measurements and 2) the advancement in genotyping and 
sequencing technologies driving down the price for genotypic data.  However, variation in 
flowering and height traits is extensive and findings from previous studies are genotype specific.  
Herein, a diverse panel of exotic derived doubled haploid lines, in conjunction with genome-
wide association analysis is used to further explore adaptation related trait variation of exotic 
germplasm for potential use in adapting exotic germplasm to the U.S. Corn-Belt.  Phenotypes for 
the association panel were obtained from six locations across the central-U.S. and genotyping 
was performed using the genotyping-by-sequencing method.  Nineteen flowering time candidate 
genes were found for three flowering traits.  Eighteen candidate genes were found for three 
height related traits, with the majority of the candidate genes relating to plant hormones auxin 
and gibberellin.  A single gene was discovered for ear height that also had effects on FT-like 
flowering gene expression levels.  Findings of this study will be used to conduct future research 
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that can be implemented in the USDA Germplasm Enhancement of Maize project and eventually 
aid in the rapid adaptation of exotic germplasm to temperate U.S. environments.  
Introduction 
Improvement of maize (Zea mays L.) is important in order to deal with challenges in production 
due to changes in the environment, society, management practices, and resource availability 
(Cohen, 2003; Ranum et al., 2014; Halford and Foyer, 2015).  Increasing genetic diversity is 
essential when considering the current and predicted changes in climate and the world’s ever 
increasing population size.  Exotic maize sources can be used to increase diversity and provide 
genetic variation needed by plant breeders to address these issues (Hallauer and Carena, 2014).  
Lopes et al. (2015) discuss the successes when using landraces for increasing genetic diversity in 
wheat due to climate change.  Tropical maize germplasm was used by Menkir et al. (2015) to 
increase the provitamin-A content that will aid in supplying additional nutrients in areas where 
direct consumption of maize occurs.  However, increasing genetic diversity in maize does not 
come without problems.  Flowering time in maize is one of the most important adaptive traits 
that has led to the domestication and spread of maize (Li et al., 2016).  Flowering time is also 
important in determining local adaptation, and is one of the largest issues that must be overcome 
to locally adapt maize.   
Flowering time has been studied in a number of plant species (Izawa et al., 2003; Nemoto et al., 
2003; Kong et al., 2010; Blackman et al., 2011; Murphy et al., 2011).  The model organism 
Arabidopsis thaliana has been used to identify hundreds of flowering time genes and has aided 
in explaining the overall regulatory system controlling flowering time (Grazzani et al., 2003; 
Izawa et al., 2003; Jung and Müller, 2009; Brachi et al., 2010; Méndez-Vigo et al., 2013), with 
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much of these findings contributing to the understanding of maize flowering time.  Identified 
genes from Arabidopsis thaliana include the FLOWERING LOCUS T (FT), CONSTANS (CO), 
TERMINAL FLOWER1 (TFL1), and SUPPRESOR OF OVEREXPRESSION OF CONSTANS 
(SOC1).  Many important maize flowering time studies have been conducted (Buckler et al., 
2009; Romay et al., 2013; Li et al., 2016; Wallace et al., 2016); however, flowering time is a 
highly quantitative trait (Buckler et al., 2009), and maize is highly diverse (Wright et al., 2005),  
adding to the difficulty of explaining flowering time in maize.  Buckler et al. (2009) used the 
5000 recombinant inbred lines (RILs) nested association mapping (NAM) population to find 36, 
39, and 29 quantitative trait loci (QTL) for days to anthesis, days to silking, and anthesis to 
silking interval (ASI), respectively.  Buckler et al. (2009) suggests a simple additive model 
explaining flowering time in maize, showing that each QTL explained only a small portion of 
flowering time variation.  In a follow up study, Li et al. (2016) used the NAM population, 1745 
lines from the Ames panel (Romay et al., 2013), and 2000 RILs from the Chinese nested 
association mapping (CN-NAM) population to identify 90 flowering time regions and 220 
candidate genes.  From these studies, numerous genes have been identified and include FT-like 
genes (ZCN8, ZCN13, ZCN16, ZCN20, ZCN24, and ZCN26), TFL-like genes (ZCN5 and ZCN6), 
CO-like genes (ZmCCT, CONZ1, COL3, COL6, and COL7), and the SOC-like gene (ZMM4).  
QTLs, such as Vgt1 (Vegetative to generative 1; Salvi et al., 2007), dlf1 (delayed flowering1; 
Muszynski et al., 2006), and ZmCCT (Hung et al., 2012; Yang et al., 2013) have been 
positionally cloned; however, the effects of these positionally cloned QTL on adapting maize 
germplasm is unknown.   
Plant height (PH) and ear height (EH) are also traits of interest when adapting germplasm as they 
are closely associated with flowering time, biomass, lodging resistance, and yield (Durand et al., 
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2012; Teng et al., 2012).  For grain production, a short statured plant is preferable; however, 
unadapted tropical germplasm tends to be late flowering and tall.  Peiffer et al. (2014) used the 
NAM population (Buckler et al., 2009) and intermated B73x Mo17 (IBM) (Lee et al., 2002) to 
investigate PH and EH in maize.  They identified 89 and 92 QTL for PH and EH, respectively.  
They also noted that PH and EH were highly polygenic, and that effects of these genes could 
explain a population’s variation in height; however, due to changing effect sizes across 
populations, predicting height could be problematic.   
PH, EH, and flowering traits are closely correlated.  Gibberellin is a plant hormone that has close 
ties to height traits in maize but can also affect flowering time (Song et al., 2012; Taiz and 
Zeiger, 2010; Li et al., 2016).  Song et al. (2012) found that gibberellins can affect the expression 
levels of FT-like flowering genes when under short-day or long-day conditions.  Li et al. (2016) 
identified eight genes in a flowering time study that are known to affect gibberellin levels.  Most 
importantly, three of these genes are known to positively regulate the GA20ox1 gene, in 
Arabidopsis thaliana, which is also known to greatly affect plant stature in maize (Wang et al., 
2013; Voorend et al., 2016).   
Flowering and height traits are two of the most studied traits in maize.  In this study, we used a 
diverse panel of exotic derived DH lines, representing 52 exotic maize races, to investigate 
flowering and height traits to aid in the understanding of adapting exotic germplasm to the U.S. 
Corn Belt, with the underlying intention to implement our findings in the USDA GEM 
adaptation program.  The overall objective was to characterize the genetic architecture of 
adaptation traits flowering time and height.  Flowering traits, anthesis and silking, were recorded 
and ASI was calculated.  PH and EH measurements were also obtained.  Trait correlations were 
explored to assist in explaining the relationship among these adaptation traits.  A genome-wide 
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association study was used to explore the underlying genetic causes for variation within traits 
and identified significant associations were contrasted against prior published QTL regions to 
explore novelty of associations.  Candidate genes were also identified for significant 
associations. 
Materials and Methods 
Germplasm 
A diverse panel consisting of 252 exotic derived DH lines was created by crossing 54 exotic 
maize accessions, representing 52 exotic maize races, to expired Plant Variety Protection (PVP) 
lines PHZ51 and PHB47, and backcrossing the F1 to the respective PVP line in the F1.  These 
PVP lines represent the popular heterotic breeding pools commonly used in maize breeding.  
PHZ51 represents the Lancaster or non-Stiff-Stalk (NSS) heterotic pattern, while PHB47 
represents the Stiff-Stalk (SS) heterotic pattern.  These lines were developed and released in a 
joint collaboration between the Iowa State University Doubled Haploid Facility and the USDA-
ARS Germplasm Enhancement of Maize (GEM) project.  Released lines are known as BGEM 
lines, B indicating Iowa State University inbred line and GEM indicating the Germplasm 
Enhancement of Maize project.  Supplemental Table S1 shows the BGEM line, race, accession 
number, country of origin, and elevation for the 252 BGEM lines.   
BC1F1 plants were grown and crossed to the maternal haploid inducer line, RWS/RWK-76 
(Röber et al., 2005).  Seed produced from these crosses was screened and haploid kernels were 
identified.  Haploid kernels were planted in the greenhouse and underwent artificial chromosome 
doubling protocols used by the Iowa State Doubled Haploid Facility and the GEM project 
(Brenner et al., 2012).  Haploid plants were then transplanted to the field, and those producing 
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fertile pollen were self-pollinated to produce D0 generation seed.  Seed was increased of these D1 
generation DH lines in subsequent generations.  During subsequent generations, lines were 
screened for uniformity and discarded if found to be contaminants, or if general agronomic traits 
of these lines strongly impaired maintenance.   
Experimental Design and Data Collection  
The diverse panel of 252 exotic derived DH lines was planted in the field in 2013 in an alpha 
incomplete block design across multiple environments.  Environments were: 1) Crop Sciences 
Research and Education Center, Champaign, Illinois, two replications (University of Illinois), 2) 
North Central Regional Plant Introduction Station, Ames, Iowa, three replications (Iowa State 
University, planting date 1-May 16, 2013), 3) Bradford Farm, Columbia, Missouri, two 
replications (University of Missouri), 4) Genetics Farm, Columbia, Missouri, one replication 
(University of Missouri), 5) North Central Regional Plant Introduction Station, Ames, IA, two 
replications (Iowa State University, planting date 2-June 3, 2013), and 6) Burkey Farm, Ames, 
Iowa, three replications (Iowa State University).  Within each replication, B73 (Russell, 1972), 
Mo17 (Zuber, 1973), PHZ51, and PHB47 were used as inbred checks.  The checks were 
included a minimum of six times per replication and as many as nine times, totaling 24 to 36 
checks per replication.  R (R Core Team, 2014) package agricolae (de Mendiburu, 2015) was 
used to design the alpha incomplete block design.   
During flowering time, dates were recorded when 50% of the plants in a row were shedding 
pollen on 50% of the main tassel branch and starting to shed pollen on the tassel branches.  
Silking dates were recorded when 50% of the plants in a row had visible silks emerging from the 
ear shoot.  Days to shedding and silking were then converted to growing degree units (GDUs), 
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calculated as (Tmax + Tmin)/2 – Tbase, where Tmax is the maximum daily temperature up to 86°, at 
which point, Tmax is set to 86°, Tmin is the minimum daily temperature down to 50° degrees, at 
which point it is set to 50°, and Tbase is 50°.  All temperatures were in degrees Fahrenheit.  ASI is 
the difference, in GDUs, between anthesis GDUs (GDUSHD) and silking GDUs (GDUSLK), 
and is abbreviated GDUASI.  The ratio of GDUSHD to GDUSLK (RSHDSLK) was calculated 
by dividing GDUSHD by GDUSLK.  RSHDSLK is an additional measure of ASI.     
After pollination, PH and EH data were recorded.  PH is recorded as the distance from the base 
of the ground to the ligule of the flag leaf.  EH is measured as the distance from the base of the 
ground to the stalk node at which the highest ear has emerged.  Three plants from the middle of 
each row were used in all locations, except Illinois, where a single plant was used.  Both 
measurements were taken in centimeters (cm).  Measurements from the three plants were 
averaged for further analysis.  Above ear plant height (AEPH) was calculated by subtracting EH 
from PH.  The ratio of ear height to plant height (REHPH) was also calculated by dividing EH 
by PH.   
Statistical Analysis 
Phenotypic analyses were conducted using SAS 9.2 (SAS Institute, 2008) as described by 
Wolfinger et al. (1997).  This type of analysis allows adjustment within incomplete blocks based 
on the performance of the check inbreds within each incomplete block.   
A linear model was fit to the data from each location.  Replications and check inbreds were 
considered fixed effects.  Random effects included the BGEM lines and incomplete blocks.  
Outliers were then identified and removed.  Outliers were identified using the studentized 
conditional residual and determining the 95th quantile, with Bonferroni correction, based on a t-
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distribution.  Data falling outside the defined regions were removed from further analysis.  Data 
were assembled to include all locations once outliers were removed.  Data were fit to a linear 
model containing location, replications, incomplete blocks, and BGEM lines as random effects.  
Replications were nested within location and incomplete blocks were nested within replications.  
Data files for the estimates of random and fixed effects were obtained using SAS 9.2 (SAS 
Institute, 2008).  These files were used in R (R Core Team, 2014) to calculate best linear 
unbiased predictions (BLUPs) using a custom script.  Phenotypic trait correlations were 
calculated using Pearson’s product-moment correlation coefficient (r) in package Hmisc (Harrell 
et al., 2015) in R (R Core Team, 2014) on trait BLUP values.   
Broad-sense heritability, on an entry-mean basis, was calculated from variance component 
estimations using the equation: 
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where ߪ௚ଶ is the genotypic variance estimate, ߪ௚௫௘ଶ  is the interaction of genotype by environment, 
ߪ௘ଶ is the error variance estimation, r is the number of replications, and e is the number of 
environments (Hallauer, et al., 1988).  Standard errors were estimated using Dickerson’s 
approximation (Dickerson, 1969), as explained in Hallauer et al. (1988).     
Genotyping  
Genotyping of the exotic derived BGEM lines was performed using genotyping-by-sequencing 
(GBS) (Elshire et al., 2011) by the Cornell University Genomic Diversity Facility, and the 
Buckler Lab for Maize Genetics and Diversity performed the assembly process.  Files obtained 
were then filtered to remove SNPs with greater than 25% missing data and those with minor 
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allele frequencies less than 2.5%.  The remaining SNPs were filtered further by removing SNPs 
that were in the same position based on their genetic map position.  Map positions were based on 
the IBM (Lee et al., 2002) genetic map, described by Wei et al. (2007).  Within these regions, a 
single random SNP was chosen for the final genotypic file, which resulted in 62,077 SNPs being 
retained.   
Sanchez et al. (in preparation) observed that the proportion of recurrent parent within the BGEM 
lines were found to be higher than the expected 75%, based on SNP data, and that recombination 
rates were also higher than expected.  To correct these issues, Sanchez et al. (in preparation) 
corrected for monomorphic markers within large donor parent segments.  A Bayes theorem 
approach was used that was based on the hypothesis that short recurrent parent segments were 
due to monomorphic markers, rather than being caused by a double recombination event.  These 
segments were then corrected or kept as original based on the p-value given from the Bayes 
theorem approach.  After this correction, recurrent parent portions were found to be closer to the 
expected 75% and recombination rates were greatly reduced.  This corrected dataset was used for 
genome-wide association analysis (GWAS) for the kernel composition traits.   
Genome-wide Association Studies 
Using the genotypic dataset obtained from Sanchez et al. (in preparation), 20,000 SNP markers 
were chosen at random and TASSEL 5.0 (Bradbury et al., 2007) was used to calculate linkage 
disequilibrium (LD) between SNP markers.  LD was found to decay over distances larger than 
would be expected.  This is due to the large portions of recurrent parent in the BGEM lines.   
R package (R Core Team, 2014) GAPIT (Lipka et al., 2012) was used to estimate population 
structure based on all 62,077 SNPs using principal component analysis (PCA).  Scree plots were 
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used to visualize the amount of variance explained by each principal component.  The point at 
which the curve in the scree plot flattens was deemed the proper number of principal components 
to retain (Lipka et al., 2012). 
GWAS was carried out using trait BLUPs for 232 BGEM lines.  Twenty lines were discarded 
due to segregation noted in field trials, missing genotypic data or heterozygosity noted in the 
genotypic data.  Ninety-eight BGEM lines represented the PHZ51 NSS group, while 134 
represented the PHB47 SS group.  Three analytical softwares were used in the GWAS analysis: 
1) TASSEL 5.0 (Bradbury et al., 2007), 2) GAPIT (Lipka et al., 2012), and 3) FarmCPU (Liu et 
al., 2016).  TASSEL 5.0 (Bradbury et al., 2007) was used to conduct a general linear model 
(GLM) approach, that also included PCA results from GAPIT as a fixed effect covariate (Lipka 
et al., 2012) to account for population structure.  A mixed linear model (MLM; Yu et al., 2006) 
that included population structure and kinship as covariates was conducted in GAPIT (Lipka et 
al., 2012).  Finally, FarmCPU (Liu et al., 2016) included PCA results for population structure as 
a covariate, kinship to account for relatedness among individuals as an additional covariate, and 
additional algorithms that aid in solving the confounding problem between testing markers and 
covariates.  The purpose of using three different models was to reduce the chances of committing 
type 1 and type 2 errors.  In each of the three models, a familywise error rate obtained from 
simpleM (Gao et al., 2010) was obtained using R (R Core Team, 2014).  The resulting 
significance threshold was set at 3.17x10-6.  Quantile-quantile (QQ) plots were obtained using 
package qqman (Turner, 2014) in R (R Core Team, 2014).  Comparisons were made between 
QQ plots to identify which GWAS method best fit each of the four kernel composition traits.   
Significant SNPs identified in GWAS were compared to previously identified QTL regions.  
SNPs from the GWAS dataset were scanned and SNPs falling within QTL regions were 
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identified.  LD was computed for these SNPs and the SNP identified through GWAS.  LD was 
calculated in TASSEL 5.0 (Bradbury et al., 2007).  A threshold of r2 = 0.2 was used to determine 
if the SNP identified through GWAS was in a novel region or overlapped with existing QTL 
regions.  Candidate genes were identified using MaizeGDB (Andorf et al., 2015).  Candidate 
genes were considered if significantly associated SNP fell within regions of the candidate gene 
as defined by B73 RefGen_v2 (Schnable et al., 2009) or were within 1 Mb of the identified 
significant SNP.   
Results 
Phenotypic Analysis and Trait Correlations of BGEM Lines 
The BGEM panel used in this study displayed significant variation for all studied flowering and 
height traits.  Genotype and the interaction between genotype and location were found to be 
significant for all traits (P<0.0001) based on analysis of variance (ANOVA) results.  Details of 
the ANOVA results are shown in Supplemental Table 2.  BLUPs had large ranges for flowering 
traits that equated to approximately a 10-day span for GDUSHD and GDUSLK and 
approximately a four day span for ASI, assuming 36 GDUs per day.  PH and EH BLUPs ranged 
111.7 cm and 67.5 cm, respectively.  Heritability estimates were found to be high across all 
traits.  The lowest heritability of 0.88 was found for REHPH and the highest of 0.94 was found 
for GDUSLK.  Mean, minimum, maximum, range, standard deviation, and heritability estimates 
are listed in Table 1.  Supplementary Table 3 shows BLUP values for 232 BGEM lines, as well 
as the two recurrent parents used for DH line development.   
Table 2 shows all Pearson’s product-moment correlation coefficients (r) between all flowering 
and height traits.  RSHDSLK and ASI were found to have the closest correlation value with r = 
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0.994.  GDUSHD and GDUSLK were found to be significantly (P<0.001) and positively 
correlated with r = 0.866.    GDUSLK was found to be significantly correlated with all other 
studied traits.  GDUSHD was found to have non-significant correlations with ASI and 
RSHDSLK.  All height traits were found to be significantly (P<0.001) correlated with other 
height traits, with correlation between REHPH and AEPH being the only negative correlation.  
PH and EH were found to be significantly (P<0.001) with GDUSHD and GDUSLK.    
Population Structure 
Two sub-populations were found in the BGEM lines, which is consistent with having two 
recurrent parents.  However, some BGEM lines did not correspond to the correct sub-population.  
The sub-population corresponding to PHZ51, or NSS BGEMs, contained 112 BGEM lines with 
23 having PHB47 as the recurrent parent.  These lines included BGEM-0007-S, BGEM-0017-S, 
BGEM-0052-S, BGEM-0053-S, BGEM-0076-S, BGEM-0078-S, BGEM-0092-S, BGEM-0094-
S, BGEM-0098-S, BGEM-0111-S, BGEM-0112-S, BGEM-0113-S, BGEM-0114-S, BGEM-
0115-S, BGEM-0116-S, BGEM-0117-S, BGEM-0118-S, BGEM-0165-S, BGEM-0166-S, 
BGEM-0171-S, BGEM-0175-S, BGEM-0189-S, and BGEM-0220-S.  The other sub-population 
that corresponded to PHB47, or SS BGEMs, contained 120 BGEM lines with nine having 
PHZ51 as recurrent parent.  The nine lines were BGEM-0005-N, BGEM-0085-N, BGEM-0107-
N, BGEM-0129-N, BGEM-0132-N, BGEM-0215-N, BGEM-0227-N, BGEM-0232-N, and 
BGEM-0248-N.  The misclassification within sub-populations is in accordance with the findings 
of Hu (2016).   
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Investigation of QQ Plots  
QQ plots obtained from the analyses used in GWAS (Supplementary Figure S4; Supplementary 
Figure S5; Supplementary Figure S6) showed substantial differences in the performance of the 
three methods.  Among the flowering and height traits, each analysis method performed 
differently.  Observed ─log10(p) values were over-estimated when compared to the 
corresponding expected values for GLM+PCA approach for all studied traits.  MLM tended to 
under-estimate ─log10(p) values, but the under-estimation was less extensive than the over-
estimation by GLM+PCA.  FarmCPU over-estimated ─log10(p) values for GDUSLK, while 
under-estimating for all other traits.  QQ plots are shown for all traits by analysis method in 
Supplementary Figure S4, Supplementary Figure S5, and Supplementary Figure S6. 
GWAS Summary for Flowering and Height Traits 
Significant marker-trait associations (p = 3.17x10-6 threshold) were found in flowering and 
height traits.  GLM+PCA identified 2 SNPs for RSHDSLK, 3 SNPS for ASI, 12 SNPs for PH, 
30 SNPs for EH, 6 SNPs for AEPH, and 3 SNPs for REHPH.  FarmCPU identified 7 RSHDSLK 
and 6 GDUSLK SNP associations.  No associations were found for GDUSHD across the three 
methods tested and the MLM method found no associations for any trait.  GDUSLK associations 
were found on chromosomes 1, 2, 4, 7, and 10, with two associations on chromosome 7.  ASI 
and RSHDSLK associations were found on chromosomes 1 and 2 and chromosomes 1, 2, 3, 7, 
and 9, respectively.  Height associations were found on all chromosomes, except chromosomes 8 
and 9.  Chromosomes 2 and 3 contained the highest number of associations for height traits.   
SNP S1_15995431 and S2_60273238 were identified as significant associations for ASI and 
RSHDSLK.  Two SNPs, S2_236291252 and S2_236484950, were both found to be associated 
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for traits EH and REHPH.  S2_7657546, S3_135695490, S3_138773405, S3_160516096, and 
S4_235711113 were identified for traits PH and EH as significant associations.  No SNPs were 
found in common between flowering and height traits.  All significant SNP markers, with effect 
estimates, are listed in Supplementary Table 3.  Manhattan plots for all traits are shown by 
analysis method in Supplementary Figure S1, Supplementary Figure S2, and Supplementary 
Figure S3.   
Previously identified QTL regions were compared to significantly associated SNPs.  Twenty-six 
regions found by Li et al. (2016) were compared to flowering associations.  Nine of these regions 
contained SNPs within the QTL region.  LD between the remaining 17 regions and nearby 
associated SNP was found to be from r2 = 0.05 to 0.30 (Table 3).  Sixteen QTL regions from 
Peiffer et al. (2014) were used for comparisons with identified height trait associations.  Seven 
identified SNPs fell outside the QTL regions and LD was found to be from r2 = 0.19 to 0.33.  
Results of height comparisons to QTL are shown in Table 4. 
Fifteen flowering time associated SNPs were found to fall within gene regions.  Height trait 
associations were found to be within regions for 29 genes across all traits.  Flowering and height 
candidate genes are listed in Table 5 and Table 6, respectively.  Significantly associated SNPs 
were also compared to previously published candidate genes.  Nineteen candidate genes were 
found to be within 1 Mb of associated SNP for flowering traits, as well as 18 candidate genes for 
height related traits.  Flowering candidate genes identified include four APETALA2-like genes 
and height candidate genes includevarious auxin and gibberellin pathway candidate genes. 
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Discussion 
Phenotypic data used in our study was found to have high heritabilities across all studied traits, 
with ranges of 0.83 to 0.94.  These findings are in agreeance with reports from previous studies 
(Buckler et al., 2009; Romay et al., 2012; Li et al., 2016).  Flowering and height traits were 
found to be plastic in nature across the studied environments.  GDUSHD and GDUSLK had 
ranges of 350 GDUs, or 11 to 12 days; however, all lines flowered within a normal timeframe 
expected for the central U.S. Corn Belt.  Therefore, the backcrossing method used to adapt these 
lines was effective, as indicated by flowering traits.  Many correlations between flowering and 
height traits were found to be significant, indicating that the indirect selection of height traits 
from flowering is a viable option in adapting exotic germplasm.   
LD between Identified SNP with Previous QTL Studies 
Tables 3 and 4 show the 26 previously identified QTLs from Li et al. (2016) for flowering traits 
and 19 QTL from Peiffer et al. (2014) that were compared to SNPs identified in the current 
study, respectively.  Three classes of outcomes were noted: 1) identified SNP was located within 
QTL region, 2) QTL region did not contain identified SNP but was in LD with causal SNP, and 
3) SNP was located outside a QTL region and was not in LD with the QTL.  When an identified 
SNP was located within a QTL region, SNP and QTL were co-localized and thus, the SNP 
region was deemed overlapping with the previously identified QTL region.  SNPs that fell 
outside of a QTL region but were in LD with SNPs located within the QTL region were 
concluded to be overlapping regions.  However, novel regions could be declared when a SNP 
was located outside of the QTL region and was not in LD with the QTL.  Many linkage and LD 
mapping studies have been conducted for flowering and height traits in maize (Beavis et al., 
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1991; Buckler et al., 2009; Romay et al., 2013; Peiffer et al., 2014; Li et al., 2016) with results 
varying mostly due to the choice of germplasm used.  Due to the uniqueness of the association 
panel used in our study, novel regions likely still exist due to the lack of use of exotic germplasm 
in previous flowering and height studies.   
Flowering Trait Associations 
Across the three GWAS methods used, 18 SNPs were identified for flowering traits 
(Supplemental Table S3).  Seventeen of these 18 SNPs were found to be located within regions 
of candidate genes, shown in Table 5.  However, due to the abundance of flowering candidate 
genes, it is mostly likely that an identified SNP is simply in LD with a nearby known flowering 
gene.  For this reason, we viewed 1 Mb around identified SNPs and compared to the region 
previously identified candidate genes listed in Li et al. (2016) and identified by Chen et al. 
(2012), Danilevskaya et al. (2008), and Dong et al. (2012).  This collection of candidate genes 
compiled by Li et al. (2016) was comprised of 919 flowering time related candidate genes or 
homologs.  From flowering trait related SNPs listed in Supplemental Table 3, 17 candidate genes 
fell within the 1 Mb window threshold (Table 7).  GRMZM2G000686, a nuclear transcription 
factor y subunit a1 known as nfya1 in maize, was identified by ASI and RSHDSLK SNP 
S1_15995431.  ASI and RSHDSLK are both measures of anthesis to silking interval and are 
highly correlated with r = 0.994.  GRMZM2G021416 was identified by S7_10572080 and 
S7_11335522 for trait RSHDSLK.  GRMZM2G021416, a homolog of Arabidopsis thaliana 
WNK5, which is a serine/threonine-protein kinase, has unknown function in maize but was 
predicted as a flowering time related gene by Chen et al. (2012).  Ten of the candidate genes, 
GRMZM2G082227, GRMZM2G327059, GRMZM2G000686, GRMZM2G174784, 
GRMZM2G106548, GRMZM2G147716, GRMZM2G384528, GRMZM2G142999, 
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GRMZM2G076602, and GRMZM2G058588, are transcription factors that are likely to be 
controlling the expression of other flowering genes. GRMZM2G033885, which has a role in 
photosystem II, was identified on chromosome 7.  Khan et al. (2010) identified 
GRMZM2G033885 as playing a role in the circadian clock of maize, most likely regulating the 
start and stop of photosystem II.  GRMZM2G012546, a candidate gene identified for ear height, 
is also known to have effects on flowering time.  Ear height was significantly correlated 
(P<0.001) with GDUSHD and GDUSLK, supplying a reason for the overlap in identified 
candidate genes.  GRMZM2G012546 is a gibberellin receptor-like candidate that can affect FT-
like gene expressions in maize and other crops (Osnato et al., 2012; Song et al., 2012; Li et al., 
2016).   
In summary, many flowering time candidate genes were discovered for GDUSLK, ASI, and 
RSHDSLK traits.  Candidate genes identified by significant SNPs located in candidate gene 
boundaries were all different than those candidate genes identified by comparing to previous 
work.  Greater confidence can be place on those identified in comparison with previous work.  
However, it does not omit those candidate genes from comparisons for future studies.  One 
candidate gene was identified for ear height that had known effects on FT-like flowering gene 
expressions.   
Height Trait Associations 
Supplemental Table 3 shows the 12 SNPs that were identified though association analyses for 
PH.  Four of these SNPs were located within candidate genes (Table 6) and were 
GRMZM2G427635, GRMZM2G121074, GRMZM2G101221, and GRMZM2G044460.  Most 
interestingly, GRMZM2G121074 is the closet maize homolog to severe deploymerization of 
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actin (sad1), and has been shown to effect cell number in the shoot apical meristem (SAM) in 
maize (Leiboff et al., 2015).  The increased number of cells in the SAM could, therefore, affect 
overall PH.  Five additional candidate genes (Table 8) were identified within 1 Mb of identified 
SNPS.  GRMZM2G025742 (pin5) is a putative auxin efflux carrier that has been shown to be 
localized in the endoplasmic reticulum, suggesting that it plays a key role in intercellular auxin 
homeostasis (Mravec et al., 2009; Wabnik et al., 2011; Forestan et al., 2012).  Auxins play a 
pivotal role in the growth of maize by influencing many plant processes like SAM development, 
vascular elongation, lateral root initiation, embryogenesis, and flower and fruit development 
(Kriechbaumer et al., 2006; De Smet and Jürgens, 2007), with stems, branches, and lateral 
organs being the final products of the SAMs activity (Gallavotti et al., 2013).  Additionally, two 
auxin response factor (ARF) candidate genes, GRMZM2G056120 (arftf11) and 
GRMZM2G028980 (arftf16), were found near associated PH SNPs.  ARFs specifically bind to 
auxin response elements (Liu et al., 2011; Wang et al., 2012), thus regulating auxin levels.  
GRMZM2G471304 (saur45), a small auxin upregulated RNA (SAUR) family member, was also 
identified.  SAURs are the largest family of early auxin response genes, with 79 in maize (Chen 
et al., 2014).  They regulate plant growth and development by mediating auxin’s genomic 
response in the plant, through inhibiting phosphatases to activate plasma membrane H+-ATPases 
and promote cell elongation (Ren and Gray, 2015).  A gibberellin oxidase, GRMZM2G022679 
(ga2ox3) was found as a candidate gene effecting PH in the BGEM lines.  Gibberellin oxidases 
regulate plant growth by inactivating endogenous bioactive gibberellins, thus altering plant 
height (Wang et al., 2013).   
EH associated SNPs fell within the boundaries of 20 candidate genes (Table 6).  
GRMZM2G121074, which was identified as a PH candidate gene, was also identified for EH.  
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However, no other candidate genes identified by this method were known to have an effect on 
height related traits.  However, an additional nine candidate genes were identified within 1 Mb of 
the EH associated SNPs (Table 8).  GRMZM2G025742 (pin5), GRMZM2G471304 (saur45), and 
GRMZM2G028980 (arftf16) were in common with candidate genes identified for PH.  
Additionally, three auxin related candidate genes were found and include: GRMZM2G077401, 
an ARF, GRMZM2G009103, an auxin efflux carrier homologous to Arabidopsis thaliana WAT1 
(see Ranocha et al., 2013 for WAT1 details), and GRMZM2G095839 (saur64), a SAUR family 
member.  GRMZM2G012546, gibberellin receptor-like candidate gene has known affects for FT-
like flowering gene expressions, was also identified.  GRMZM5G817777, a gibberellin receptor 
GID1L2 (gibberellin-insensitive dwarf protein1 L2 family (Jiang et al., 2014; Li et al., 2016)) 
was found on chromosome 2.  GRMZM2G021051 (ga20ox2), a gibberellin oxidase was also 
found.   
SNPs associated with AEPH and REHPH were found to be in the boundaries of two and three 
candidate genes, respectively (Table 6); however, these genes have not been linked to height 
related traits.  Four additional height related candidate genes were found within 1 Mb associated 
SNPs for trait AEPH (Table 8) but no additional candidate genes were found for REHPH.  Two 
auxin induced protein candidate genes, GRMZM2G089806 and GRMZM2G379490, were 
identified.  Auxin enhances the binding of auxin induced proteins to receptor proteins 
(Maraschin et al., 2009), thus regulating receptor protein expressions and altering plant height.  
ARF, GRMZM2G122614 (arftf6), was also identified as an auxin candidate gene effecting 
AEPH.  Gibberellin oxidase, GRMZM2G122614 (ga2ox2), was the only gibberellin related 
candidate gene identified for AEPH.   
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In summary, candidate genes for four height related traits were discovered on chromosomes 1, 2, 
3, 4, 5, 7, and 10.  Many of these candidate genes were related to plant hormones auxin and 
gibberellin. 
Conclusions 
Flowering and height traits are two of the most studied traits in maize.  In this study, we used a 
diverse panel of exotic derived DH lines, representing 52 exotic maize races, to investigate 
flowering and height traits to aid in the understanding of adapting exotic germplasm to the U.S. 
Corn Belt, with the intention of implementing our findings in the USDA GEM adaptation 
program.  Nineteen and eighteen flowering and height related candidate genes, respectively, 
were found, with an additional 46 candidate genes identified from associated SNPs falling within 
candidate gene boundaries.  The findings of these 46 candidate genes requires future work to 
validate or disprove them as potential flowering and height related genes.  Future work should 
also include the investigation of candidate genes similar to GRMZM2G012546, as the effects of 
similar genes could alter flowering time and alter height related traits.  Additionally, validation is 
needed for SNP markers found in the association analyses.  After validation, breeding programs, 
such as the USDA GEM project, could use these markers as a selection tool to speed the 
adaptation of exotic germplasm to the central U.S.   
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Figure Captions 
 
Figure S1.  Comparison of genome-wide Manhattan plots using GLM+PCA for flowering and 
plant architecture traits. 
 
Figure S2.  Comparison of genome-wide Manhattan plots using MLM for flowering and plant 
architecture traits. 
 
Figure S3.  Comparison of genome-wide Manhattan plots using FarmCPU for flowering and 
plant architecture traits. 
 
Figure S4.  Comparison of QQ plots using GLM+PCA for flowering and plant architecture 
traits.   
 
Figure S5.  Comparison of QQ plots using MLM for flowering and plant architecture traits.   
 
Figure S6.  Comparison of QQ plots using FarmCPU for flowering and plant architecture traits.   
 
 
 Table 1.  Summary statistics of flowering and plant architecture traits for PHZ51 derived, PHB47 derived, and combined 
PHZ51/PHB47 derived BGEM lines. 
Group Trait RP§ Mean‡ Minimum‡ Maximum‡ Range‡ SD‡ h2 (SE)   
PHZ51 
derived 
BGEM 
Lines 
GDUSHD 1481.6 1545.5 1407.6 1712.1 304.4 60.2 - 
GDUSLK 1507.7 1591.8 1426.2 1764.3 338.1 74.5 - 
ASI -28.3 -46.3 -121.1 21.8 142.8 33.7 - 
RSHDSLK 1.0 1.0 0.9 1.0 0.1 0.02 - 
PH 181.8 182.0 143.2 246.6 103.4 16.0 - 
EH 66.4 72.1 50.3 110.9 60.6 10.2 - 
AEPH 115.6 110.0 89.8 146.3 56.5 10.1 - 
REHPH 0.4 0.4 0.3 0.5 0.2 0.03 - 
PHB47 
derived 
BGEM 
Lines 
GDUSHD 1473.7 1528.9 1368.1 1718.7 350.6 63.6 - 
GDUSLK 1488.4 1557.8 1409.0 1719.6 310.6 61.9 - 
ASI -14.6 -29.9 -120.4 21.1 141.5 26.4 - 
RSHDSLK 1.0 1.0 0.9 1.0 0.1 0.02 - 
PH 179.9 179.3 134.9 221.9 87.0 14.8 - 
EH 63.0 68.9 43.4 96.1 52.8 9.3 - 
AEPH 117.1 110.7 90.9 137.7 46.7 8.9 - 
REHPH 0.4 0.4 0.3 0.5 0.2 0.03 - 
Combined 
GDUSHD - 1535.9 1368.1 1718.7 350.6 62.6 0.93 (0.09) 
GDUSLK - 1572.2 1409.0 1764.3 355.3 69.4 0.94 (0.09) 
ASI - -36.8 -121.1 21.8 142.8 30.7 0.90 (0.09) 
RSHDSLK - 1.0 0.9 1.0 0.1 0.02 0.90 (0.09) 
PH - 180.4 134.9 246.6 111.7 15.3 0.90 (0.09) 
EH - 70.2 43.4 110.9 67.5 9.8 0.88 (0.09) 
AEPH - 110.4 89.8 146.3 56.5 9.4 0.87 (0.09) 
REHPH - 0.4 0.3 0.5 0.2 0.03 0.83 (0.09) 
RP, recurrent parent; SD, standard deviation; §RP corresponds to groups respective recurrent parent.  Values listed are trait BLUPs of recurrent parent.  ‡Values 
are estimated from trait BLUPs of n lines within each group.  n=98, PHZ51; n=134, PHB47.  
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 Table 2.  Pearson’s product-moment correlation coefficient (r) of flowering and plant architecture traits from 232 BGEM lines.   
 GDUSHD GDUSLK ASI RSHDSLK PH  EH  AEPH REHPH 
GDUSHD         
GDUSLK 0.87**        
ASI 0.03  -0.43**       
RSHDSLK 0.09 -0.38**  0.99**      
PH 0.24**  0.25** -0.07 -0.05     
EH 0.30**  0.28**  0.00  0.03 0.79**    
AEPH 0.07   0.11** -0.11 -0.10 0.76** 0.19*   
REHPH 0.24**  0.20**  0.06  0.08 0.28** 0.81** -0.41**  
*Significant at P < 0.01, **Significant at P < 0.001
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 Table 3.  Linkage disequilibrium between significant SNPs and previously identified QTLs from Li et al. (2016) for maize flowering 
traits.  Only significant SNPs within 5 Mb of QTL were considered.    
Trait Chr QTL Previously identified region SNP Distance (Mb) N§ LD (r2) 
Start‡ End‡     
GDUSLK 1 CN_QTL_01 2.73 4.98 S1_4749033 - - - 
 1 USA_QTL_01 0 4.75 S1_4749033 0.03 257 0.10 
 2 USA_QTL_13 0 4.69 S2_6177366 1.49 505 0.22 
 2 USA_QTL_14 10.53 15.68 S2_6177366 4.35 469 0.15 
 4 USA_QTL_34 2.70 6.11 S4_5707348 - - - 
 7 USA_QTL_59 140.41 145.74 S7_149363044 3.62 230 0.30 
 7 USA_QTL_60 150.03 156.21 S7_149363044 0.67 307 0.30 
 7 USA_QTL_60 150.03 156.21 S7_158112134 1.90 307 0.29 
 7 CN_QTL_40 156.74 160.03 S7_158112134 - - - 
 10 USA_QTL_75 142.61 145.09 S10_146119225 1.02 262 0.14 
ASI 1 CN_QTL_02 10.84 15.16 S1_15995431 0.83 259 0.19 
 1 USA_QTL_02 8.62 14.85 S1_15995431 1.14 372 0.17 
 1 CN_QTL_04 48.55 64.89 S1_53996436 - - - 
 1 USA_QTL_04 52.25 68.93 S1_53996436 - - - 
 2 CN_QTL_13 51.44 63.94 S2_60273238 - - - 
 2 USA_QTL_17 60.66 86.00 S2_60273238 0.39 294 0.20 
RSHDSLK 1 CN_QTL_02 10.84 15.16 S1_15995431 0.83 259 0.19 
 1 USA_QTL_02 8.62 14.85 S1_15995431 1.14 372 0.17 
 1 USA_QTL_05 8.22 103.39 S1_107308297 3.92 308 0.26 
 2 CN_QTL_13 51.44 63.94 S2_60273238 - - - 
 2 USA_QTL_17 60.66 86.00 S2_60273238 0.39 294 0.20 
 3 CN_QTL_20 111.57 128.65 S3_118163262 - - - 
 7 CN_QTL_37 4.84 8.70 S7_10572080 1.87 216 0.25 
 7 CN_QTL_37 4.84 8.70 S7_11335522 2.63 216 0.05 
 7 CN_QTL_40 156.74 160.03 S7_163923782 3.89 239 0.25 
 9 USA_QTL_69 122.95 132.03 S7_125795791 - - - 
‡ Based on B73 RefGen_v2; §Number of SNP markers that fell within QTL region used to estimate LD.  When significant SNP was located within QTL region, 
LD was not calculated.   
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 Table 4.  Linkage disequilibrium between significant SNPs and previously identified QTLs from Peiffer et al. (2014) for maize height 
traits.  Only significant SNPs within 5 Mb of QTL were considered.   
Trait Chr Previously identified region¶ SNP Distance (Mb) N§ LD (r2) 
Start (Mb) End (Mb) 
PH 
2 0 5 S2_7657546 2.66 531 0.19 
2 0 7 S2_7657546 0.66 777 0.20 
3 156 164 S3_160516096 - - - 
4 231 239 S4_235711113 - - - 
7 148 156 S7_155356223 - - - 
7 151 159 S7_155356223 - - - 
EH 
1 245 253 S1_244512817 0.49 318 0.28 
2 0 7 S2_7657546 0.66 777 0.20 
2 0 7 S2_7958989 0.96 531 0.19 
3 156 164 S3_160516096 - - - 
4 231 239 S4_235711113 - - - 
7 139 147 S7_144205699 - - - 
7 148 156 S7_144205699 3.79 348 0.33 
7 148 156 S7_154433671 - - - 
7 151 159 S7_154433671 - - - 
REHPH 1 79 87 S1_88000915 1.00 172 0.20 
¶QTL regions were not defined by Peiffer et al. (2014).  To define regions, 4 Mb up- and downstream of the QTL position was used.      ‡ Based on B73 
RefGen_v2; §Number of SNP markers that fell within QTL boundaries used to estimate LD.  When significant SNP was located within QTL region, LD was not 
calculated.   
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 Table 5.  Candidate genes for significant SNPs found in GWAS of flowering traits.  Candidate genes were only considered when an 
identified SNP fell within gene regions.    
Trait Chr Start§ B73 Gene ID Zm Gene ID Function‡ 
GDUSLK 
2 6.17 GRMZM2G072850  ABC transporter B family member 19-like 
4 5.70 GRMZM2G011364  sec12-like protein 2 
7 149.36 GRMZM2G369340   
7 158.11 GRMZM2G103276   
10 146.12 GRMZM2G104260 ereb190 ethylene-responsive transcription factor ERF003-like 
ASI 
1 15.99 GRMZM2G156486   
1 53.99 GRMZM2G124209  probable apyrase 1 
2 60.27 GRMZM2G157269  acetate—CoA ligase ACS, chloroplastic/glyoxysomal-like 
RSHDSLK 
1 15.99 GRMZM2G156486   
1 107.30 GRMZM2G469795   
2 60.27 GRMZM2G157269  acetate—CoA ligase ACS, chloroplastic/glyoxysomal-like 
3 118.16 GRMZM2G075900  H+-translocating pyrophosphatase 
7 10.57 GRMZM2G030138   
7 11.34 GRMZM2G102075  40S ribosomal protein S15 
7 163.92 GRMZM2G370081  protein LONGIFOLIA 1-like 
§Based on B73 RefGen_v2 in Mb; ‡Obtained from MaizeGDB (www.maizegdb.org), NCBI (www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov), Gramene (www.gramene.org). 
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 Table 6.  Candidate genes for significant SNPs found in GWAS of height traits.  Candidate genes were only considered when an 
identified SNP fell within gene regions.   
Trait Chr Start§ B73 Gene ID Zm Gene ID Function‡ 
PH 1 163.27 GRMZM2G427635  probable L-gulonolactone oxidase 6 
 2 7.66 GRMZM2G121074 sda1 protein SDA1 homolog 
 3 138.77 GRMZM2G101221  peroxidase superfamily protein 
 3 160.52 GRMZM2G044460   
EH 1 244.51 GRMZM2G150169   
 2 7.66 GRMZM2G121074 sda1 protein SDA1 homolog 
 2 7.96 GRMZM2G155217  putative HLN DNA-binding domain superfamily protein 
 2 223.89 GRMZM2G151227 whp1 chalcone synthase / white pollen 1 
 2 223.89 GRMZM5G818346   
 2 234.03 GRMZM5G871297   
 2 234.80 GRMZM2G020805 tcptf43 TCP-transcription factor 43 
 2 235.06 GRMZM2G409771   
 2 235.22 GRMZM2G178136   
 2 235.85 GRMZM2G148693 zap1 zea apetala homolog 1 
 2 235.89 GRMZM2G143602 cka1 CK2 protein kinase alpha 1 
 2 235.92 GRMZM2G048775  peroxidase 35-like 
 2 236.29 GRMZM2G104032  probable fucosyltransferase 8 
 2 236.48 GRMZM2G452121  L-type lectin-domain containing receptor kinase IV.1-like 
 3 138.63 GRMZM2G087513  O-fucosyltransferase family protein 
 3 138.77 GRMZM2G101221  peroxidase superfamily protein 
 3 160.52 GRMZM2G044460   
 5 51.43 GRMZM2G177549   
 7 144.20 GRMZM2G098764  DNA-directed RNA polymerase III subunit 22.9 kDa polypeptide 
 10 77.11 GRMZM2G171236  mitochondrial NADH ubiquinone oxidoreductase 13kD-like subunit 
REHPH 1 88.00 GRMZM2G071172   
 2 236.29 GRMZM2G104032  probable fucosyltransferase 8 
 2 236.48 GRMZM2G452121  L-type lectin-domain containing receptor kinase IV.1-like 
AEPH 5 51.43 GRMZM2G177570  tyrosine-sulfated glycopeptide receptor 1-like 
 5 112.63 GRMZM2G137046 bzip61 bZIP transcription factor 61 
§Based on B73 RefGen_v2 in Mb; ‡Obtained from MaizeGDB (www.maizegdb.org), NCBI (www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov), Gramene (www.gramene.org). 
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 Table 7.  Candidate genes for significant SNPs found in GWAS of flowering traits.  Candidate genes were considered when an 
identified SNPs were within 1 Mb of previously published candidate gene.    
Trait Chr Start§ B73 Gene ID Zm Gene ID Function‡  
GDUSLK 1 4.55 GRMZM2G082227 abi8 ABI3-VP1-transcription factor 8 
GDUSLK 1 5.09 GRMZM2G327059 hb30 homeobox-transcription factor 30 
ASI 1 15.81 GRMZM2G000686 nfya1 nuclear transcription factor y subunit a1 
RSHDSLK 1 15.81 GRMZM2G000686 nfya1 nuclear transcription factor y subunit a1 
GDUSLK 2 5.51 GRMZM2G174784 ereb197 AP2/EREBP transcription factor 197 
RSHDSLK 3 118.96 GRMZM2G444621  calmodulin-like protein 8 
GDUSLK 4 5.96 GRMZM2G145213  14-3-3-like protein 
RSHDSLK 7 11.57 GRMZM2G021416  probable serine/threonine-protein kinase/WNK5-like 
RSHDSLK 7 11.57 GRMZM2G021416  probable serine/threonine-protein kinase/WNK5-like 
GDUSLK 7 149.92 GRMZM2G134797 ndk1 nucleotide diphosphate kinase 1 
GDUSLK 7 157.28 GRMZM2G033885 psb29 photosystem II subunit29 
GDUSLK 7 157.57 GRMZM2G057281  chlorophyll a-b binding protein-LHCII type III 
GDUSLK 7 158.37 GRMZM2G106548 gras54 GRAS-transcription factor 54 
RSHDSLK 7 164.41 GRMZM2G147716 mads67 MADS-transcription factor 67 
RSHDSLK 7 164.69 GRMZM2G384528 ca3p4 CCAAT-HAP3-transcription factor 34 
RSHDSLK 7 164.77 GRMZM2G351482  probable carboxylesterase 18 
RSHDSLK 9 125.56 GRMZM2G142999 abi38 ABI3-VP1-transcription factor 38 
GDUSLK 10 145.35 GRMZM2G076602 ereb212 AP2-EREBP transcription factor 212 
GDUSLK 10 146.29 GRMZM2G058588 sbp28 SBP-transcription factor 28 
§Based on B73 RefGen_v2 in Mb; ¶Distance in Mb from significant SNP; ‡Obtained from MaizeGDB (www.maizegdb.org), NCBI (www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov), 
Gramene (www.gramene.org).  Candidate genes were compared to the findings of Chen et al. (2012), Danilevskaya et al. (2008), Dong et al. (2012), Hung et al.  
(2012), and Li et al. (2016).  
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 Table 8.  Candidate genes for significant SNPs found in GWAS of height traits.  Candidate genes were considered when an identified 
SNPs were within 1 Mb of previously published candidate gene.    
Trait Chr Start§ B73 Gene ID Zm Gene ID Function‡  
EH 2 234.10 GRMZM2G012546  probable carboxylesterase 15 
EH 2 234.11 GRMZM5G817777  gibberellin receptor GID1L2 
EH 2 234.43 GRMZM2G021051 ga20ox2 gibberellin 20-oxidase 2 
AEPH 2 277.64 GRMZM2G006964 ga2ox2 gibberellin 2-oxidase 2 
AEPH 2 279.80 GRMZM2G122614 arftf6 auxin response factor-transcription factor 6 
AEPH 2 281.52 GRMZM2G089806  auxin-induced protein 15A-like 
PH 3 160.80 GRMZM2G025742 pin5 auxin efflux carrier family protein 
EH 3 160.80 GRMZM2G025742 pin5 auxin efflux carrier family protein 
PH 3 196.06 GRMZM2G022679 ga2ox3 gibberellin 2-oxidase 3 
PH 3 196.57 GRMZM2G056120 arftf11 auxin response factor-transcription factor 11 
EH 3 208.54 GRMZM2G077401  putative auxin-response protein 
PH 4 236.38 GRMZM2G471304 saur45 SAUR45-auxin responsive SAUR family member  
EH 4 236.38 GRMZM2G471304 saur45 SAUR45-auxin responsive SAUR family member 
PH 4 236.47 GRMZM2G028980 arftf16 auxin response factor-transcription factor 16 
EH 4 236.47 GRMZM2G028980 arftf16 auxin response factor-transcription factor 16 
AEPH 5 101.59 GRMZM2G379490  auxin induced protein 15A-like 
EH 7 144.30 GRMZM2G095839 saur64 SAUR64-auxin responsive SAUR family member  
EH 7 153.85 GRMZM2G009103  WAT1-related protein/auxin efflux  
§Based on B73 RefGen_v2 in Mb; ¶Distance in Mb from significant SNP; ‡Obtained from MaizeGDB (www.maizegdb.org), NCBI (www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov) and 
Gramene (www.gramene.org).  Candidate genes were compared to the findings of Song et al. (2011), Teng et al. (2012), and Wallace et al. (2016). 
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Supplemental Table S1.  BGEM code, exotic donor race and accession number, country of 
origin, and elevation for 252 BGEM lines.  *lines remove from association analysis   
BGEM Race Accession  Country Elevation (m) 
BGEM-0001-N Altiplano PI 485364 Bolivia 2980 
BGEM-0002-N Altiplano PI 485364 Bolivia 2980 
BGEM-0003-N Altiplano PI 485364 Bolivia 2980 
BGEM-0004-N Altiplano PI 485364 Bolivia 2980 
BGEM-0005-N Altiplano PI 485364 Bolivia 2980 
BGEM-0006-S Altiplano PI 485364 Bolivia 2980 
BGEM-0007-S Altiplano PI 485364 Bolivia 2980 
BGEM-0008-S Altiplano PI 485364 Bolivia 2980 
BGEM-0009-S* Altiplano PI 485364 Bolivia 2980 
BGEM-0010-S Altiplano PI 485364 Bolivia 2980 
BGEM-0011-S Altiplano PI 485364 Bolivia 2980 
BGEM-0012-S Altiplano PI 485364 Bolivia 2980 
BGEM-0013-S Altiplano PI 485364 Bolivia 2980 
BGEM-0014-S* Altiplano PI 485364 Bolivia 2980 
BGEM-0015-S* Ancashino PI 514763 Peru 2700-3100 
BGEM-0016-S* Ancashino PI 514763 Peru 2700-3100 
BGEM-0017-S Andaqui PI 444284 Colombia 610 
BGEM-0018-S Andaqui PI 444284 Colombia 610 
BGEM-0019-S Andaqui PI 444284 Colombia 610 
BGEM-0020-S* Andaqui PI 444284 Colombia 610 
BGEM-0021-S Andaqui PI 444284 Colombia 610 
BGEM-0022-S Andaqui PI 444284 Colombia 610 
BGEM-0023-S Andaqui PI 444284 Colombia 610 
BGEM-0024-S Andaqui PI 444284 Colombia 610 
BGEM-0025-S Andaqui PI 444284 Colombia 610 
BGEM-0026-S Araguito NSL 283561 Venezuela 170 
BGEM-0027-S Araguito NSL 283561 Venezuela 170 
BGEM-0028-S Araguito NSL 283561 Venezuela 170 
BGEM-0029-S Araguito NSL 283561 Venezuela 170 
BGEM-0030-S Araguito NSL 283561 Venezuela 170 
BGEM-0031-S Araguito NSL 283561 Venezuela 170 
BGEM-0032-S Araguito NSL 283561 Venezuela 170 
BGEM-0033-S Araguito NSL 283561 Venezuela 170 
BGEM-0034-S Araguito NSL 283561 Venezuela 170 
BGEM-0035-S Araguito NSL 283561 Venezuela 170 
BGEM-0036-S Araguito NSL 283561 Venezuela 170 
BGEM-0037-S Araguito NSL 283561 Venezuela 170 
BGEM-0038-N Arequipeno  Ames 28878 Peru 1000 
BGEM-0039-N Arizona PI 485359 Peru 1500 
BGEM-0040-N Arizona PI 485359 Peru 1500 
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Supplemental Table S1 continued.  BGEM code, exotic donor race and accession number, 
country of origin, and elevation for 252 BGEM lines.  *lines remove from association analysis   
BGEM Race Accession  Country Elevation (m) 
BGEM-0041-S Arizona PI 485359 Peru 1500 
BGEM-0042-S Avati Moroti Guapi PI 485458 Paraguay 600 
BGEM-0043-S Avati Moroti Guapi PI 485458 Paraguay 600 
BGEM-0044-S Blanco Blandito PI 488113 Ecuador 2660 
BGEM-0045-N Bofo Ames 28481 Mexico 2458 
BGEM-0046-N Bofo Ames 28481 Mexico 2458 
BGEM-0047-S Bofo Ames 28481 Mexico 2458 
BGEM-0048-S Bofo Ames 28481 Mexico 2458 
BGEM-0049-S Bofo Ames 28481 Mexico 2458 
BGEM-0050-S Bofo Ames 28481 Mexico 2458 
BGEM-0051-S Bofo Ames 28481 Mexico 2458 
BGEM-0052-S Bofo Ames 28481 Mexico 2458 
BGEM-0053-S Cabuya PI 445323 Colombia 2380 
BGEM-0054-S Camelia NSL 42755 Chile 510 
BGEM-0055-S Camelia NSL 42755 Chile 510 
BGEM-0056-S* Camelia NSL 42755 Chile 510 
BGEM-0057-S* Camelia NSL 42755 Chile 510 
BGEM-0058-N Candela NSL 287040 Ecuador 10-300 
BGEM-0059-S Candela NSL 287040 Ecuador 10-300 
BGEM-0060-S Candela NSL 287040 Ecuador 10-300 
BGEM-0061-N Capio rosado Ames 28794 Argentina 2400 
BGEM-0062-N* Caraja Ames 28919 Brazil  
BGEM-0063-N Chandelle Ames 28574 Cuba Low 
BGEM-0064-N Chandelle Ames 28574 Cuba Low 
BGEM-0065-N Confite Puntiagudo Ames 28653 Peru 2500-3500 
BGEM-0066-N Confite Puntiagudo Ames 28653 Peru 2500-3500 
BGEM-0067-S Confite Puntiagudo Ames 28653 Peru 2500-3500 
BGEM-0068-S Confite Puntiagudo Ames 28653 Peru 2500-3500 
BGEM-0069-S Conico Norteno PI 515577 Mexico 1600-2100 
BGEM-0070-S Conico Norteno PI 515577 Mexico 1600-2100 
BGEM-0071-S Conico Norteno PI 515577 Mexico 1600-2100 
BGEM-0072-S Conico Norteno PI 515577 Mexico 1600-2100 
BGEM-0073-S Conico Norteno PI 515577 Mexico 1600-2100 
BGEM-0074-S Conico Norteno PI 515577 Mexico 1600-2100 
BGEM-0075-S Conico Norteno PI 515577 Mexico 1600-2100 
BGEM-0076-S Conico Norteno PI 515577 Mexico 1600-2100 
BGEM-0077-S Cristalino amarallo PI 516163  Argentina 345 
BGEM-0078-S Cristalino amarallo PI 516163  Argentina 345 
BGEM-0079-S Cristalino amarallo PI 516163  Argentina 345 
BGEM-0080-S Cristalino amarallo PI 516163  Argentina 345 
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Supplemental Table S1 continued.  BGEM code, exotic donor race and accession number, 
country of origin, and elevation for 252 BGEM lines.  *lines remove from association analysis   
BGEM Race Accession  Country Elevation (m) 
BGEM-0081-S Cristalino amarallo PI 516163  Argentina 345 
BGEM-0082-S Cristalino amarallo PI 516163  Argentina 345 
BGEM-0083-S* Cubano dentado PI 485383 Bolivia 440 
BGEM-0084-S Curagua Grande PI 485412 Chile 490 
BGEM-0085-N Cuzco PI 485274 Peru 2400-3300 
BGEM-0086-N Cuzco PI 485274 Peru 2400-3300 
BGEM-0087-N Dulcillo del Noroeste PI 490973 Mexico 1500 
BGEM-0088-N Dulcillo del Noroeste PI 490973 Mexico 1500 
BGEM-0089-N Dulcillo del Noroeste PI 490973 Mexico 1500 
BGEM-0090-N Dulcillo del Noroeste PI 490973 Mexico 1500 
BGEM-0091-N Dulcillo del Noroeste PI 490973 Mexico 1500 
BGEM-0092-S Dulcillo del Noroeste PI 490973 Mexico 1500 
BGEM-0093-S Dulcillo del Noroeste PI 490973 Mexico 1500 
BGEM-0094-S Dulcillo del Noroeste PI 490973 Mexico 1500 
BGEM-0095-S Dulcillo del Noroeste PI 490973 Mexico 1500 
BGEM-0096-N Early Caribbean Ames 28579 Martinique Low 
BGEM-0097-S Early Caribbean Ames 28579 Martinique Low 
BGEM-0098-S Early Caribbean Ames 28579 Martinique Low 
BGEM-0099-S Early Caribbean Ames 28579 Martinique Low 
BGEM-0100-S Early Caribbean Ames 28579 Martinique Low 
BGEM-0101-S Early Caribbean Ames 28579 Martinique Low 
BGEM-0102-N Elotes Occidentales PI 484828  Mexico 0-1500 
BGEM-0103-N* Elotes Occidentales PI 484828  Mexico 0-1500 
BGEM-0104-N* Elotes Occidentales PI 484828  Mexico 0-1500 
BGEM-0105-N Elotes Occidentales PI 484828  Mexico 0-1500 
BGEM-0106-N Elotes Occidentales PI 484828  Mexico 0-1500 
BGEM-0107-N Elotes Occidentales PI 484828  Mexico 0-1500 
BGEM-0108-S Elotes Occidentales PI 484828  Mexico 0-1500 
BGEM-0109-N Elotes Occidentales PI 628414 Mexico 1200 
BGEM-0110-N Elotes Occidentales PI 628414 Mexico 1200 
BGEM-0111-S Gordo PI 484406 Mexico 2912 
BGEM-0112-S Gordo PI 484406 Mexico 2912 
BGEM-0113-S Gordo PI 484406 Mexico 2912 
BGEM-0114-S Gordo PI 484406 Mexico 2912 
BGEM-0115-S Gordo PI 484406 Mexico 2912 
BGEM-0116-S Gordo PI 484406 Mexico 2912 
BGEM-0117-S Gordo PI 484406 Mexico 2912 
BGEM-0118-S Gordo PI 484406 Mexico 2912 
BGEM-0119-S Gordo PI 484406 Mexico 2912 
BGEM-0120-N Jora PI 571477 Peru 400 
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Supplemental Table S1 continued.  BGEM code, exotic donor race and accession number, 
country of origin, and elevation for 252 BGEM lines.  *lines remove from association analysis   
BGEM Race Accession  Country Elevation (m) 
BGEM-0121-N Jora PI 571477 Peru 400 
BGEM-0122-N Jora PI 571477 Peru 400 
BGEM-0123-N* Karapampa NSL 286824 Bolivia 2120 
BGEM-0124-N Karapampa NSL 286824 Bolivia 2120 
BGEM-0125-N Karapampa NSL 286824 Bolivia 2120 
BGEM-0126-N Karapampa NSL 286824 Bolivia 2120 
BGEM-0127-N Karapampa NSL 286824 Bolivia 2120 
BGEM-0128-N Karapampa NSL 286824 Bolivia 2120 
BGEM-0129-N Karapampa NSL 286824 Bolivia 2120 
BGEM-0130-N Karapampa NSL 286824 Bolivia 2120 
BGEM-0131-N Karapampa NSL 286824 Bolivia 2120 
BGEM-0132-N Karapampa NSL 286824 Bolivia 2120 
BGEM-0133-S Karapampa NSL 286824 Bolivia 2120 
BGEM-0134-S Karapampa NSL 286824 Bolivia 2120 
BGEM-0135-S Karapampa NSL 286824 Bolivia 2120 
BGEM-0136-S Karapampa NSL 286824 Bolivia 2120 
BGEM-0137-S Karapampa NSL 286824 Bolivia 2120 
BGEM-0138-S Karapampa NSL 286824 Bolivia 2120 
BGEM-0139-N Kcello Ecuatoriano Ames 28740 Bolivia 3560 
BGEM-0140-N Kcello Ecuatoriano Ames 28740 Bolivia 3560 
BGEM-0141-N Kcello Ecuatoriano Ames 28740 Bolivia 3560 
BGEM-0142-N* Kcello Ecuatoriano Ames 28740 Bolivia 3560 
BGEM-0143-N Kcello Ecuatoriano Ames 28740 Bolivia 3560 
BGEM-0144-N Kcello Ecuatoriano Ames 28740 Bolivia 3560 
BGEM-0145-N Kcello Ecuatoriano Ames 28740 Bolivia 3560 
BGEM-0146-N Kcello Ecuatoriano Ames 28740 Bolivia 3560 
BGEM-0147-S Kcello Ecuatoriano Ames 28740 Bolivia 3560 
BGEM-0148-S Kcello Ecuatoriano Ames 28740 Bolivia 3560 
BGEM-0149-S Kcello Ecuatoriano Ames 28740 Bolivia 3560 
BGEM-0150-S Kcello Ecuatoriano Ames 28740 Bolivia 3560 
BGEM-0151-N Mishca PI 488016 Ecuador 2620 
BGEM-0152-N Mishca PI 488016 Ecuador 2620 
BGEM-0153-S Mishca PI 488016 Ecuador 2620 
BGEM-0154-S Mishca PI 488016 Ecuador 2620 
BGEM-0155-S Mishca PI 488016 Ecuador 2620 
BGEM-0156-S* Mishca PI 488016 Ecuador 2620 
BGEM-0157-N Mixed Creole PI 489361 Cuba Low 
BGEM-0158-S Montana PI 445252  Colombia 2105 
BGEM-0159-S Montana PI 445252  Colombia 2105 
BGEM-0160-S Montana PI 445252  Colombia 2105 
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Supplemental Table S1 continued.  BGEM code, exotic donor race and accession number, 
country of origin, and elevation for 252 BGEM lines.  *lines remove from association analysis   
BGEM Race Accession  Country Elevation (m) 
BGEM-0161-S Montana PI 445252  Colombia 2105 
BGEM-0162-S Morado PI 485373 Bolivia 1590 
BGEM-0163-S Morado PI 485373 Bolivia 1590 
BGEM-0164-S Morado PI 485373 Bolivia 1590 
BGEM-0165-S Morado PI 485373 Bolivia 1590 
BGEM-0166-S Morado PI 485373 Bolivia 1590 
BGEM-0167-S Morado PI 485373 Bolivia 1590 
BGEM-0168-S Morado PI 485373 Bolivia 1590 
BGEM-0169-S Morado PI 485373 Bolivia 1590 
BGEM-0170-S Morado PI 485373 Bolivia 1590 
BGEM-0171-S Morado Canteno PI 515026 Peru 1900 
BGEM-0172-S Morado Canteno PI 515026 Peru 1900 
BGEM-0173-S Morado Canteno PI 515026 Peru 1900 
BGEM-0174-N Morocho PI 571413 Peru 2700 
BGEM-0175-S Morocho PI 503511 Peru 2700 
BGEM-0176-S Morocho PI 571413 Peru 2700 
BGEM-0177-S Morocho PI 571413 Peru 2700 
BGEM-0178-S* Oloton Ames 28539 Guatemala 1200-2500 
BGEM-0179-S* Oloton Ames 28539 Guatemala 1200-2500 
BGEM-0180-S* Oloton Ames 28539 Guatemala 1200-2500 
BGEM-0181-N Onaveno PI 484880  Mexico 0-500 
BGEM-0182-N Onaveno PI 484880  Mexico 0-500 
BGEM-0183-N Onaveno PI 484880  Mexico 0-500 
BGEM-0184-N Onaveno PI 484880  Mexico 0-500 
BGEM-0185-N Onaveno PI 484880  Mexico 0-500 
BGEM-0186-S Onaveno PI 484880  Mexico 0-500 
BGEM-0187-S Onaveno PI 484880  Mexico 0-500 
BGEM-0188-S Onaveno PI 484880  Mexico 0-500 
BGEM-0189-S Onaveno PI 484880  Mexico 0-500 
BGEM-0190-N Patillo PI 488039 Ecuador 2600 
BGEM-0191-N Patillo PI 488039 Bolivia 3280 
BGEM-0192-N Patillo PI 488039 Bolivia 3280 
BGEM-0193-N Patillo PI 488039 Bolivia 3280 
BGEM-0194-N Patillo Grande Ames 28748 Bolivia 2320 
BGEM-0195-N* Patillo Grande Ames 28748 Bolivia 2320 
BGEM-0196-N Patillo Grande Ames 28748 Bolivia 2320 
BGEM-0197-S* Patillo Grande Ames 28748 Bolivia 2320 
BGEM-0198-S Patillo Grande Ames 28748 Bolivia 2320 
BGEM-0199-S Patillo Grande Ames 28748 Bolivia 2320 
BGEM-0200-S Perla PI 571479 Peru 10-900 
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Supplemental Table S1 continued.  BGEM code, exotic donor race and accession number, 
country of origin, and elevation for 252 BGEM lines.  *lines remove from association analysis   
BGEM Race Accession  Country Elevation (m) 
BGEM-0201-N Pira PI 445528 Colombia 1100 
BGEM-0202-N Pira PI 445528 Colombia 1100 
BGEM-0203-N Pisankalla NSL 286568 Bolivia 2240 
BGEM-0204-N Pisankalla NSL 286568 Bolivia 2240 
BGEM-0205-N Pisankalla NSL 286568 Bolivia 2240 
BGEM-0206-N Pisankalla NSL 286568 Bolivia 2240 
BGEM-0207-N Pisankalla NSL 286568 Bolivia 2240 
BGEM-0208-N Pisankalla NSL 286568 Bolivia 2240 
BGEM-0209-N Pisankalla NSL 286568 Bolivia 2240 
BGEM-0210-N Pisankalla NSL 286568 Bolivia 2240 
BGEM-0211-N Pisankalla NSL 286568 Bolivia 2240 
BGEM-0212-N* Pisankalla NSL 286568 Bolivia 2240 
BGEM-0213-S Pisankalla NSL 286568 Bolivia 2240 
BGEM-0214-S Pisankalla NSL 286568 Bolivia 2240 
BGEM-0215-N Pojoso Chico NSL 286760 Bolivia 920 
BGEM-0216-N Pojoso Chico NSL 286760 Bolivia 920 
BGEM-0217-S Pojoso Chico NSL 286760 Bolivia 920 
BGEM-0218-S Pojoso Chico NSL 286760 Bolivia 920 
BGEM-0219-S Pojoso Chico NSL 286760 Bolivia 920 
BGEM-0220-S Pojoso Chico NSL 286760 Bolivia 920 
BGEM-0221-S Pojoso Chico NSL 286760 Bolivia 920 
BGEM-0222-S Pojoso Chico NSL 286760 Bolivia 920 
BGEM-0223-N San Geronimo Huancavelicano PI 503711 Peru 2500-3500 
BGEM-0224-N San Geronimo Huancavelicano PI 503711 Peru 2500-3500 
BGEM-0225-N San Geronimo Huancavelicano PI 503711 Peru 2500-3500 
BGEM-0226-S Semi dentado paulista PI 449576 Paraguay 500 
BGEM-0227-N Suwan Ames 26251 Brazil Low 
BGEM-0228-N Suwan Ames 26251 Brazil Low 
BGEM-0229-N Suwan Ames 26251 Brazil Low 
BGEM-0230-N Suwan Ames 26251 Brazil Low 
BGEM-0231-N Suwan Ames 26251 Brazil Low 
BGEM-0232-N Tehua Ames 29075 Mexico 800 
BGEM-0233-S Tehua Ames 29075 Mexico 800 
BGEM-0234-N Tuxpeno Ames 26252 Brazil Low 
BGEM-0235-N Tuxpeño Ames 28567 Guatemala 400 
BGEM-0236-S Vandeño Ames 28466 Mexico 500 
BGEM-0237-N Yucatan PI 445514  Colombia 585 
BGEM-0238-N Yucatan PI 445514  Colombia 585 
BGEM-0239-N Yucatan PI 445514  Colombia 585 
BGEM-0240-N Yucatan PI 445514  Colombia 585 
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Supplemental Table S1 continued.  BGEM code, exotic donor race and accession number, 
country of origin, and elevation for 252 BGEM lines.  *lines remove from association analysis   
BGEM Race Accession  Country Elevation (m) 
BGEM-0241-N Yucatan PI 445514  Colombia 585 
BGEM-0242-N Yucatan PI 445514  Colombia 585 
BGEM-0243-S Yucatan PI 445514  Colombia 585 
BGEM-0244-S Yucatan PI 445514  Colombia 585 
BGEM-0245-S Yucatan PI 445514  Colombia 585 
BGEM-0246-N Yungueno NSL 286578 Bolivia 1020 
BGEM-0247-N Yungueno NSL 286578 Bolivia 1020 
BGEM-0248-N Yungueno NSL 286578 Bolivia 1020 
BGEM-0249-N Yungueno NSL 286578 Bolivia 1020 
BGEM-0250-S Yungueno NSL 286578 Bolivia 1020 
BGEM-0251-S Yunquillano forma andaqui PI 485436 Ecuador 450 
BGEM-0252-S Yunquillano forma andaqui PI 485436 Ecuador 450 
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Supplemental Table S2.  Variance estimates of G, GxE, and error of flowering and plant 
architecture traits for 252 BGEM lines.   
Trait Source Variance P > z 
GDUSHD 
G 3922.26 <0.0001 
GxE 1019.43 <0.0001 
error 1772.03 <0.0001 
GDUSLK 
G 5009.82 <0.0001 
GxE 929.74 <0.0001 
error 1916.40 <0.0001 
ASI 
G 985.03 <0.0001 
GxE 290.39 <0.0001 
error 807.80 <0.0001 
RSHDSLK 
G 3.70 x 10-4 <0.0001 
GxE 1.07 x 10-4 <0.0001 
error 3.19 x 10-4 <0.0001 
PH 
G 226.80 <0.0001 
GxE 102.09 <0.0001 
error 104.46 <0.0001 
EH 
G 91.08 <0.0001 
GxE 44.81 <0.0001 
error 67.81 <0.0001 
AEPH 
G 90.48 <0.0001 
GxE 45.19 <0.0001 
error 73.22 <0.0001 
REHPH 
G 1.11 x 10-3 <0.0001 
GxE 6.31 x 10-4 <0.0001 
error 1.54 x 10-3 <0.0001 
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Supplemental Table S3.  List of all significant markers found using three different association 
mapping analyses for flowering and plant architecture traits.   
Method Trait SNP Chr Position Effect p-value 
FarmCPU 
GDUSLK S1_4749033 1 4749033 -27.45 2.25E-11 
GDUSLK S7_149363044 7 149363044  20.01 1.57E-08 
GDUSLK S4_5707348 4 5707348  22.17 2.34E-07 
GDUSLK S2_6177366 2 6177366  23.65 3.26E-07 
GDUSLK S10_146119225 10 146119225 -27.38 5.93E-07 
GDUSLK S7_158112134 7 158112134 -34.03 9.38E-07 
RSHDSLK S7_10572080 7 10572080  0.01 5.92E-12 
RSHDSLK S3_118163262 3 118163262  0.01 9.40E-09 
RSHDSLK S7_163923782 7 163923782  0.01 1.03E-08 
RSHDSLK S1_107308297 1 107308297  0.01 7.51E-08 
RSHDSLK S9_125795791 9 125795791 -0.01 2.21E-07 
RSHDSLK S1_15995431 1 15995431 -0.01 3.68E-07 
RSHDSLK S7_11335522 7 11335522  0.01 2.00E-06 
GLM+PCA 
AEPH S5_112634613 5 112634613 NA 4.97E-07 
AEPH S5_112751835 5 112751835 NA 7.27E-07 
AEPH S2_28313389 2 28313389 NA 1.53E-06 
AEPH S5_101740807 5 101740807 NA 2.03E-06 
AEPH S5_101788076 5 101788076 NA 2.70E-06 
AEPH S5_73051806 5 73051806 NA 3.01E-06 
ASI S1_15995431 1 15995431 NA 7.83E-07 
ASI S2_60273238 2 60273238 NA 9.67E-07 
ASI S1_53996436 1 53996436 NA 2.11E-06 
PH S2_235853396 2 235853396 NA 3.60E-09 
PH S10_77111970 10 77111970 NA 3.31E-08 
PH S4_235711113 4 235711113 NA 5.95E-08 
PH S3_135695490 3 135695490 NA 1.39E-07 
PH S1_244512817 1 244512817 NA 2.74E-07 
PH S2_234796265 2 234796265 NA 3.64E-07 
PH S2_234414400 2 234414400 NA 4.55E-07 
PH S3_138773405 3 138773405 NA 7.15E-07 
PH S2_235919188 2 235919188 NA 7.43E-07 
PH S2_236291252 2 236291252 NA 9.43E-07 
PH S3_140004150 3 140004150 NA 1.04E-06 
PH S7_154433671 7 154433671 NA 1.05E-06 
EH S2_235225835 2 235225835 NA 1.16E-06 
EH S5_51435158 5 51435158 NA 1.18E-06 
EH S2_235887608 2 235887608 NA 1.24E-06 
EH S2_7657546 2 7657546 NA 1.50E-06 
EH S3_138642685 3 138642685 NA 1.51E-06 
EH S3_142728324 3 142728324 NA 1.77E-06 
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Supplemental Table S3 continued.  List of all significant markers found using three different 
association mapping analyses for flowering and plant architecture traits.   
Method Trait SNP Chr Position Effect p-value 
GLM+PCA 
EH S3_142728324 3 142728324 NA 1.77E-06 
EH S7_144205699 7 144205699 NA 1.94E-06 
EH S2_223889807 2 223889807 NA 2.06E-06 
EH S2_236029210 2 236029210 NA 2.36E-06 
EH S3_138553397 3 138553397 NA 2.45E-06 
EH S2_7958989 2 7958989 NA 2.46E-06 
EH S2_234042736 2 234042736 NA 2.49E-06 
EH S2_236484950 2 236484950 NA 2.64E-06 
EH S3_160516096 3 160516096 NA 2.93E-06 
EH S6_120607642 6 120607642 NA 3.00E-06 
EH S2_230944005 2 230944005 NA 3.03E-06 
EH S3_208968335 3 208968335 NA 3.04E-06 
EH S2_235065563 2 235065563 NA 3.15E-06 
EH S3_148291030 3 148291030 NA 2.21E-07 
PH S4_215385335 4 215385335 NA 6.38E-07 
PH S3_138477544 3 138477544 NA 7.12E-07 
PH S4_235711113 4 235711113 NA 9.47E-07 
PH S3_135695490 3 135695490 NA 1.45E-06 
PH S1_163271696 1 163271696 NA 1.53E-06 
PH S2_7657546 2 7657546 NA 2.34E-06 
PH S3_160516096 3 160516096 NA 2.40E-06 
PH S3_195745609 3 195745609 NA 2.58E-06 
REHPH S1_88000915 1 88000915 NA 2.06E-06 
REHPH S2_236291252 2 236291252 NA 2.34E-06 
REHPH S2_236484950 2 236484950 NA 2.93E-06 
RSHDSLK S1_15995431 1 15995431 NA 6.34E-07 
RSHDSLK S2_60273238 2 60273238 NA 2.07E-06 
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Supplemental Table S4.  Trait BLUPs of flowering and height traits for 232 BGEM lines and 
recurrent parents.   
BGEM GDUSHD GDUSLK ASI RSHDSLK PH EH AEPH REHPH 
PHB47 1473.65 1488.36 -14.63 0.99 179.91 62.95 117.05 0.35 
PHZ51 1481.64 1507.65 -28.28 0.98 181.79 66.35 115.64 0.37 
BGEM0001N 1502.24 1615.53 -111.94 0.94 195.65 62.01 133.12 0.33 
BGEM0002N 1539.05 1547.84 -29.11 0.98 187.45 66.99 119.64 0.36 
BGEM0003N 1574.96 1602.81 -28.15 0.98 212.06 85.61 125.93 0.41 
BGEM0004N 1520.29 1646.04 -121.05 0.93 173.98 77.93 96.50 0.45 
BGEM0005N 1530.08 1530.54 -3.24 1.00 184.24 71.28 112.84 0.39 
BGEM0006S 1521.75 1532.32 -13.55 0.99 181.47 71.86 109.72 0.40 
BGEM0007S 1497.05 1546.15 -48.25 0.97 206.17 82.05 123.92 0.40 
BGEM0008S 1496.05 1563.80 -66.36 0.96 165.29 58.92 107.03 0.36 
BGEM0010S 1504.38 1625.98 -120.39 0.93 170.35 61.85 108.63 0.37 
BGEM0011S 1561.65 1559.84 -0.25 1.00 185.36 67.41 117.80 0.37 
BGEM0012S 1487.73 1497.01 -11.49 0.99 151.56 61.22 90.93 0.41 
BGEM0013S 1515.45 1516.60 -6.45 1.00 172.49 63.19 109.73 0.37 
BGEM0017S 1575.84 1607.52 -33.43 0.98 221.94 93.82 126.61 0.42 
BGEM0018S 1507.94 1573.83 -67.26 0.96 180.78 61.17 119.81 0.34 
BGEM0019S 1571.72 1573.23 -3.06 1.00 188.92 78.04 110.83 0.41 
BGEM0021S 1585.22 1602.40 -20.02 0.99 182.33 65.69 117.10 0.36 
BGEM0022S 1588.13 1581.49 4.35 1.00 171.71 66.72 105.45 0.39 
BGEM0023S 1511.26 1543.25 -33.67 0.98 171.89 65.28 106.96 0.39 
BGEM0024S 1491.66 1489.82 2.20 1.00 172.04 61.81 110.70 0.37 
BGEM0025S 1531.74 1554.90 -22.48 0.99 199.47 75.21 123.88 0.38 
BGEM0026S 1571.73 1592.22 -23.15 0.99 149.65 59.34 91.06 0.40 
BGEM0027S 1574.49 1576.65 -4.92 1.00 182.77 65.23 117.71 0.36 
BGEM0028S 1585.32 1579.16 4.13 1.00 164.55 56.10 109.13 0.35 
BGEM0029S 1543.45 1544.68 -3.74 1.00 159.25 53.41 106.66 0.34 
BGEM0030S 1481.49 1519.01 -37.50 0.98 164.56 72.47 92.93 0.44 
BGEM0031S 1496.06 1515.10 -18.42 0.99 188.97 72.47 116.90 0.39 
BGEM0032S 1447.43 1492.15 -43.97 0.97 158.75 58.13 101.34 0.37 
BGEM0033S 1621.17 1618.51 0.25 1.00 183.90 90.37 93.42 0.49 
BGEM0034S 1552.11 1542.79 10.80 1.01 167.79 62.01 105.97 0.37 
BGEM0035S 1539.85 1551.65 -16.15 0.99 174.95 65.27 110.04 0.38 
BGEM0036S 1529.05 1578.95 -50.25 0.97 166.01 74.31 92.65 0.45 
BGEM0037S 1454.33 1513.55 -59.07 0.96 156.31 57.96 99.07 0.37 
BGEM0038N 1569.41 1645.67 -75.96 0.95 180.80 66.70 113.91 0.37 
BGEM0039N 1473.16 1507.78 -33.89 0.98 179.20 74.40 105.18 0.42 
BGEM0040N 1482.58 1506.03 -23.73 0.98 178.77 76.25 102.78 0.43 
BGEM0041S 1532.38 1587.40 -54.47 0.97 184.56 62.84 121.15 0.35 
BGEM0042S 1532.46 1562.58 -29.17 0.98 165.99 68.44 98.00 0.42 
BGEM0043S 1613.42 1623.79 -11.17 0.99 190.28 70.89 119.67 0.38 
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Supplemental Table S4 continued.  Trait BLUPs of flowering and height traits for 232 BGEM 
lines and recurrent parents.   
BGEM GDUSHD GDUSLK ASI RSHDSLK PH EH AEPH REHPH 
BGEM0044S 1550.79 1587.34 -37.38 0.98 193.65 75.29 118.31 0.40 
BGEM0045N 1553.33 1590.60 -37.38 0.98 203.71 81.67 121.21 0.41 
BGEM0046N 1462.15 1505.97 -44.45 0.97 186.44 63.55 122.80 0.35 
BGEM0047S 1459.47 1475.92 -19.15 0.99 166.48 54.49 112.23 0.34 
BGEM0048S 1532.53 1601.16 -68.73 0.96 173.41 69.65 103.85 0.41 
BGEM0049S 1552.38 1589.39 -35.11 0.98 198.27 74.39 123.57 0.38 
BGEM0050S 1466.79 1500.17 -35.08 0.98 179.17 64.38 115.44 0.37 
BGEM0051S 1557.96 1549.61 4.43 1.00 189.49 72.94 116.15 0.39 
BGEM0052S 1586.29 1585.69 -2.61 1.00 179.90 74.68 105.73 0.42 
BGEM0053S 1436.97 1469.59 -32.93 0.98 209.60 88.26 120.70 0.43 
BGEM0054S 1497.56 1534.29 -38.47 0.97 184.77 64.82 119.52 0.36 
BGEM0055S 1469.27 1490.73 -22.27 0.99 164.09 61.11 103.34 0.38 
BGEM0058N 1548.78 1564.45 -14.86 0.99 183.76 85.59 98.20 0.47 
BGEM0059S 1598.59 1612.37 -13.47 0.99 177.17 67.17 114.14 0.36 
BGEM0060S 1582.92 1609.76 -26.57 0.98 202.44 81.65 119.88 0.41 
BGEM0061N 1636.16 1670.88 -35.87 0.98 184.26 79.25 104.90 0.43 
BGEM0063N 1494.55 1568.73 -72.46 0.95 204.56 80.78 122.73 0.40 
BGEM0064N 1689.59 1764.29 -69.37 0.96 185.34 74.13 110.97 0.40 
BGEM0065N 1634.63 1689.34 -59.20 0.96 197.53 89.72 107.92 0.45 
BGEM0066N 1500.07 1548.81 -48.05 0.97 160.90 62.41 99.48 0.39 
BGEM0067S 1525.87 1509.19 12.35 1.01 169.36 58.06 112.01 0.35 
BGEM0068S 1471.58 1497.30 -24.27 0.98 177.87 64.95 112.95 0.37 
BGEM0069S 1570.25 1660.76 -88.47 0.95 195.44 75.33 119.64 0.39 
BGEM0070S 1602.54 1585.43 13.11 1.01 181.09 67.94 113.01 0.38 
BGEM0071S 1569.85 1621.14 -48.13 0.97 163.98 63.12 101.65 0.39 
BGEM0072S 1554.62 1578.57 -20.90 0.99 185.56 65.54 119.82 0.37 
BGEM0073S 1521.87 1559.48 -36.31 0.98 168.34 75.30 95.83 0.44 
BGEM0074S 1564.02 1593.98 -28.56 0.98 162.47 59.17 103.63 0.37 
BGEM0075S 1609.22 1620.84 -14.00 1.00 196.01 93.17 103.20 0.47 
BGEM0076S 1524.51 1557.28 -31.62 0.98 197.98 79.72 118.00 0.41 
BGEM0077S 1489.78 1492.80 -26.03 0.98 169.17 51.58 117.64 0.31 
BGEM0078S 1461.33 1521.71 -59.13 0.96 185.72 68.74 116.78 0.38 
BGEM0079S 1472.43 1527.42 -54.59 0.96 175.31 60.97 114.54 0.35 
BGEM0080S 1464.88 1511.15 -46.55 0.97 177.52 65.45 112.06 0.37 
BGEM0081S 1492.17 1544.95 -53.59 0.97 212.42 83.54 128.07 0.40 
BGEM0082S 1368.12 1442.89 -71.27 0.95 134.92 43.38 92.64 0.32 
BGEM0084S 1718.69 1719.62 -1.71 1.00 175.12 73.49 102.09 0.42 
BGEM0085N 1471.26 1492.65 -19.02 0.99 172.50 79.25 93.81 0.47 
BGEM0086N 1510.52 1562.73 -51.45 0.97 204.11 90.99 113.06 0.44 
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Supplemental Table S4 continued.  Trait BLUPs of flowering and height traits for 232 BGEM 
lines and recurrent parents.   
BGEM GDUSHD GDUSLK ASI RSHDSLK PH EH AEPH REHPH 
BGEM0087N 1576.44 1648.09 -71.45 0.96 216.19 101.29 113.96 0.47 
BGEM0088N 1585.33 1649.58 -62.15 0.96 173.57 64.62 109.68 0.37 
BGEM0089N 1524.20 1559.90 -35.43 0.98 169.86 66.49 103.88 0.39 
BGEM0090N 1613.11 1712.54 -100.31 0.94 175.46 61.34 114.63 0.36 
BGEM0091N 1522.54 1524.37 -3.22 1.00 182.08 75.75 106.46 0.42 
BGEM0092S 1513.26 1542.01 -28.90 0.98 200.66 84.40 116.07 0.42 
BGEM0093S 1597.83 1612.55 -15.43 0.99 171.84 65.29 107.01 0.38 
BGEM0094S 1478.74 1481.78 -6.84 1.00 153.84 58.72 96.09 0.38 
BGEM0095S 1506.36 1523.65 -19.62 0.99 166.43 66.07 101.20 0.40 
BGEM0096N 1407.63 1426.20 -19.46 0.99 166.45 61.22 105.30 0.38 
BGEM0097S 1644.54 1639.81 4.26 1.00 163.35 54.32 109.92 0.34 
BGEM0098S 1525.90 1544.06 -17.72 0.99 186.88 66.48 120.15 0.36 
BGEM0099S 1483.09 1464.42 15.23 1.01 170.40 72.18 98.69 0.43 
BGEM0100S 1591.38 1582.38 6.73 1.00 169.66 62.27 107.83 0.37 
BGEM0101S 1531.09 1513.20 16.40 1.01 162.42 63.32 99.77 0.39 
BGEM0102N 1585.25 1684.25 -96.66 0.94 178.44 60.14 118.19 0.35 
BGEM0105N 1490.25 1557.38 -63.57 0.97 197.36 75.16 122.01 0.39 
BGEM0106N 1615.11 1599.75 11.51 1.01 197.63 82.27 114.43 0.42 
BGEM0107N 1554.85 1616.56 -60.26 0.96 176.88 66.78 110.32 0.38 
BGEM0108S 1531.34 1565.89 -36.23 0.98 173.68 64.61 109.20 0.38 
BGEM0109N 1414.10 1440.98 -27.05 0.98 168.11 66.17 102.41 0.39 
BGEM0110N 1444.10 1446.04 -2.92 1.00 197.79 67.31 130.43 0.35 
BGEM0111S 1409.86 1462.11 -52.96 0.96 177.83 68.40 109.66 0.39 
BGEM0112S 1442.43 1501.60 -58.22 0.96 172.36 63.83 109.01 0.37 
BGEM0113S 1414.55 1485.91 -68.06 0.95 177.35 65.28 112.30 0.37 
BGEM0114S 1419.25 1471.07 -51.22 0.96 176.16 65.13 111.41 0.37 
BGEM0115S 1424.42 1489.22 -63.41 0.96 177.61 64.30 113.71 0.37 
BGEM0116S 1429.04 1496.69 -65.23 0.96 170.79 61.81 109.15 0.37 
BGEM0117S 1438.62 1514.56 -73.24 0.95 177.67 64.90 113.21 0.37 
BGEM0118S 1416.68 1483.43 -65.19 0.96 177.63 66.35 111.79 0.38 
BGEM0119S 1510.90 1520.67 -12.33 0.99 165.69 55.77 110.64 0.34 
BGEM0120N 1585.83 1645.18 -60.80 0.96 165.68 71.00 95.48 0.43 
BGEM0121N 1588.23 1650.51 -63.04 0.96 201.87 86.54 115.15 0.43 
BGEM0122N 1525.57 1558.19 -32.65 0.98 185.74 71.97 113.78 0.39 
BGEM0124N 1560.46 1642.01 -80.62 0.95 196.96 75.60 120.58 0.39 
BGEM0125N 1548.88 1634.35 -80.95 0.95 194.48 81.28 112.73 0.42 
BGEM0126N 1549.03 1638.74 -88.16 0.95 187.91 70.50 116.93 0.38 
BGEM0127N 1544.16 1539.19 1.59 1.00 179.65 65.64 113.46 0.37 
BGEM0128N 1564.68 1622.77 -56.42 0.96 172.78 66.40 107.15 0.39 
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Supplemental Table S4 continued.  Trait BLUPs of flowering and height traits for 232 BGEM 
lines and recurrent parents.   
BGEM GDUSHD GDUSLK ASI RSHDSLK PH EH AEPH REHPH 
BGEM0129N 1497.40 1518.81 -20.46 0.99 156.92 64.44 93.43 0.42 
BGEM0130N 1487.13 1586.32 -97.64 0.94 186.15 76.94 108.94 0.42 
BGEM0131N 1563.27 1624.62 -62.40 0.96 184.25 69.24 114.93 0.38 
BGEM0132N 1712.05 1763.63 -50.90 0.97 196.03 72.68 122.60 0.38 
BGEM0133S 1518.32 1547.00 -31.02 0.98 183.27 69.73 112.73 0.39 
BGEM0134S 1593.50 1625.53 -31.73 0.98 190.13 77.82 112.26 0.41 
BGEM0135S 1552.17 1582.68 -30.65 0.98 175.08 60.14 117.63 0.35 
BGEM0136S 1490.72 1511.01 -21.77 0.99 164.11 69.22 95.23 0.42 
BGEM0137S 1422.89 1475.24 -53.08 0.96 171.64 59.84 111.77 0.36 
BGEM0138S 1513.47 1512.08 -2.15 1.00 181.70 76.06 105.87 0.42 
BGEM0139N 1546.81 1625.63 -84.18 0.95 159.38 50.32 110.17 0.32 
BGEM0140N 1488.05 1604.50 -115.59 0.93 178.19 64.40 113.90 0.37 
BGEM0141N 1504.34 1555.01 -53.07 0.97 148.10 58.77 90.75 0.40 
BGEM0143N 1485.64 1490.85 -6.92 1.00 184.93 73.02 111.90 0.40 
BGEM0144N 1438.30 1482.33 -42.35 0.97 194.60 81.62 112.08 0.42 
BGEM0145N 1504.20 1560.58 -53.99 0.96 182.85 68.93 114.40 0.38 
BGEM0146N 1492.52 1535.32 -39.63 0.97 196.56 83.67 112.82 0.43 
BGEM0147S 1508.16 1479.60 1.60 1.00 188.16 71.28 116.58 0.38 
BGEM0148S 1495.94 1557.22 -61.21 0.96 184.57 60.75 123.82 0.34 
BGEM0149S 1466.43 1513.23 -46.30 0.97 177.57 65.00 112.78 0.37 
BGEM0150S 1511.16 1522.92 -12.45 0.99 154.81 58.07 97.54 0.38 
BGEM0151N 1519.66 1581.54 -57.88 0.96 164.78 54.08 110.83 0.33 
BGEM0152N 1567.97 1588.71 -22.83 0.99 181.07 68.32 113.14 0.38 
BGEM0153S 1673.01 1708.53 -35.56 0.98 179.18 68.68 111.18 0.39 
BGEM0154S 1515.91 1619.37 -100.18 0.94 174.68 75.90 98.44 0.44 
BGEM0155S 1581.46 1664.20 -81.30 0.95 186.52 65.12 121.37 0.36 
BGEM0157N 1524.61 1562.40 -38.86 0.98 176.36 72.46 104.24 0.41 
BGEM0158S 1588.76 1664.52 -76.48 0.95 198.76 76.06 121.95 0.39 
BGEM0159S 1573.49 1622.32 -47.75 0.97 193.52 85.88 107.29 0.45 
BGEM0160S 1627.64 1632.03 -5.38 1.00 184.12 79.40 104.57 0.43 
BGEM0161S 1655.68 1672.92 -19.20 0.99 176.61 66.08 110.74 0.38 
BGEM0162S 1456.79 1474.47 -18.92 0.99 167.47 61.47 106.77 0.37 
BGEM0163S 1604.78 1608.75 -5.55 1.00 170.91 64.92 106.02 0.38 
BGEM0164S 1538.75 1544.38 -8.26 1.00 164.93 56.66 109.14 0.35 
BGEM0165S 1606.24 1688.78 -80.06 0.95 213.20 88.06 124.60 0.41 
BGEM0166S 1635.54 1649.64 -12.64 0.99 210.11 82.85 126.62 0.40 
BGEM0167S 1503.95 1511.66 -9.32 0.99 169.45 59.84 115.50 0.33 
BGEM0168S 1601.47 1655.01 -51.55 0.97 195.28 88.71 106.09 0.46 
BGEM0169S 1603.82 1613.34 -38.05 0.98 163.14 57.58 108.40 0.36 
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Supplemental Table S4 continued.  Trait BLUPs of flowering and height traits for 232 BGEM 
lines and recurrent parents.   
BGEM GDUSHD GDUSLK ASI RSHDSLK PH EH AEPH REHPH 
BGEM0170S 1554.15 1600.52 -43.31 0.97 169.62 63.49 106.87 0.38 
BGEM0171S 1463.62 1486.63 -25.75 0.98 185.04 71.79 112.92 0.39 
BGEM0172S 1632.82 1705.59 -72.26 0.97 214.79 76.17 137.65 0.36 
BGEM0173S 1539.90 1568.21 -27.55 0.98 174.06 71.49 102.62 0.41 
BGEM0174N 1577.16 1625.82 -48.53 0.97 162.90 61.40 102.00 0.38 
BGEM0175S 1554.17 1635.37 -81.79 0.95 182.67 75.04 107.86 0.42 
BGEM0176S 1458.12 1460.80 -2.03 1.00 179.93 63.56 116.28 0.36 
BGEM0177S 1480.09 1503.16 -25.67 0.98 164.12 70.71 94.03 0.44 
BGEM0181N 1519.18 1504.66 13.88 1.01 174.26 74.29 100.69 0.43 
BGEM0182N 1513.42 1562.22 -51.23 0.97 191.85 64.58 126.54 0.34 
BGEM0183N 1569.12 1544.48 21.78 1.02 182.39 70.64 112.09 0.39 
BGEM0184N 1445.99 1494.83 -49.65 0.97 174.04 67.36 107.19 0.39 
BGEM0185N 1524.95 1580.49 -52.78 0.97 156.12 60.22 96.95 0.39 
BGEM0186S 1546.97 1567.42 -21.82 0.99 176.30 64.49 112.66 0.37 
BGEM0187S 1539.27 1587.76 -46.62 0.97 152.94 60.02 94.04 0.39 
BGEM0188S 1562.91 1590.99 -29.17 0.98 195.75 78.62 116.64 0.41 
BGEM0189S 1511.46 1538.77 -28.48 0.98 197.23 72.77 124.50 0.37 
BGEM0190N 1519.59 1589.44 -67.95 0.96 165.25 61.51 104.04 0.38 
BGEM0191N 1563.27 1647.42 -81.69 0.95 159.66 66.83 93.42 0.43 
BGEM0192N 1591.88 1620.50 -28.69 0.98 182.33 75.59 106.99 0.42 
BGEM0193N 1576.72 1611.36 -35.44 0.98 181.99 74.43 107.70 0.41 
BGEM0194N 1475.43 1508.22 -30.44 0.98 178.95 69.12 110.03 0.39 
BGEM0196N 1577.84 1695.50 -115.50 0.93 214.05 66.56 146.34 0.33 
BGEM0198S 1507.39 1521.50 -12.91 0.99 195.45 79.35 115.86 0.42 
BGEM0199S 1512.20 1527.80 -15.42 0.99 189.98 68.81 121.03 0.37 
BGEM0200S 1636.31 1693.58 -57.73 0.97 172.14 74.42 98.05 0.43 
BGEM0201N 1545.81 1661.48 -116.96 0.93 186.76 77.74 109.00 0.42 
BGEM0202N 1491.87 1502.35 -13.84 0.99 170.09 70.81 99.71 0.42 
BGEM0203N 1483.50 1527.24 -42.99 0.97 174.56 59.57 114.98 0.35 
BGEM0204N 1577.39 1584.01 -8.98 0.99 206.26 79.36 126.40 0.39 
BGEM0205N 1511.49 1532.16 -20.14 0.99 179.52 66.65 112.92 0.37 
BGEM0206N 1548.55 1607.48 -56.10 0.97 181.38 74.86 106.28 0.42 
BGEM0207N 1474.08 1496.74 -23.21 0.98 159.91 67.40 89.81 0.42 
BGEM0208N 1627.90 1717.20 -85.76 0.95 246.63 110.89 133.85 0.45 
BGEM0209N 1459.78 1497.88 -37.43 0.98 193.08 76.13 116.39 0.40 
BGEM0210N 1560.63 1632.19 -71.76 0.96 190.29 82.78 106.92 0.44 
BGEM0211N 1561.89 1620.08 -55.20 0.97 180.74 77.58 103.74 0.43 
BGEM0213S 1581.54 1556.51 21.09 1.01 205.03 96.13 108.15 0.47 
BGEM0214S 1451.81 1455.53 -5.07 1.00 175.88 70.25 105.71 0.40 
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Supplemental Table S4 continued.  Trait BLUPs of flowering and height traits for 232 BGEM 
lines and recurrent parents.   
BGEM GDUSHD GDUSLK ASI RSHDSLK PH EH AEPH REHPH 
BGEM0215N 1539.12 1617.02 -75.36 0.95 187.07 70.02 116.85 0.38 
BGEM0216N 1652.94 1701.98 -52.03 0.97 155.95 64.73 92.66 0.42 
BGEM0217S 1490.98 1538.33 -47.46 0.97 184.69 64.96 119.71 0.36 
BGEM0218S 1529.83 1579.89 -50.01 0.97 168.63 68.16 101.36 0.40 
BGEM0219S 1374.91 1408.98 -33.53 0.98 177.26 68.06 109.38 0.39 
BGEM0220S 1564.18 1601.67 -38.52 0.98 170.20 61.85 108.77 0.38 
BGEM0221S 1457.42 1489.35 -32.81 0.98 178.84 65.63 113.06 0.37 
BGEM0222S 1493.20 1545.14 -50.85 0.97 174.12 70.52 103.54 0.41 
BGEM0223N 1570.77 1650.45 -80.03 0.95 179.77 80.03 99.60 0.45 
BGEM0224N 1650.66 1710.69 -58.65 0.96 143.23 54.39 90.64 0.39 
BGEM0225N 1584.09 1702.56 -112.37 0.93 174.48 67.94 106.54 0.40 
BGEM0226S 1517.24 1531.05 -12.30 0.99 175.16 68.84 106.32 0.40 
BGEM0227N 1503.34 1520.92 -16.70 0.99 161.17 66.05 95.71 0.41 
BGEM0228N 1638.44 1653.20 -17.76 0.99 164.96 58.17 107.25 0.36 
BGEM0229N 1495.67 1486.71 6.58 1.00 173.37 67.02 106.46 0.39 
BGEM0230N 1612.60 1639.67 -27.62 0.98 164.60 60.34 109.01 0.36 
BGEM0231N 1609.62 1678.60 -66.03 0.96 195.89 79.35 116.05 0.41 
BGEM0232N 1588.92 1574.54 13.51 1.01 179.30 67.59 111.56 0.38 
BGEM0233S 1559.01 1566.65 1.64 1.00 200.46 82.73 117.54 0.42 
BGEM0234N 1523.13 1523.63 -0.76 1.00 186.79 70.07 116.59 0.38 
BGEM0235N 1553.80 1551.70 2.27 1.00 193.54 76.86 116.10 0.40 
BGEM0236S 1534.17 1528.06 4.73 1.00 186.35 82.86 103.55 0.45 
BGEM0237N 1697.11 1721.59 -23.95 0.99 206.96 98.88 107.18 0.48 
BGEM0238N 1657.93 1715.58 -60.08 0.98 187.46 79.18 107.97 0.43 
BGEM0239N 1576.28 1610.99 -34.66 0.98 194.88 81.89 112.96 0.42 
BGEM0240N 1564.31 1572.10 -9.50 1.00 188.06 86.37 101.78 0.46 
BGEM0241N 1543.54 1549.00 -6.46 1.00 186.84 87.49 99.74 0.46 
BGEM0242N 1551.33 1648.66 -97.87 0.94 160.78 57.68 103.77 0.36 
BGEM0243S 1491.72 1500.59 -9.63 0.99 180.66 69.12 111.40 0.39 
BGEM0244S 1476.56 1499.03 -22.86 0.99 179.50 67.96 111.70 0.38 
BGEM0245S 1638.50 1650.00 -10.82 0.99 191.21 71.95 119.49 0.38 
BGEM0246N 1525.85 1519.16 5.82 1.00 175.10 67.37 108.41 0.39 
BGEM0247N 1660.22 1749.96 -90.78 0.95 164.68 69.55 96.53 0.42 
BGEM0248N 1501.04 1527.44 -27.76 0.98 195.25 75.14 119.48 0.39 
BGEM0249N 1534.74 1565.40 -31.68 0.98 171.92 60.76 113.64 0.35 
BGEM0250S 1653.94 1660.47 -6.98 1.00 208.07 84.91 121.97 0.41 
BGEM0251S 1553.78 1579.37 -25.61 0.98 198.74 80.16 117.47 0.41 
BGEM0252S 1560.57 1601.69 -38.17 0.98 183.54 62.89 120.50 0.35 
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Supplemental Figure S1.  Comparison of genome-wide Manhattan plots using GLM+PCA for 
flowering and plant architecture traits.     
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Supplemental Figure S2.  Comparison of genome-wide Manhattan plots using MLM for 
flowering and plant architecture traits.     
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Supplemental Figure S3.  Comparison of genome-wide Manhattan plots using FarmCPU for 
flowering and plant architecture traits.
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Supplemental Figure S4.  Comparison of QQ plots using GLM+PCA for flowering and plant 
architecture traits.
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Supplemental Figure S5.  Comparison of QQ plots using MLM for flowering and plant 
architecture traits.
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Supplemental Figure S6.  Comparison of QQ plots using FarmCPU for flowering and plant 
architecture traits.
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Abstract 
Understanding maize (Zea mays) kernel composition is of increasing importance with the need to 
support the increasing world population and with the greater industrial demands, such as using 
maize starch for biofuels.  The main components that can be altered in the maize kernel are oil, 
protein, starch, and density; however, insufficient understanding of underlying genetic 
architecture creates difficulty in manipulating these kernel composition traits.  In this study, we 
used a diverse panel of exotic derived doubled haploid lines, in conjunction with genome-wide 
association analysis to further explain the underlying genetic causes affecting kernel 
composition.  Significant associations were discovered for all traits, with several coinciding with 
previously identified regions.  These associations corresponded to 14 candidate genes, with 
GRMZM2G036505 and GRMZM2G067171 being the most likely candidates identified.  The 
findings within this study aid in validating previously identified genomic regions and identified 
novel genomic regions effecting kernel composition traits.   
Keywords: DH – GWAS – NIR - Kernel 
Introduction 
Maize is an important food staple for many people around the world, where it is directly 
consumed by humans, or indirectly through livestock consumption (Cook et al., 2011). Oil, 
starch, and protein content directly affect the food and feed quality (Baker et al., 1969; Lewis et 
al., 1982; Worral et al., 2015).  Maize is also a popular fuel source, as its starch content has 
become important in the production of ethanol, potentially creating bottlenecks in stable supply 
of sufficient maize for food, feed, and fuel (Ray et al., 2013; Wang et al., 2015).  Balancing 
maize kernel composition for both food and fuel is an even greater challenge, as altering kernel 
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composition greatly impacts yield (Bjarnason and Vasal, 1992; Vasal, 2001; Worral et al., 2015).  
Increasing starch content has little impact on yield (Zhang et al., 2016), but the grain is less 
nutritious for food and feed (Yang et al., 2016).  Increasing oil and protein levels can 
substantially reduce grain yields (Bjarnason and Vasal, 1992; Vasal, 2001; Worral et al., 2015).  
Finding the optimal balance of starch, oil, and protein is a struggle that modern plant breeders 
must undertake to supply the demand of maize grain in the future.   
Specific breeding populations have been developed for high oil maize (Li et al., 2013), such as 
the Illinois high-oil population (Dudley and Lambert, 2004), where selection has been ongoing 
for over a century.  Others are the Alexho single-kernel synthetic population (Lambert et al., 
2004) and the Beijing high-oil population (Song and Chen, 2004).  These populations have been 
of great importance in elucidating the underlying pathways in oil biosynthesis in maize (Laurie et 
al., 2004; Yang et al., 2010).  Cook et al. (2011) used the nested association mapping (NAM) 
population and the 282 diverse inbred panel (Flint-Garcia et al., 2005) to find 22 quantitative 
trait loci (QTL) affecting oil concentration, explaining nearly 70% of the phenotypic variation.  
Li et al. (2013) found 26 QTL that explain 83% of the phenotypic variation in a diverse panel of 
inbreds that consisted of normal and high-oil inbred lines.  Although large amounts of 
phenotypic variation were explained in these studies, no large effect QTL were found. 
Efforts to alter protein content have been successful in many selection experiments. The Illinois 
high-oil population successfully increased protein content levels to 27% (Moose et al., 2004).  
Worral et al. (2015) recently released several quality protein maize (QPM) lines with average 
protein levels, but increased concentrations of lysine and tryptophan, which are important in the 
overall protein quality.  The success of these lines is attributed to the use of opaque2 (o2) 
modifier genes (Paez et al., 1969; Vasal et al., 1980; Mertz, 1992; Prasanna et al., 2001; Worral 
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et al., 2015; Yang et al., 2016).  However, yield reduction has been noted when o2 is present 
(Bjarnason and Vasal, 1992; Vasal, 2001; Worral et al., 2015).  Additional studies have been 
completed with the aim to find additional protein quality QTL (Laurie et al., 2004; Dudley et al., 
2004, Dudley et al., 2007; Cook et al., 2011) without yield reduction; however, yield reductions 
are still noted.  
Starch composition of maize kernels is well understood (Wang et al., 2015).  Shrunken1 (sh1), 
Shrunken2 (sh2), Brittle2 (bt2), Waxy1 (wx1), Sugary2 (su2), Dull1 (du1), Amylose extender1 
(ae1), and Sugary1 (su1) (Klösgen et al., 1986; Hennen-Bierwagen and Myers, 2013; Huang et 
al., 2014) are just a few of the known genes involved in starch biosynthesis.  However, little is 
known about the connections of these genes in the regulation of starch biosynthesis and starch 
accumulation in maize (Wang et al., 2015).  Many QTL studies have been conducted to further 
explain the connections of known maize starch genes to their actual roles in starch biosynthesis 
in the maize kernel (Goldman et al., 1993; Dudley et al., 2004; Dudley et al., 2007; Cook et al., 
2011; Guo et al., 2013) with little causative genetic factors being found (Wang et al., 2015).  
Wang et al. (2015) found large-effect QTLs in a bi-parental mapping population.  They suggest 
that marker-assisted selection be implemented for these few known large effect QTL, as progress 
with the many known small-effect QTL is not advantageous.  However, maize hybrids high in 
starch are lacking in proteins and oils, although yield reductions are not noted as starch is less 
energetically demanding on the plant than producing oil and protein (Zhang et al., 2016).   
Maize kernel endosperm can either be vitreous or floury (Watson, 1987).  Vitreous endosperm 
tends to be higher and floury endosperm lower in density (Watson, 1987).  Endosperm is made 
up of four cell types with starch endosperm cells accounting for the accumulation of starch and 
protein storage (Olsen, 2004), while oil resides in the embryo.  Milling quality relies heavily on 
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the density of the maize kernel (Guelpa et al., 2015), as harder maize kernels result in greater 
milling quality and highest milling yield.  Thompson and Goodman (2006) increased kernel 
density through backcrossing, using two density estimation methods to select lines to backcross 
to.  However, little breeding work has been conducted concentrating solely on milling quality 
and any advances have been made indirectly by plant breeders.  Gustafson and de Leon (2010) 
used the intermated B73 x Mo17 (IBM) population (Lee et al., 2002) to map endosperm 
vitreousness and related traits and found 33 QTL.     
Many of the previous studies concentrated on lines that were developed from the Illinois long-
term selection program or closely related materials.  Herein, a diverse set of exotic derived 
doubled haploid (DH) lines that represent 52 maize races are used to investigate the maize kernel 
composition traits: 1) oil content, 2) protein content, 3) starch content, and 4) endosperm density.  
The overall goals of the study were to: 1) characterize grain and kernel composition traits in this 
diverse panel by collecting open-pollinated ears and subjecting them to near-infrared 
spectroscopy (NIRS), 2) conduct an association mapping study on collected NIRS data using 
three different association mapping protocols, and 3) identify any underlying causative genetic 
factors for significant SNPs identified in association analyses.   
Materials and Methods 
Germplasm 
A diverse panel consisting of 252 exotic derived DH lines was developed by crossing 54 exotic 
maize accessions, representing 52 exotic maize races, to expired Plant Variety Protection (PVP) 
lines PHZ51 and PHB47, and backcrossing the F1 to the respective PVP parent.  These PVP lines 
represent the heterotic breeding pools commonly used in U.S. maize breeding, and were 
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recommended initially by the USDA-ARS Germplasm Enhancement of Maize (GEM) Technical 
Steering Group.  PHZ51 represents the Lancaster or non-Stiff-Stalk (NSS) heterotic pattern, 
while PHB47 represents the Stiff-Stalk (SS) heterotic pattern.  The DH lines were developed and 
released in a joint collaboration between the Iowa State University Doubled Haploid Facility and 
the USDA-ARS GEM project.  Released lines are known as BGEM lines, B an indicating Iowa 
State University inbred line and GEM indicating the Germplasm Enhancement of Maize project.  
Supplemental Table S1 shows the BGEM line, race, accession number, country of origin, and 
elevation for the 252 BGEM lines. 
BC1F1 plants were grown and crossed to the maternal haploid inducer line, RWS/RWK-76 
(Röber et al., 2005).  Seed produced from these crosses was screened and haploid kernels were 
identified.  Haploid kernels were planted in the greenhouse and underwent artificial chromosome 
doubling protocols used by the Iowa State Doubled Haploid Facility and the GEM project 
(Brenner et al., 2012).  Haploid plants were then transplanted to the field, and those producing 
fertile pollen were self-pollinated to produce D0 generation seed.  Seed was increased of these D1 
generation DH lines in subsequent generations.  During subsequent generations, lines were 
screened for uniformity and discarded if found to be contaminants, or if general agronomic traits 
of these lines strongly impaired maintenance.   
Experimental Design and Data Collection  
The diverse panel of 252 exotic derived DH lines was planted in the field in 2013 in an alpha 
incomplete block design across six environments.  Environments were: 1) Crop Sciences 
Research and Education Center, Champaign, Illinois, two replications (University of Illinois), 2) 
Plant Introduction Station, Ames, Iowa, three replications (Iowa State University, planting date 
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1-May 16, 2013), 3) Bradford Farm, Columbia, Missouri, two replications (University of 
Missouri), 4) Genetics Farm, Columbia, Missouri, one replication (University of Missouri), 5) 
Plant Introduction Station, Ames, IA, two replications (Iowa State University, planting date 2-
June 3, 2013), and 6) Burkey Farm, Ames, Iowa, three replications (Iowa State University).  
Within each replication, B73 (Russell, 1972), Mo17 (Zuber, 1973), PHZ51, and PHB47 were 
used as inbred checks.  The checks were included at a minimum of six times per replication and 
as many as nine times, totaling 24 to 36 checks per replication.  R (R Core Team, 2014) package 
agricolae (de Mendiburu, 2015) was used to design the alpha incomplete block design.   
In the fall, three to five open-pollinated ears were harvested from the center of each row across 
all locations.  Ears were dried and bulk shelled.  NIRS was used to analyze oil, starch, and 
protein content, as well as density of each bulked sample.  NIRS was conducted using a Foss 
Infratec 1241 Grain Analyzer (Foss North America, Eden Prairie, MN) (Serial number 
12412188), using five subsamples per sample.  This device performs NIRS using near-infrared 
transmittance.  Calibrations were obtained from the Grain Quality Laboratory, Iowa State 
University.  The process used for calibration by the Grain Quality Laboratory is described in 
Rippke et al. (1995).  Calibrations were based on the Artificial Neutral Network (ANN) 
algorithm, as adapted by Foss (Bo Büchmann et al., 2001).  Calibration ranges for protein were 
3.78% to 17.37%.  Ranges for oil and starch were 1.63% to 13.87% and 39.12% to 69.98%, 
respectively.  Density ranges were 1.12 g/cm3 to 1.38 g/cm3.  Percent oil, starch, and protein 
content are reported on a dry matter basis in percent weight (%wt).  Density values are reported 
at 15% moisture level.   
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Statistical Analysis 
Phenotypic trait analyses were conducted using SAS 9.2 (SAS Institute, 2008) as described by 
Wolfinger et al. (1997).  This type of analysis allows adjustment within incomplete blocks based 
on the performance of the check inbreds within each incomplete block.   
A linear model was fit to the data from each location.  Replications and check inbreds were 
considered fixed effects.  Random effects included the BGEM lines and incomplete blocks.  
Outliers were identified using the studentized conditional residual and determining the 95th 
quantile, with Bonferroni correction, based on a t-distribution.  Data falling outside the defined 
regions were removed from further analysis.  Data were assembled to include all locations, once 
outliers were removed, and were fit to a linear model containing location, replications, 
incomplete blocks, and BGEM lines as random effects.  Replications were nested within location 
and incomplete blocks were nested within replications.  If variance estimates were found to be 
zero for incomplete block, incomplete blocks were removed from the model.  Data files for the 
estimates of random and fixed effects were obtained using SAS 9.2 (SAS Institute, 2008).  These 
files were used in R (R Core Team, 2014) to calculate best linear unbiased predictions (BLUPs) 
using a custom script.  Phenotypic trait correlations were calculated using Pearson’s product-
moment correlation coefficient (r) in package Hmisc (Harrell et al., 2015) in R (R Core Team, 
2014) on trait BLUP values.   
Broad-sense heritability, on an entry-mean basis, was calculated from variance component 
estimations using the equation: 
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where ߪ௚ଶ is the genotypic variance estimate, ߪ௚௫௘ଶ  is the interaction of genotype by environment, 
ߪ௘ଶ is the error variance estimation, r is the number of replications, and e is the number of 
environments (Hallauer, et al., 1988).  Standard errors were estimated using Dickerson’s 
approximation (Dickerson, 1969), as explained in Hallauer et al. (1988).     
Genotyping  
Genotyping of the exotic derived BGEM lines was performed using genotyping-by-sequencing 
(GBS) (Elshire et al., 2011) by the Cornell University Genomic Diversity Facility, and the 
Buckler Lab for Maize Genetics and Diversity performed the assembly process.  Files obtained 
were then filtered to remove SNPs with greater than 25% missing data and those with minor 
allele frequencies less than 2.5%.  The remaining SNPs were filtered further by removing SNPs 
that were in the same position based on their genetic map position.  Map positions were based on 
the IBM (Lee et al., 2002) genetic map, described by Wei et al. (2007).  Within these regions, a 
single random SNP was chosen for the final genotypic file, which resulted in the retention of 
62,077 SNPs.   
Sanchez et al. (in preparation) observed that relative amounts of the recurrent parent within the 
BGEM lines were higher than the expected 75%, based on GBS SNP date, and that 
recombination rates were also higher than expected.  To correct these issues, Sanchez et al. (in 
preparation) corrected for monomorphic markers within large donor parent segments.  A Bayes 
theorem approach was used that is based on the hypothesis that short recurrent parent segments 
are due to monomorphic markers, rather than being caused by a double recombination event.  
These segments were then corrected or kept as original based on the p-value given from the 
Bayes theorem approach.  After this correction, recurrent parent portions were found to be closer 
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to the expected 75% and recombination rates were greatly reduced.  This corrected dataset was 
used for genome-wide association analysis (GWAS) for the kernel composition traits.   
Genome-wide Association Studies 
Using the genotypic dataset obtained from Sanchez et al. (in preparation), 20,000 SNP markers 
were chosen at random and TASSEL 5.0 (Bradbury et al., 2007) was used to calculate linkage 
disequilibrium (LD) between SNP markers.  LD was found to decay over distances larger than 
would be expected, due to the large recurrent parent genome content in the BGEM lines.   
R package (R Core Team, 2014) GAPIT (Lipka et al., 2012) was used to estimate population 
structure based on all 62,077 SNPs using principal component analysis (PCA).  Scree plots were 
used to visualize the amount of variance explained by each principal component.  The point at 
which the curve in the scree plot flattens was deemed the proper number of principal components 
to retain (Lipka et al., 2012). 
GWAS was carried out using trait BLUPs for 232 BGEM lines.  Twenty lines were discarded 
due to segregation noted in field trials, missing genotypic data or heterozygosity noted in the 
genotypic data.  Ninety-eight BGEM lines represented the PHZ51 NSS group, while 134 
represented the PHB47 SS group.  Three types of analytical software were used in the GWAS 
analysis: 1) TASSEL 5.0 (Bradbury et al., 2007), 2) GAPIT (Lipka et al., 2012), and 3) 
FarmCPU (Liu et al., 2016).  TASSEL 5.0 (Bradbury et al., 2007) was used to conduct a general 
linear model (GLM) approach, that also included PCA results from GAPIT as a fixed effect 
covariate (Lipka et al., 2012) to account for population structure.  A mixed linear model (MLM; 
Yu et al., 2006) that included population structure and kinship as covariates was conducted in 
GAPIT (Lipka et al., 2012).  Finally, FarmCPU (Liu et al., 2016) included PCA results for 
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population structure as a covariate, kinship to account for relatedness among individuals as an 
additional covariate, and additional algorithms that aid in solving the confounding issues 
between testing markers and covariates.  The purpose of using three different models was to 
reduce the chances of committing type 1 (rejection of true null hypothesis) and type 2 (retention 
of a false null hypothesis) errors.  In each of the three models, a familywise error rate obtained 
from simpleM (Gao et al., 2010) was obtained using R (R Core Team, 2014).  The resulting 
significance threshold was set at 3.17x10-6.  Quantile-quantile (QQ) plots were obtained using 
package qqman (Turner, 2014) in R (R Core Team, 2014).  Comparisons were made between 
QQ plots to identify which GWAS method best fit each of the four kernel composition traits.   
Significant SNPs identified using GWAS were compared to previously identified QTL regions.  
First, SNPs from the GWAS dataset that were located within QTL boundaries were found.  LD 
was computed for these SNPs and the SNP identified through GWAS in TASSEL 5.0 (Bradbury 
et al., 2007).  A threshold of r2 = 0.2 was used to determine whether the SNP identified via 
GWAS was in a novel region or overlapped with existing QTL regions.  Candidate genes were 
identified using MaizeGDB (Andorf et al., 2015).  Candidate genes were considered if a 
significantly associated SNP fell within regions of the candidate gene as defined by B73 
RefGen_v2 (Schnable et al., 2009) or were within 1 Mb of the identified significant SNP. 
Results 
Kernel Composition Assessment of BGEM Lines 
Supplemental Table S2 shows variance estimates from the phenotypic trait data analyses.  After 
outlier removal, 0.10%, 0.00%, 24.67%, and 2.45% of the BGEM samples fell outside the 
calibration ranges for protein, oil, and starch content, and endosperm density, respectively.  All 
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of the BGEM line samples that were outside calibration ranges for starch were over the 
69.86%wt maximum, with 73.56%wt being the highest recorded sample.  PHZ51 and PHB47 
has ranges of 11.2%wt to 12.4%wt, 4.0%wt to 4.2%wt, and 69.1%wt to 70.6%wt for protein, oil, 
and starch content, respectively (Table 1).  PHB47 had higher protein and oil %wts, but had a 
lower %wt for starch.  BGEM lines had ranges of 10.0%wt to 15.2%wt, 3.6%wt to 4.9%wt, and 
65.9%wt to 71.5%wt for protein, oil, and starch, respectively (Table 1).  Both recurrent parents 
had a density of 1.3 g/cm3, while the BGEM lines ranged from 1.3 g/cm3 to 1.4 g/cm3 (Table 1).  
Broad-sense heritability estimates were high for all kernel composition traits, ranging from 0.85 
to 0.88 (Table 1).  Supplemental Table S4 shows BLUPs for the 232 BGEM lines used in the 
association analyses.  Oil and protein content had a significant positive correlation (r = 0.43; 
Table 2), while oil and protein each content had significant negative correlations with starch (r = 
-0.64 and r = -0.95, respectively; Table 2).  Density significantly correlated with protein (r = 
0.19; Table 2).  Correlations between oil, protein, and starch were consistent with previous 
reports, e.g., by Cook et al. (2011).  Flowering and height related traits were compared to kernel 
composition traits.  All correlations were found to be small and non-significant between these 
traits.    
Population Structure 
Two sub-populations were found in the BGEM lines, which is consistent with use of two 
recurrent parents.  However, some BGEM lines did not correspond to the correct sub-population.  
The sub-population corresponding to PHZ51, or NSS BGEMs, contained 112 BGEM lines with 
23 having PHB47 as the recurrent parent.  These lines included BGEM-0007-S, BGEM-0017-S, 
BGEM-0052-S, BGEM-0053-S, BGEM-0076-S, BGEM-0078-S, BGEM-0092-S, BGEM-0094-
S, BGEM-0098-S, BGEM-0111-S, BGEM-0112-S, BGEM-0113-S, BGEM-0114-S, BGEM-
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0115-S, BGEM-0116-S, BGEM-0117-S, BGEM-0118-S, BGEM-0165-S, BGEM-0166-S, 
BGEM-0171-S, BGEM-0175-S, BGEM-0189-S, and BGEM-0220-S.  The other sub-population 
that corresponded to PHB47, or SS BGEMs, contained 120 BGEM lines with nine having 
PHZ51 as recurrent parent.  The nine lines were BGEM-0005-N, BGEM-0085-N, BGEM-0107-
N, BGEM-0129-N, BGEM-0132-N, BGEM-0215-N, BGEM-0227-N, BGEM-0232-N, and 
BGEM-0248-N.  The misclassification within sub-populations is in accordance with the findings 
of Hu (2016).   
Investigation of QQ Plots  
QQ plots obtained from the analyses used in GWAS (Supplementary figure S4; Supplementary 
Figure S5; Supplementary Figure S6) show substantial differences in the performance of the 
three methods.  Among the four kernel composition traits, each analysis method performed 
differently.  For oil concentration, MLM was found to be the best method.  Observed ─log10(p) 
values were over-estimated when compared to the corresponding expected values using the 
GLM+PCA approach.  FarmCPU under-estimated the ─log10(p) values, compared to the 
expected values for oil concentration.  This trend was seen for starch, protein, and density.  
However, due to lack of significant SNPs found within traits for the MLM approach, all 
significant SNP associations from all three approaches were kept for further consideration.   
GWAS Summary for Kernel Composition Traits 
Significant marker-trait associations (p = 3.17x10-6 threshold) were found in four kernel 
composition traits.  Supplemental Figures S1, S2, and S3 show Manhattan plots from three 
GWAS analyses methods.  GLM+PCA identified 1 SNP for oil and 11 SNPs for density 
(Supplemental Table S3).  MLM identified one SNP for oil that was in agreement with the SNP 
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identified by GLM+PCA.  FarmCPU identified 4 protein and 3 starch SNP associations.  Density 
associations were found on chromosomes 1, 2, 4, 6, and 8, with seven associations on 
chromosome 4.  The single association for oil was found on chromosome 8.  Protein and starch 
associations were found on chromosomes 1, 3, 6, and 10 and chromosomes 3, 6, and 9, 
respectively.  FarmCPU protein content effects were -0.31, -0.32, -0.38, and 0.31.  MLM protein 
content association had an effect size of 0.22.  Starch effect sizes were found to be -0.30, 0.23, 
and 0.37.  Genetic effects of significant associations identified by the three association analysis 
methods are listed in Supplemental Table S3.   
Protein associations were found to be concurrent with previously identified QTL (Table 3).  
S1_264519927, S3_141444392, and S10_34537378 fell within QTL regions identified by Cook 
et al. (2011) in the NAM population. However, SNPs from these regions were not found and LD 
calculations were not performed.  Protein association S6_143752362 was in the same 
chromosome bin as QTL identified by Goldman et al. (1993) and Schön et al. (1994) (r2 = 0.16).  
S6_143752362 was also identified by FarmCPU as associated with starch.  S3_ 195106064 was 
identified as a starch association SNP and was located in bin 3.07, where QTL m409 was 
detected by Cook et al. (2011).  The r2 values ranged from 0.00 to 0.45, with a mean of 0.10, 
indicating that S3_ 195106064 and the previously identified QTL were in different regions.  
Density SNPS, S6_154240598 and S8_141525132, were found to be in the regions of three QTL 
identified by Cook et al. (2011).  Only QTL m739 contained SNPs for LD comparison and an 
LD r2 = 0.20 was found.  Density SNPs S4_190376566, S4_193611945, S4_193745349, and 
S4_193747590 were located in bin 4.08 on chromosome 4 where QTL at position 502 was found 
by Gustafson and de Leon (2010).  LD between this region and the four SNPs was found to be r2 
= 0.11, 0.31, 0.30, and 0.29, respectively.   
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Kernel composition candidate genes 
Candidate genes were identified for 13 out of 20 significant SNPs across all traits (Table 4).  Ten 
of these candidate genes had gene models with unknown functions.  The remaining three, 
AC196475.3_FG005, GRMZM2G013271, and GRMZM2G067171, had functions predicted and 
assigned through GRASSIUS (Yilmaz et al., 2009).  AC196475.3_FG005 was defined as a 
NAC-transcription factor 77 protein, GRMZM2G013271 as an OVATE-transcription factor 22 
protein, and GRMZM2G067171 as a C2C2-GATA-transcription factor 31.  The three genes were 
found for SNP associations in density (AC196475.3_FG005 and GRMZM2G013271) and protein 
(GRMZM2G067171).   
Discussion 
Transgressive Segregation and Pleiotropy  
BGEM lines were found to have phenotypic values, in terms of fitness, that were both positive 
and negative, when compared to the recurrent parents for four kernel composition traits.  This 
suggests that transgressive segregation was occurring within these BGEM lines; however, 
without phenotypes for the un-adapted exotic donor parents, transgressive segregation cannot be 
declared.  It is possible that the vast array of phenotypes in the exotic donors could explain the 
wide ranges found in the BGEM lines.  However, BGEM-0114-S was found to have 15.26 %wt 
protein content and 65.94%wt starch content, which was the highest protein content of the study 
panel and among the lowest starch content.  This indicates the effects of exotic donor parents on 
the BGEM line to be substantial, and supports transgressive segregation.  Transgressive 
segregation was noted by Cook et al. (2011), where NAM recombinant inbred lines had ranges, 
higher and lower, than the NAM founders, suggesting support for transgressive segregation; 
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however, trait ranges found for kernel composition traits within the GEM-DH lines was smaller 
than those reported by Cook et al. (2011).   
Association Analysis 
Three approaches were used in this study, GLM+PCA, MLM, and FarmCPU.  GLM+PCA 
identified the largest number of significantly associated SNPs; however, GLM+PCA was the less 
conservative of the approaches used.  Type 1 errors can be expected in greater frequency using 
the GLM+PCA approach, but fitting PCA as a fixed covariate into the model to correct for 
population structure greatly reduces type 1 error (Pace et al., 2015).  Also, simpleM (Gao et al., 
2010) was applied as a means to correct for multiple testing, which further decreases the number 
of type 1 errors.  MLM can over fit a model (Xue et al., 2013; Pace et al., 2015) and create type 2 
errors.  FarmCPU, in this study, over fit the models (figure S4; S5; S6) when examining QQ 
plots.  For this reason, we used all three approaches to balance both type 1 and type 2 errors.   
In total, 19 SNPs were identified as being significantly associated with kernel composition traits.  
One of these SNPs was identified by two different association analysis approaches used in this 
study.  Among traits, many of the identified SNPs fell within genes or near QTL regions 
identified in previous studies (Goldman et al., 1993; Damerval et al. (1994); Cook et al., 2011; 
Lu et al., 2013; Zhan et al., 2015); however, many of the SNPs identified in this study were for 
different traits than in the previous studies.  A single SNP was identified for protein and starch.  
Correlations between traits in this study indicate a close and significant relationship between oil, 
protein, and starch content (Table 2).  Kernel density was only significantly correlated with 
protein content.  These trends explain the overlap among traits in this study and with those 
previously identified.  Heritability of studied traits ranged from 0.85 to 0.88, but no relationship 
was seen between such small variations in heritability on the number of SNPs found to be 
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associated for a given trait.  A cluster of SNPs was identified by the GLM+PCA approach for 
kernel density on chromosome 4, which were consistent with a QTL detected in this region by 
Gustafson and de Leon (2010), while MLM and FarmCPU approaches failed to detect these 
associations.  Considering only GLM+PCA, this cluster of SNPs can be explained by 1) tight 
linkage between associated SNPs, 2) a lack of detectable SNPs in other genome regions, 3) a 
lack of knowledge of trait architecture, i.e., number of genes and gene effects impacting the trait 
of interest (Pace et al., 2015).   
Pleiotropy has been suggested for the underlying genetic mechanisms controlling maize kernel 
composition (Goldman et al., 1993; Goldman et al., 1994; Cook et al., 2011; Zhang et al., 2016).  
Oil, starch, and protein content make up the major dry matter components in the maize kernel, 
indicating that if one of these increases, one of the remaining two groups must decrease (Cook et 
al., 2011; Zhang et al, 2016).  In this study, S6_143752362 was found to be significantly 
associated with both protein and starch content.  Density overlapped with QTL regions that had 
been previously identified for oil and protein content (Cook et al., 2011).  These findings are in 
agreement with those pleiotropic relationships, and suggest that many identified SNPs play a role 
in the genetic architecture controlling one or more kernel composition traits.   
Overlap with previously identified QTL regions 
Previously identified QTL regions were screened and significantly associated SNPs were 
identified and were checked for LD with these regions.  Four identified SNPs for kernel density 
were found on chromosome 8, near a QTL identified by Gustafson and de Leon (2010).  Three of 
the four identified SNPs were found to be in LD, calculated as LD between associated SNP with 
SNPs in QTL region,  above the threshold level of r2 = 0.2, with r2 values of 0.29, 0.30, and 0.31, 
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indicating that these SNPs are from the same QTL region.  Density associated SNP 
S6_154240598 was found to have an r2 at the threshold of 0.2 for a QTL identified by Cook et al. 
(2011) for oil content.  Since LD level was at the threshold, it is difficult to determine, if this 
SNP is co-localized or from a different region, as previously identified.  All other screened QTL 
were not in LD with identified SNPs, showing the novelty of these regions.   
Candidate Genes for Kernel Composition Traits 
Extensive searches were conducted to show the strength of the candidate genes found to be 
associated with SNPs identified by GWAS.  Protein association SNP, S1_264519927, was found 
within the boundaries of two candidate genes, GRMZM2G036505 and GRMZM5G893141; 
however, findings by Lu et al. (2013) support GRMZM2G036505 as the favored candidate gene 
over GRMZM5G893141.  Their findings in developing kernels harvested 9 days after self-
pollination show GRMZM2G036505 being expressed in both the embryo and endosperm, with 
greater expression occurring in the young embryo.  It should be noted that expression data from 
Lu et al. (2013) was collected from germplasm differing from that which was used in this study 
and that differences in transcriptome profiles between inbred lines have been found (Hansey et 
al., 2012).   
Candidate genes identified with defined functions from GRASSIUS (Yilmaz et al., 2009) 
included AC196475.3_FG005 and GRMZM2G013271 for density and GRMZM2G067171 for 
protein, as identified by S4_32243875, S4_190376566, and S3_141444392, respectively.  
GRMZM2G067171 (gata31) was found to have high tissue-specific expression levels (Sekhon et 
al., 2011) in the embryo, endosperm, and pericarp of developing maize kernels.  Zhan et al. 
(2015) found gata7 and gata33 as playing a role in endosperm cell differentiation and it was 
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found that gata7 and gata33 had sequences where 81% and 80%, respectively, of the residues 
were in the same position as gata31, suggesting that these genes are paralogs.   
Candidate genes identified in this study were from significant SNP from GWAS falling within 
candidate gene boundaries.  Known candidate genes effecting kernel composition traits were 
screened but none fell within the 1 Mb threshold used in this study.  Many of the QTL regions 
identified by previous studies were not in LD with identified SNPs, suggesting that these are 
novel regions and should be further examined.  As no known candidate genes were identified, 
this supports the premise that the genetic architecture of oil content, starch content, protein 
content, and kernel density is still not well understood and that the use of diverse germplasm 
could play a role in identifying additional causal variants.   
BGEM Population 
In this study, 232 BGEM lines were used to screen kernel composition traits.  These lines 
represented 52 exotic maize races.  Many novel regions and overlap with previously identified 
regions were found.  The use of this diverse panel could play a role in finding new causal 
variants.  Many previous studies (Goldman et al., 1993; Song and Chen, 2004; Dudley et al., 
2007; Gustafson and de Leon, 2010; Li et al., 2013) used germplasm derived from a limited pool, 
comprised mostly of popular temperate lines (Lee et al., 2002) and derivatives of the Illinois 
high-oil population (Dudley and Lambert, 2004), Alexho single-kernel synthetic population 
(Lambert et al., 2004), and Beijing high-oil population (Song and Chen, 2004).  Cook et al. 
(2011) is the exception to this trend, where the diverse NAM population and 282 diverse inbred 
panel was used.  In summary, diverse germplasm needs to be used in future studies to aid in 
detecting kernel composition variants that can be used to supply the world’s demands for maize. 
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Conclusions 
This study has supplied new information on the underlying genetic mechanisms of kernel 
composition traits.  Significant associations were found for all four traits, including oil, protein, 
starch, and density, and these associations were compared to previously conducted QTL and 
GWAS studies, generating validation to these previously identified regions.  Several significant 
SNP associations were found to correspond with gene models that were supported by previous 
findings; however, many could not be validated from previous studies.  The un-validated regions 
represent an opportunity to be further explored and indicate the need for additional studies to be 
performed to understand and explain maize kernel composition.  As none of the identified SNPs 
were within 1 Mb of known candidate genes, confirmation of previous studies and a greater 
understanding of maize kernel composition are needed, as the growing world population relies 
heavily on maize as a source of food and fuel.  Additionally, the use of such a diverse panel 
shows the usefulness of the BGEM lines as a tool to aid in identifying novel regions and genes 
that control important agronomic traits.  Additional BGEM lines will be needed to increase the 
power to detect rare alleles within the panel, and data on the donor populations could aid in 
identifying important lines or populations for specific trait improvements.  Additional 
understanding of these traits pathways and how they interact would also serve as a means for 
plant breeders to develop maize hybrids that are more specifically targeted for food and/or fuel 
uses.   
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 Table 1.  Summary statistics of kernel composition traits for PHZ51 derived, PHB47 derived, and combined PHZ51/PHB47 
derived BGEM lines. 
Group Trait RP§ Mean‡ Minimum‡ Maximum‡ Range‡ SD‡ h2 (SE)   
PHZ51 derived BGEM Lines 
Protein (%wt) 11.2 12.2 10.0 14.1 4.1 0.76 - 
Oil (%wt) 4.0 4.0 3.6 4.6 1.0 0.19 - 
Starch (%wt) 70.6 69.4 67.3 71.5 4.1 0.76 - 
Density (g/cm3) 1.3 1.3 1.3 1.4 0.1 0.02 - 
PHB47 derived BGEM Lines 
Protein (%wt) 12.4 12.9 11.0 15.3 4.3 0.91 - 
Oil (%wt) 4.2 4.2 3.8 4.9 1.0 0.22 - 
Starch (%wt) 69.1 68.5 65.9 70.7 4.8 0.99 - 
Density (g/cm3) 1.3 1.3 1.3 1.4 0.1 0.02 - 
Combined 
Protein (%wt) - 12.6 10.0 15.2 5.2 0.93 0.85 (0.09) 
Oil (%wt) - 4.2 3.6 4.9 1.3 0.23 0.86 (0.09) 
Starch (%wt) - 68.9 65.9 71.5 5.6 1.00 0.88 (0.09) 
Density (g/cm3) - 1.3 1.3 1.4 0.1 0.02 0.88 (0.09) 
RP, recurrent parent; SD, standard deviation; §RP corresponds to a group’s respective recurrent parent.  Values listed are trait BLUPs of recurrent parent.  
‡Values are estimated from trait BLUPs of n lines within each group.  n=98, PHZ51; n=134, PHB47.   
 
Table 2.  Pearson’s product-moment correlation coefficient (r) between four kernel composition traits.   
 Protein Oil Starch Density 
Protein     
Oil  0.43**    
Starch -0.95** -0.64**   
Density  0.19*  0.04 -0.09  
*Significant at P < 0.01, **Significant at P < 0.001  
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 Table 3.  Linkage disequilibrium between significant SNPs and previously identified QTLs.  Linkage disequilibrium analysis 
was not conducted for significant SNPs within defined QTL regions.      
Trait Chr QTL Previously identified region SNP Distance (bp) LD (r2) Ref Start End 
Density 
4 502 186374650 186679900 
S4_190376566 3696666 0.11 4 
S4_193611945 6932045 0.31 4 
S4_193745349 7065449 0.30 4 
S4_193747590 7067690 0.29 4 
6 m739 141111493 149251127 S6_154240598 4989471 0.20 1 
8 m918 146341811 159478175 S8_141525132 4816679  
1 
8 m912 118438603 159897609 - - 1 
Protein 
1 m135 260297447 276644729 S1_264519927 - - 1 
3 m353 37537206 161515805 S3_141444392 - - 1 
10 m1039 5118792 84002545 S10_34537378 - - 1 
Protein/Starch 6 m729 131405672 142648551 S6_143752362 1103811 0.16 1,2,3 
Starch 3 m409 196870259 216915146 S3_195106064 1764195 0.10 1 
1Cook et al. (2011); 2Goldman et al. (1993); 3Damerval et al. (1994); 4Gustafson and de Leon (2010)  
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 Table 4.  Candidate genes for significant SNPs found in GWAS studies for four kernel composition traits.  Candidate genes 
were only considered when identified SNP fell within gene regions.    
Trait Chr Pos Gene 1 SNP Function  
Density 
2 217013000 GRMZM2G172485 S2_217013000  
4 32243875 AC196475.3_FG005 S4_32243875 nactf77 - NAC-transcription factor 77 
4 190376566 GRMZM2G013271 S4_190376566 ofp22 - OVATE-transcription factor 22 
4 193611945 GRMZM5G866082 S4_193611945  
4 193745349 AC215244.3_FG002 S4_193745349  
4 193747590 AC215244.3_FG002 S4_193747590  
4 198404818 GRMZM2G083411 S4_198404818  
4 205194437 GRMZM2G317652 S4_205194437  
Protein 
1 264519927 GRMZM2G036505 
GRMZM5G893141 
S1_264519927  
1 264519927 S1_264519927 
3 141444392 GRMZM2G067171 
GRMZM2G067168 
S3_141444392 gata31 - C2C2-GATA-transcription factor 31 
3 141444392 S3_141444392 
Oil 8 171583258 GRMZM2G138756 S8_171583258  
Starch 3 195106064 GRMZM2G158807 GRMZM2G460078 
S3_195106064  
3 195106064 S3_195106064 
195 
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Supplemental Figure S1.  Comparison of genome-wide Manhattan plots using GLM+PCA 
for four kernel composition traits.     
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Supplemental Figure S2.  Comparison of genome-wide Manhattan plots using MLM for 
four kernel composition traits.
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Supplemental Figure S3.  Comparison of genome-wide Manhattan plots using FarmCPU 
for four kernel composition traits.
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Supplemental Figure S4.  Comparison of QQ plots using GLM+PCA for four kernel 
composition traits.
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Supplemental Figure S5.  Comparison of QQ plots using MLM for four kernel composition 
traits.  
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Supplemental Figure S6.  Comparison of QQ plots using FarmCPU for four kernel 
composition traits.   
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Supplemental Table S1.  BGEM code, exotic donor race and accession number, country of 
origin, and elevation for 252 BGEM lines.  *lines remove from association analysis   
BGEM Race Accession  Country Elevation (m) 
BGEM-0001-N Altiplano PI 485364 Bolivia 2980 
BGEM-0002-N Altiplano PI 485364 Bolivia 2980 
BGEM-0003-N Altiplano PI 485364 Bolivia 2980 
BGEM-0004-N Altiplano PI 485364 Bolivia 2980 
BGEM-0005-N Altiplano PI 485364 Bolivia 2980 
BGEM-0006-S Altiplano PI 485364 Bolivia 2980 
BGEM-0007-S Altiplano PI 485364 Bolivia 2980 
BGEM-0008-S Altiplano PI 485364 Bolivia 2980 
BGEM-0009-S* Altiplano PI 485364 Bolivia 2980 
BGEM-0010-S Altiplano PI 485364 Bolivia 2980 
BGEM-0011-S Altiplano PI 485364 Bolivia 2980 
BGEM-0012-S Altiplano PI 485364 Bolivia 2980 
BGEM-0013-S Altiplano PI 485364 Bolivia 2980 
BGEM-0014-S* Altiplano PI 485364 Bolivia 2980 
BGEM-0015-S* Ancashino PI 514763 Peru 2700-3100 
BGEM-0016-S* Ancashino PI 514763 Peru 2700-3100 
BGEM-0017-S Andaqui PI 444284 Colombia 610 
BGEM-0018-S Andaqui PI 444284 Colombia 610 
BGEM-0019-S Andaqui PI 444284 Colombia 610 
BGEM-0020-S* Andaqui PI 444284 Colombia 610 
BGEM-0021-S Andaqui PI 444284 Colombia 610 
BGEM-0022-S Andaqui PI 444284 Colombia 610 
BGEM-0023-S Andaqui PI 444284 Colombia 610 
BGEM-0024-S Andaqui PI 444284 Colombia 610 
BGEM-0025-S Andaqui PI 444284 Colombia 610 
BGEM-0026-S Araguito NSL 283561 Venezuela 170 
BGEM-0027-S Araguito NSL 283561 Venezuela 170 
BGEM-0028-S Araguito NSL 283561 Venezuela 170 
BGEM-0029-S Araguito NSL 283561 Venezuela 170 
BGEM-0030-S Araguito NSL 283561 Venezuela 170 
BGEM-0031-S Araguito NSL 283561 Venezuela 170 
BGEM-0032-S Araguito NSL 283561 Venezuela 170 
BGEM-0033-S Araguito NSL 283561 Venezuela 170 
BGEM-0034-S Araguito NSL 283561 Venezuela 170 
BGEM-0035-S Araguito NSL 283561 Venezuela 170 
BGEM-0036-S Araguito NSL 283561 Venezuela 170 
BGEM-0037-S Araguito NSL 283561 Venezuela 170 
BGEM-0038-N Arequipeno  Ames 28878 Peru 1000 
BGEM-0039-N Arizona PI 485359 Peru 1500 
BGEM-0040-N Arizona PI 485359 Peru 1500 
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 Supplemental Table S1 continued.  BGEM code, exotic donor race and accession number, 
country of origin, and elevation for 252 BGEM lines.  *lines remove from association analysis   
BGEM Race Accession  Country Elevation (m) 
BGEM-0041-S Arizona PI 485359 Peru 1500 
BGEM-0042-S Avati Moroti Guapi PI 485458 Paraguay 600 
BGEM-0043-S Avati Moroti Guapi PI 485458 Paraguay 600 
BGEM-0044-S Blanco Blandito PI 488113 Ecuador 2660 
BGEM-0045-N Bofo Ames 28481 Mexico 2458 
BGEM-0046-N Bofo Ames 28481 Mexico 2458 
BGEM-0047-S Bofo Ames 28481 Mexico 2458 
BGEM-0048-S Bofo Ames 28481 Mexico 2458 
BGEM-0049-S Bofo Ames 28481 Mexico 2458 
BGEM-0050-S Bofo Ames 28481 Mexico 2458 
BGEM-0051-S Bofo Ames 28481 Mexico 2458 
BGEM-0052-S Bofo Ames 28481 Mexico 2458 
BGEM-0053-S Cabuya PI 445323 Colombia 2380 
BGEM-0054-S Camelia NSL 42755 Chile 510 
BGEM-0055-S Camelia NSL 42755 Chile 510 
BGEM-0056-S* Camelia NSL 42755 Chile 510 
BGEM-0057-S* Camelia NSL 42755 Chile 510 
BGEM-0058-N Candela NSL 287040 Ecuador 10-300 
BGEM-0059-S Candela NSL 287040 Ecuador 10-300 
BGEM-0060-S Candela NSL 287040 Ecuador 10-300 
BGEM-0061-N Capio rosado Ames 28794 Argentina 2400 
BGEM-0062-N* Caraja Ames 28919 Brazil  
BGEM-0063-N Chandelle Ames 28574 Cuba Low 
BGEM-0064-N Chandelle Ames 28574 Cuba Low 
BGEM-0065-N Confite Puntiagudo Ames 28653 Peru 2500-3500 
BGEM-0066-N Confite Puntiagudo Ames 28653 Peru 2500-3500 
BGEM-0067-S Confite Puntiagudo Ames 28653 Peru 2500-3500 
BGEM-0068-S Confite Puntiagudo Ames 28653 Peru 2500-3500 
BGEM-0069-S Conico Norteno PI 515577 Mexico 1600-2100 
BGEM-0070-S Conico Norteno PI 515577 Mexico 1600-2100 
BGEM-0071-S Conico Norteno PI 515577 Mexico 1600-2100 
BGEM-0072-S Conico Norteno PI 515577 Mexico 1600-2100 
BGEM-0073-S Conico Norteno PI 515577 Mexico 1600-2100 
BGEM-0074-S Conico Norteno PI 515577 Mexico 1600-2100 
BGEM-0075-S Conico Norteno PI 515577 Mexico 1600-2100 
BGEM-0076-S Conico Norteno PI 515577 Mexico 1600-2100 
BGEM-0077-S Cristalino amarallo PI 516163  Argentina 345 
BGEM-0078-S Cristalino amarallo PI 516163  Argentina 345 
BGEM-0079-S Cristalino amarallo PI 516163  Argentina 345 
BGEM-0080-S Cristalino amarallo PI 516163  Argentina 345 
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Supplemental Table S1 continued.  BGEM code, exotic donor race and accession number, 
country of origin, and elevation for 252 BGEM lines.  *lines remove from association analysis   
BGEM Race Accession  Country Elevation (m) 
BGEM-0081-S Cristalino amarallo PI 516163  Argentina 345 
BGEM-0082-S Cristalino amarallo PI 516163  Argentina 345 
BGEM-0083-S* Cubano dentado PI 485383 Bolivia 440 
BGEM-0084-S Curagua Grande PI 485412 Chile 490 
BGEM-0085-N Cuzco PI 485274 Peru 2400-3300 
BGEM-0086-N Cuzco PI 485274 Peru 2400-3300 
BGEM-0087-N Dulcillo del Noroeste PI 490973 Mexico 1500 
BGEM-0088-N Dulcillo del Noroeste PI 490973 Mexico 1500 
BGEM-0089-N Dulcillo del Noroeste PI 490973 Mexico 1500 
BGEM-0090-N Dulcillo del Noroeste PI 490973 Mexico 1500 
BGEM-0091-N Dulcillo del Noroeste PI 490973 Mexico 1500 
BGEM-0092-S Dulcillo del Noroeste PI 490973 Mexico 1500 
BGEM-0093-S Dulcillo del Noroeste PI 490973 Mexico 1500 
BGEM-0094-S Dulcillo del Noroeste PI 490973 Mexico 1500 
BGEM-0095-S Dulcillo del Noroeste PI 490973 Mexico 1500 
BGEM-0096-N Early Caribbean Ames 28579 Martinique Low 
BGEM-0097-S Early Caribbean Ames 28579 Martinique Low 
BGEM-0098-S Early Caribbean Ames 28579 Martinique Low 
BGEM-0099-S Early Caribbean Ames 28579 Martinique Low 
BGEM-0100-S Early Caribbean Ames 28579 Martinique Low 
BGEM-0101-S Early Caribbean Ames 28579 Martinique Low 
BGEM-0102-N Elotes Occidentales PI 484828  Mexico 0-1500 
BGEM-0103-N* Elotes Occidentales PI 484828  Mexico 0-1500 
BGEM-0104-N* Elotes Occidentales PI 484828  Mexico 0-1500 
BGEM-0105-N Elotes Occidentales PI 484828  Mexico 0-1500 
BGEM-0106-N Elotes Occidentales PI 484828  Mexico 0-1500 
BGEM-0107-N Elotes Occidentales PI 484828  Mexico 0-1500 
BGEM-0108-S Elotes Occidentales PI 484828  Mexico 0-1500 
BGEM-0109-N Elotes Occidentales PI 628414 Mexico 1200 
BGEM-0110-N Elotes Occidentales PI 628414 Mexico 1200 
BGEM-0111-S Gordo PI 484406 Mexico 2912 
BGEM-0112-S Gordo PI 484406 Mexico 2912 
BGEM-0113-S Gordo PI 484406 Mexico 2912 
BGEM-0114-S Gordo PI 484406 Mexico 2912 
BGEM-0115-S Gordo PI 484406 Mexico 2912 
BGEM-0116-S Gordo PI 484406 Mexico 2912 
BGEM-0117-S Gordo PI 484406 Mexico 2912 
BGEM-0118-S Gordo PI 484406 Mexico 2912 
BGEM-0119-S Gordo PI 484406 Mexico 2912 
BGEM-0120-N Jora PI 571477 Peru 400 
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Supplemental Table S1 continued.  BGEM code, exotic donor race and accession number, 
country of origin, and elevation for 252 BGEM lines.  *lines remove from association analysis   
BGEM Race Accession  Country Elevation (m) 
BGEM-0121-N Jora PI 571477 Peru 400 
BGEM-0122-N Jora PI 571477 Peru 400 
BGEM-0123-N* Karapampa NSL 286824 Bolivia 2120 
BGEM-0124-N Karapampa NSL 286824 Bolivia 2120 
BGEM-0125-N Karapampa NSL 286824 Bolivia 2120 
BGEM-0126-N Karapampa NSL 286824 Bolivia 2120 
BGEM-0127-N Karapampa NSL 286824 Bolivia 2120 
BGEM-0128-N Karapampa NSL 286824 Bolivia 2120 
BGEM-0129-N Karapampa NSL 286824 Bolivia 2120 
BGEM-0130-N Karapampa NSL 286824 Bolivia 2120 
BGEM-0131-N Karapampa NSL 286824 Bolivia 2120 
BGEM-0132-N Karapampa NSL 286824 Bolivia 2120 
BGEM-0133-S Karapampa NSL 286824 Bolivia 2120 
BGEM-0134-S Karapampa NSL 286824 Bolivia 2120 
BGEM-0135-S Karapampa NSL 286824 Bolivia 2120 
BGEM-0136-S Karapampa NSL 286824 Bolivia 2120 
BGEM-0137-S Karapampa NSL 286824 Bolivia 2120 
BGEM-0138-S Karapampa NSL 286824 Bolivia 2120 
BGEM-0139-N Kcello Ecuatoriano Ames 28740 Bolivia 3560 
BGEM-0140-N Kcello Ecuatoriano Ames 28740 Bolivia 3560 
BGEM-0141-N Kcello Ecuatoriano Ames 28740 Bolivia 3560 
BGEM-0142-N* Kcello Ecuatoriano Ames 28740 Bolivia 3560 
BGEM-0143-N Kcello Ecuatoriano Ames 28740 Bolivia 3560 
BGEM-0144-N Kcello Ecuatoriano Ames 28740 Bolivia 3560 
BGEM-0145-N Kcello Ecuatoriano Ames 28740 Bolivia 3560 
BGEM-0146-N Kcello Ecuatoriano Ames 28740 Bolivia 3560 
BGEM-0147-S Kcello Ecuatoriano Ames 28740 Bolivia 3560 
BGEM-0148-S Kcello Ecuatoriano Ames 28740 Bolivia 3560 
BGEM-0149-S Kcello Ecuatoriano Ames 28740 Bolivia 3560 
BGEM-0150-S Kcello Ecuatoriano Ames 28740 Bolivia 3560 
BGEM-0151-N Mishca PI 488016 Ecuador 2620 
BGEM-0152-N Mishca PI 488016 Ecuador 2620 
BGEM-0153-S Mishca PI 488016 Ecuador 2620 
BGEM-0154-S Mishca PI 488016 Ecuador 2620 
BGEM-0155-S Mishca PI 488016 Ecuador 2620 
BGEM-0156-S* Mishca PI 488016 Ecuador 2620 
BGEM-0157-N Mixed Creole PI 489361 Cuba Low 
BGEM-0158-S Montana PI 445252  Colombia 2105 
BGEM-0159-S Montana PI 445252  Colombia 2105 
BGEM-0160-S Montana PI 445252  Colombia 2105 
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Supplemental Table S1 continued.  BGEM code, exotic donor race and accession number, 
country of origin, and elevation for 252 BGEM lines.  *lines remove from association analysis   
BGEM Race Accession  Country Elevation (m) 
BGEM-0161-S Montana PI 445252  Colombia 2105 
BGEM-0162-S Morado PI 485373 Bolivia 1590 
BGEM-0163-S Morado PI 485373 Bolivia 1590 
BGEM-0164-S Morado PI 485373 Bolivia 1590 
BGEM-0165-S Morado PI 485373 Bolivia 1590 
BGEM-0166-S Morado PI 485373 Bolivia 1590 
BGEM-0167-S Morado PI 485373 Bolivia 1590 
BGEM-0168-S Morado PI 485373 Bolivia 1590 
BGEM-0169-S Morado PI 485373 Bolivia 1590 
BGEM-0170-S Morado PI 485373 Bolivia 1590 
BGEM-0171-S Morado Canteno PI 515026 Peru 1900 
BGEM-0172-S Morado Canteno PI 515026 Peru 1900 
BGEM-0173-S Morado Canteno PI 515026 Peru 1900 
BGEM-0174-N Morocho PI 571413 Peru 2700 
BGEM-0175-S Morocho PI 503511 Peru 2700 
BGEM-0176-S Morocho PI 571413 Peru 2700 
BGEM-0177-S Morocho PI 571413 Peru 2700 
BGEM-0178-S* Oloton Ames 28539 Guatemala 1200-2500 
BGEM-0179-S* Oloton Ames 28539 Guatemala 1200-2500 
BGEM-0180-S* Oloton Ames 28539 Guatemala 1200-2500 
BGEM-0181-N Onaveno PI 484880  Mexico 0-500 
BGEM-0182-N Onaveno PI 484880  Mexico 0-500 
BGEM-0183-N Onaveno PI 484880  Mexico 0-500 
BGEM-0184-N Onaveno PI 484880  Mexico 0-500 
BGEM-0185-N Onaveno PI 484880  Mexico 0-500 
BGEM-0186-S Onaveno PI 484880  Mexico 0-500 
BGEM-0187-S Onaveno PI 484880  Mexico 0-500 
BGEM-0188-S Onaveno PI 484880  Mexico 0-500 
BGEM-0189-S Onaveno PI 484880  Mexico 0-500 
BGEM-0190-N Patillo PI 488039 Ecuador 2600 
BGEM-0191-N Patillo PI 488039 Bolivia 3280 
BGEM-0192-N Patillo PI 488039 Bolivia 3280 
BGEM-0193-N Patillo PI 488039 Bolivia 3280 
BGEM-0194-N Patillo Grande Ames 28748 Bolivia 2320 
BGEM-0195-N* Patillo Grande Ames 28748 Bolivia 2320 
BGEM-0196-N Patillo Grande Ames 28748 Bolivia 2320 
BGEM-0197-S* Patillo Grande Ames 28748 Bolivia 2320 
BGEM-0198-S Patillo Grande Ames 28748 Bolivia 2320 
BGEM-0199-S Patillo Grande Ames 28748 Bolivia 2320 
BGEM-0200-S Perla PI 571479 Peru 10-900 
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Supplemental Table S1 continued.  BGEM code, exotic donor race and accession number, 
country of origin, and elevation for 252 BGEM lines.  *lines remove from association analysis   
BGEM Race Accession  Country Elevation (m) 
BGEM-0201-N Pira PI 445528 Colombia 1100 
BGEM-0202-N Pira PI 445528 Colombia 1100 
BGEM-0203-N Pisankalla NSL 286568 Bolivia 2240 
BGEM-0204-N Pisankalla NSL 286568 Bolivia 2240 
BGEM-0205-N Pisankalla NSL 286568 Bolivia 2240 
BGEM-0206-N Pisankalla NSL 286568 Bolivia 2240 
BGEM-0207-N Pisankalla NSL 286568 Bolivia 2240 
BGEM-0208-N Pisankalla NSL 286568 Bolivia 2240 
BGEM-0209-N Pisankalla NSL 286568 Bolivia 2240 
BGEM-0210-N Pisankalla NSL 286568 Bolivia 2240 
BGEM-0211-N Pisankalla NSL 286568 Bolivia 2240 
BGEM-0212-N* Pisankalla NSL 286568 Bolivia 2240 
BGEM-0213-S Pisankalla NSL 286568 Bolivia 2240 
BGEM-0214-S Pisankalla NSL 286568 Bolivia 2240 
BGEM-0215-N Pojoso Chico NSL 286760 Bolivia 920 
BGEM-0216-N Pojoso Chico NSL 286760 Bolivia 920 
BGEM-0217-S Pojoso Chico NSL 286760 Bolivia 920 
BGEM-0218-S Pojoso Chico NSL 286760 Bolivia 920 
BGEM-0219-S Pojoso Chico NSL 286760 Bolivia 920 
BGEM-0220-S Pojoso Chico NSL 286760 Bolivia 920 
BGEM-0221-S Pojoso Chico NSL 286760 Bolivia 920 
BGEM-0222-S Pojoso Chico NSL 286760 Bolivia 920 
BGEM-0223-N San Geronimo Huancavelicano PI 503711 Peru 2500-3500 
BGEM-0224-N San Geronimo Huancavelicano PI 503711 Peru 2500-3500 
BGEM-0225-N San Geronimo Huancavelicano PI 503711 Peru 2500-3500 
BGEM-0226-S Semi dentado paulista PI 449576 Paraguay 500 
BGEM-0227-N Suwan Ames 26251 Brazil Low 
BGEM-0228-N Suwan Ames 26251 Brazil Low 
BGEM-0229-N Suwan Ames 26251 Brazil Low 
BGEM-0230-N Suwan Ames 26251 Brazil Low 
BGEM-0231-N Suwan Ames 26251 Brazil Low 
BGEM-0232-N Tehua Ames 29075 Mexico 800 
BGEM-0233-S Tehua Ames 29075 Mexico 800 
BGEM-0234-N Tuxpeno Ames 26252 Brazil Low 
BGEM-0235-N Tuxpeño Ames 28567 Guatemala 400 
BGEM-0236-S Vandeño Ames 28466 Mexico 500 
BGEM-0237-N Yucatan PI 445514  Colombia 585 
BGEM-0238-N Yucatan PI 445514  Colombia 585 
BGEM-0239-N Yucatan PI 445514  Colombia 585 
BGEM-0240-N Yucatan PI 445514  Colombia 585 
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Supplemental Table S1 continued.  BGEM code, exotic donor race and accession number, 
country of origin, and elevation for 252 BGEM lines.  *lines remove from association analysis   
BGEM Race Accession  Country Elevation (m) 
BGEM-0241-N Yucatan PI 445514  Colombia 585 
BGEM-0242-N Yucatan PI 445514  Colombia 585 
BGEM-0243-S Yucatan PI 445514  Colombia 585 
BGEM-0244-S Yucatan PI 445514  Colombia 585 
BGEM-0245-S Yucatan PI 445514  Colombia 585 
BGEM-0246-N Yungueno NSL 286578 Bolivia 1020 
BGEM-0247-N Yungueno NSL 286578 Bolivia 1020 
BGEM-0248-N Yungueno NSL 286578 Bolivia 1020 
BGEM-0249-N Yungueno NSL 286578 Bolivia 1020 
BGEM-0250-S Yungueno NSL 286578 Bolivia 1020 
BGEM-0251-S Yunquillano forma andaqui PI 485436 Ecuador 450 
BGEM-0252-S Yunquillano forma andaqui PI 485436 Ecuador 450 
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Table S2.  Variance estimates of Location, Replication, Incomplete Block, Genotype, 
Genotype   x Environment, and error for four kernel composition traits.   
Trait Source Variance P > z 
Oil 
L 5.28 x 10-3 0.0729 
R(L) 5.73 x 10-4 0.0873 
B(L*R) - - 
G 0.05 <0.0001 
GxE 0.02 <0.0001 
error 0.05 <0.0001 
Protein 
L 0.18 0.0841 
R(L) 0.05 0.0398 
B(L*R) - - 
G 0.91 <0.0001 
GxE 0.39 <0.0001 
error 1.18 <0.0001 
Starch 
L 0.05 0.1272 
R(L) 0.04 0.0396 
B(L*R) - - 
G 1.03 <0.0001 
GxE 0.40 <0.0001 
error 1.03 <0.0001 
Density 
L 9.70 x 10-5 0.0622 
R(L) 4.46 x 10-6 0.0688 
B(L*R) - - 
G 3.33 x 10-4 <0.0001 
GxE 1.45 x 10-4 <0.0001 
error 2.83 x 10-4 <0.0001 
L, Location; R(L), Replication nested within Location; B(L*R), Incomplete Block nest within Replication; G, 
genotype; GxE, genotype by location interaction.
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Supplemental Table S3.  List of all significant markers found using three different 
association mapping analyses.   
Method Trait SNP Chr Position Effect p-value 
FarmCPU 
Protein S1_264519927 1 264519927 -0.38 3.81E-10 
Protein S6_143752362 6 143752362 -0.31 7.02E-08 
Protein S3_141444392 3 141444392 -0.32 5.48E-07 
Protein S10_34537378 10 34537378  0.31 1.63E-06 
Starch S6_143752362 6 143752362  0.37 3.44E-09 
Starch S3_195106064 3 195106064 -0.30 2.67E-07 
Starch S9_69995980 9 69995980  0.23 2.71E-06 
GLM+PCA 
Density S2_217013000 2 217013000 NA 6.33E-08 
Density S4_193745349 4 193745349 NA 7.29E-08 
Density S4_193611945 4 193611945 NA 5.02E-07 
Density S4_198404818 4 198404818 NA 1.00E-06 
Density S6_154240598 6 154240598 NA 1.02E-06 
Density S4_205194437 4 205194437 NA 1.50E-06 
Density S1_283359602 1 283359602 NA 1.71E-06 
Density S4_193747590 4 193747590 NA 1.79E-06 
Density S4_32243875 4 32243875 NA 2.33E-06 
Density S8_141525132 8 141525132 NA 2.50E-06 
Density S4_190376566 4 190376566 NA 2.78E-06 
Oil S8_171583258 8 171583258 NA 3.47E-07 
MLM Oil S8_171583258 8 171583258 0.22 1.38E-06 
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Supplemental Table S4.  Trait BLUPs of kernel composition traits for 232 BGEM lines and 
recurrent parents.   
BGEM Protein Oil Starch Density 
PHB47 12.40 4.20 69.10 1.30 
PHZ51 11.20 4.00 70.60 1.30 
BGEM-0001-N 11.11 3.70 70.77 1.30 
BGEM-0002-N 12.32 3.83 69.58 1.31 
BGEM-0003-N 12.20 3.90 69.67 1.31 
BGEM-0004-N 11.86 4.10 69.47 1.32 
BGEM-0005-N 12.09 4.14 69.28 1.32 
BGEM-0006-S 14.09 4.27 67.41 1.33 
BGEM-0007-S 11.56 4.32 69.60 1.31 
BGEM-0008-S 13.41 4.24 68.10 1.34 
BGEM-0010-S 13.60 4.13 68.13 1.32 
BGEM-0011-S 11.81 4.04 69.68 1.32 
BGEM-0012-S 13.14 4.29 68.26 1.34 
BGEM-0013-S 12.47 4.01 69.07 1.34 
BGEM-0017-S 12.48 4.17 69.02 1.32 
BGEM-0018-S 13.39 4.24 68.06 1.33 
BGEM-0019-S 12.65 4.10 68.97 1.33 
BGEM-0021-S 12.65 3.93 68.93 1.33 
BGEM-0022-S 11.77 4.18 69.75 1.33 
BGEM-0023-S 12.68 3.87 69.20 1.31 
BGEM-0024-S 11.51 4.04 70.04 1.33 
BGEM-0025-S 11.72 4.18 69.92 1.33 
BGEM-0026-S 13.69 4.01 68.14 1.35 
BGEM-0027-S 12.44 4.21 68.90 1.33 
BGEM-0028-S 13.98 4.20 67.53 1.35 
BGEM-0029-S 13.65 4.23 67.71 1.34 
BGEM-0030-S 12.79 4.44 68.39 1.34 
BGEM-0031-S 12.52 4.36 68.78 1.33 
BGEM-0032-S 12.97 3.91 68.73 1.34 
BGEM-0033-S 13.15 4.36 67.95 1.36 
BGEM-0034-S 13.44 4.35 67.62 1.34 
BGEM-0035-S 12.95 3.83 68.92 1.33 
BGEM-0036-S 13.06 4.11 68.44 1.36 
BGEM-0037-S 12.63 4.10 68.97 1.35 
BGEM-0038-N 11.39 4.03 70.14 1.32 
BGEM-0039-N 12.58 3.92 69.21 1.33 
BGEM-0040-N 12.22 3.88 69.63 1.34 
BGEM-0041-S 12.53 4.04 69.27 1.33 
BGEM-0042-S 12.45 4.23 68.94 1.35 
BGEM-0043-S 12.26 3.91 69.58 1.30 
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Supplemental Table S4 continued.  Trait BLUPs of kernel composition traits for 232 
BGEM lines and recurrent parents.   
BGEM Protein Oil Starch Density 
BGEM-0044-S 11.04 4.31 70.22 1.33 
BGEM-0045-N 11.13 4.25 70.33 1.34 
BGEM-0046-N 12.17 3.96 69.31 1.29 
BGEM-0047-S 12.29 4.24 69.19 1.33 
BGEM-0048-S 14.55 4.16 67.21 1.37 
BGEM-0049-S 14.49 4.25 67.08 1.34 
BGEM-0050-S 12.90 4.02 68.81 1.32 
BGEM-0051-S 14.68 4.25 67.01 1.35 
BGEM-0052-S 13.06 4.06 68.80 1.35 
BGEM-0053-S 13.08 4.47 68.12 1.32 
BGEM-0054-S 13.12 3.97 68.71 1.33 
BGEM-0055-S 12.89 3.85 69.13 1.32 
BGEM-0058-N 11.98 4.25 69.36 1.34 
BGEM-0059-S 13.19 4.19 68.14 1.34 
BGEM-0060-S 12.67 4.23 68.81 1.34 
BGEM-0061-N 12.15 3.74 69.96 1.32 
BGEM-0063-N 12.26 4.16 69.28 1.33 
BGEM-0064-N 12.95 3.99 68.81 1.33 
BGEM-0065-N 12.66 3.95 69.07 1.33 
BGEM-0066-N 12.49 3.87 69.44 1.32 
BGEM-0067-S 13.36 4.22 68.09 1.34 
BGEM-0068-S 13.44 4.46 67.83 1.34 
BGEM-0069-S 13.22 4.20 68.39 1.34 
BGEM-0070-S 12.92 4.51 68.12 1.33 
BGEM-0071-S 12.87 4.06 68.74 1.34 
BGEM-0072-S 12.75 4.02 68.91 1.33 
BGEM-0073-S 12.55 4.12 69.03 1.33 
BGEM-0074-S 12.94 4.63 67.90 1.34 
BGEM-0075-S 14.14 4.36 67.23 1.36 
BGEM-0076-S 11.01 4.06 70.69 1.32 
BGEM-0077-S 13.10 4.09 68.56 1.32 
BGEM-0078-S 11.82 4.10 69.64 1.32 
BGEM-0079-S 12.52 4.28 68.75 1.31 
BGEM-0080-S 12.78 3.93 69.04 1.32 
BGEM-0081-S 13.52 4.37 67.90 1.33 
BGEM-0082-S 14.11 4.35 67.37 1.36 
BGEM-0084-S 11.57 4.18 69.80 1.33 
BGEM-0085-N 10.93 3.89 68.92 1.27 
BGEM-0086-N 11.62 4.19 69.75 1.32 
BGEM-0087-N 11.94 4.24 69.38 1.33 
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Supplemental Table S4 continued.  Trait BLUPs of kernel composition traits for 232 
BGEM lines and recurrent parents.   
BGEM Protein Oil Starch Density 
BGEM-0088-N 13.27 4.43 67.96 1.35 
BGEM-0089-N 12.71 4.63 68.34 1.33 
BGEM-0090-N 12.97 4.23 68.49 1.34 
BGEM-0091-N 11.48 3.90 70.31 1.34 
BGEM-0092-S 12.05 4.08 69.50 1.32 
BGEM-0093-S 11.45 3.98 70.10 1.31 
BGEM-0094-S 12.44 4.06 69.10 1.35 
BGEM-0095-S 13.63 4.45 67.75 1.36 
BGEM-0096-N 11.06 3.83 70.83 1.32 
BGEM-0097-S 12.44 3.84 69.54 1.34 
BGEM-0098-S 11.86 3.98 69.98 1.33 
BGEM-0099-S 12.32 4.33 68.97 1.34 
BGEM-0100-S 12.62 3.96 69.23 1.33 
BGEM-0101-S 11.17 3.88 70.32 1.30 
BGEM-0102-N 11.59 3.79 70.40 1.33 
BGEM-0105-N 10.77 4.15 69.65 1.29 
BGEM-0106-N 10.47 4.10 70.35 1.29 
BGEM-0107-N 12.06 3.92 69.73 1.32 
BGEM-0108-S 13.81 3.98 67.83 1.30 
BGEM-0109-N 12.35 3.85 68.49 1.32 
BGEM-0110-N 12.40 3.61 69.69 1.32 
BGEM-0111-S 15.09 4.60 65.97 1.28 
BGEM-0112-S 13.95 4.58 67.11 1.28 
BGEM-0113-S 14.35 4.60 66.66 1.29 
BGEM-0114-S 15.26 4.52 65.94 1.29 
BGEM-0115-S 15.10 4.62 65.95 1.29 
BGEM-0116-S 14.77 4.64 66.34 1.29 
BGEM-0117-S 14.11 4.66 66.76 1.28 
BGEM-0118-S 14.14 4.67 66.83 1.28 
BGEM-0119-S 12.54 3.99 69.03 1.26 
BGEM-0120-N 13.16 4.07 68.45 1.31 
BGEM-0121-N 12.87 4.06 68.70 1.33 
BGEM-0122-N 10.91 3.81 70.99 1.33 
BGEM-0124-N 11.49 4.03 70.11 1.32 
BGEM-0125-N 12.37 4.42 68.87 1.34 
BGEM-0126-N 11.60 3.98 70.02 1.33 
BGEM-0127-N 12.90 3.98 68.94 1.32 
BGEM-0128-N 12.96 4.05 68.67 1.33 
BGEM-0129-N 12.00 4.18 69.40 1.35 
BGEM-0130-N 12.28 4.21 69.08 1.33 
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Supplemental Table S4 continued.  Trait BLUPs of kernel composition traits for 232 
BGEM lines and recurrent parents.   
BGEM Protein Oil Starch Density 
BGEM-0131-N 12.46 4.16 69.05 1.32 
BGEM-0132-N 14.11 4.27 67.33 1.34 
BGEM-0133-S 14.23 4.03 67.65 1.35 
BGEM-0134-S 13.95 4.61 67.07 1.35 
BGEM-0135-S 12.83 4.31 68.29 1.32 
BGEM-0136-S 13.89 4.79 66.95 1.35 
BGEM-0137-S 12.49 4.17 69.01 1.33 
BGEM-0138-S 14.73 4.47 66.65 1.36 
BGEM-0139-N 12.57 4.04 68.93 1.33 
BGEM-0140-N 10.34 3.99 71.23 1.31 
BGEM-0141-N 12.82 3.95 69.14 1.34 
BGEM-0143-N 11.74 4.30 69.67 1.35 
BGEM-0144-N 12.72 4.23 68.76 1.33 
BGEM-0145-N 12.65 3.80 69.33 1.33 
BGEM-0146-N 12.70 4.06 68.95 1.33 
BGEM-0147-S 12.61 4.10 68.87 1.32 
BGEM-0148-S 13.85 3.92 68.12 1.34 
BGEM-0149-S 12.25 3.95 69.51 1.33 
BGEM-0150-S 13.41 4.12 68.16 1.34 
BGEM-0151-N 12.59 3.93 69.22 1.32 
BGEM-0152-N 11.76 3.79 70.17 1.33 
BGEM-0153-S 13.77 4.12 67.90 1.34 
BGEM-0154-S 13.43 4.10 68.27 1.34 
BGEM-0155-S 12.86 4.12 68.71 1.31 
BGEM-0157-N 12.41 3.81 69.58 1.36 
BGEM-0158-S 13.15 4.14 68.57 1.34 
BGEM-0159-S 12.11 4.37 69.18 1.33 
BGEM-0160-S 14.13 4.56 66.95 1.32 
BGEM-0161-S 13.22 4.36 68.02 1.32 
BGEM-0162-S 12.14 4.08 69.27 1.33 
BGEM-0163-S 11.84 4.35 69.05 1.28 
BGEM-0164-S 13.21 4.34 68.05 1.33 
BGEM-0165-S 13.65 4.19 68.09 1.34 
BGEM-0166-S 12.05 4.15 69.18 1.26 
BGEM-0167-S 13.00 4.11 68.70 1.35 
BGEM-0168-S 12.50 4.23 68.74 1.32 
BGEM-0169-S 12.96 4.32 68.33 1.34 
BGEM-0170-S 13.22 4.35 68.17 1.34 
BGEM-0171-S 12.05 4.61 69.05 1.34 
BGEM-0172-S 13.38 4.25 68.15 1.34 
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Supplemental Table S4 continued.  Trait BLUPs of kernel composition traits for 232 
BGEM lines and recurrent parents.   
BGEM Protein Oil Starch Density 
BGEM-0173-S 11.45 3.94 70.21 1.32 
BGEM-0174-N 11.88 3.96 69.67 1.31 
BGEM-0175-S 11.68 3.91 70.12 1.33 
BGEM-0176-S 13.13 4.21 68.46 1.33 
BGEM-0177-S 14.23 4.74 66.62 1.36 
BGEM-0181-N 11.52 4.08 70.27 1.33 
BGEM-0182-N 12.03 4.36 69.19 1.33 
BGEM-0183-N 11.62 3.80 70.41 1.33 
BGEM-0184-N 12.47 4.25 69.01 1.36 
BGEM-0185-N 12.21 4.06 69.40 1.33 
BGEM-0186-S 13.04 4.23 68.41 1.33 
BGEM-0187-S 12.89 4.23 68.39 1.34 
BGEM-0188-S 12.55 4.16 68.36 1.31 
BGEM-0189-S 10.97 4.29 70.35 1.31 
BGEM-0190-N 11.36 4.03 70.22 1.32 
BGEM-0191-N 10.04 4.12 71.45 1.34 
BGEM-0192-N 11.26 4.15 70.06 1.34 
BGEM-0193-N 10.91 3.99 70.57 1.33 
BGEM-0194-N 12.25 3.87 69.60 1.34 
BGEM-0196-N 12.13 4.06 69.21 1.32 
BGEM-0198-S 13.90 4.32 67.43 1.36 
BGEM-0199-S 12.65 4.21 68.61 1.32 
BGEM-0200-S 12.31 4.12 69.27 1.34 
BGEM-0201-N 13.20 4.03 68.52 1.36 
BGEM-0202-N 11.61 4.29 69.67 1.35 
BGEM-0203-N 13.17 4.08 68.38 1.35 
BGEM-0204-N 12.59 4.03 69.08 1.35 
BGEM-0205-N 12.22 3.78 69.63 1.35 
BGEM-0206-N 11.51 4.08 70.08 1.33 
BGEM-0207-N 12.98 4.36 68.40 1.35 
BGEM-0208-N 13.14 4.35 68.25 1.34 
BGEM-0209-N 11.18 4.00 70.41 1.32 
BGEM-0210-N 13.49 4.06 68.13 1.37 
BGEM-0211-N 11.61 4.12 70.00 1.33 
BGEM-0213-S 12.18 4.37 68.74 1.34 
BGEM-0214-S 14.04 4.13 67.78 1.35 
BGEM-0215-N 12.95 4.29 68.37 1.32 
BGEM-0216-N 11.30 4.26 70.09 1.34 
BGEM-0217-S 11.81 4.04 69.81 1.33 
BGEM-0218-S 13.04 4.87 67.32 1.31 
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Supplemental Table S4 continued.  Trait BLUPs of kernel composition traits for 232 
BGEM lines and recurrent parents.   
BGEM Protein Oil Starch Density 
BGEM-0219-S 11.11 4.34 69.80 1.30 
BGEM-0220-S 13.50 4.21 67.99 1.32 
BGEM-0221-S 12.30 4.21 69.14 1.32 
BGEM-0222-S 12.70 4.31 68.57 1.33 
BGEM-0223-N 13.27 3.81 68.71 1.32 
BGEM-0224-N 12.71 4.13 68.80 1.33 
BGEM-0225-N 12.51 3.79 69.40 1.30 
BGEM-0226-S 12.53 4.46 68.61 1.33 
BGEM-0227-N 13.43 3.88 68.64 1.34 
BGEM-0228-N 12.02 4.11 69.68 1.36 
BGEM-0229-N 12.68 4.12 68.99 1.34 
BGEM-0230-N 11.75 4.18 69.82 1.35 
BGEM-0231-N 12.35 4.28 69.03 1.33 
BGEM-0232-N 13.43 4.19 68.16 1.35 
BGEM-0233-S 12.66 4.20 68.66 1.33 
BGEM-0234-N 12.45 3.88 69.57 1.34 
BGEM-0235-N 12.81 4.06 68.83 1.34 
BGEM-0236-S 13.34 4.55 67.77 1.33 
BGEM-0237-N 12.31 3.69 69.85 1.33 
BGEM-0238-N 12.58 3.77 69.43 1.32 
BGEM-0239-N 11.93 3.74 70.12 1.33 
BGEM-0240-N 12.78 3.89 69.24 1.33 
BGEM-0241-N 11.60 3.90 70.13 1.31 
BGEM-0242-N 11.83 3.91 69.94 1.32 
BGEM-0243-S 12.41 4.13 69.27 1.34 
BGEM-0244-S 12.47 4.13 69.23 1.33 
BGEM-0245-S 11.58 4.43 69.44 1.33 
BGEM-0246-N 11.02 3.96 70.58 1.31 
BGEM-0247-N 12.65 4.00 69.09 1.35 
BGEM-0248-N 12.77 4.47 68.48 1.33 
BGEM-0249-N 12.92 4.02 68.86 1.34 
BGEM-0250-S 12.24 4.20 69.24 1.32 
BGEM-0251-S 12.22 4.30 69.05 1.33 
BGEM-0252-S 11.94 4.15 69.57 1.34 
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CHAPTER SIX 
GENERAL CONCLUSIONS 
The general goal of this project was to explore flowering time variation in exotic maize 
germplasm that had been adapted to the central U.S. Corn Belt using two different adaptation 
methods, backcrossing (chapters 3 and 4) and artificial selection (chapter 2).  Flowering time has 
been identified as the single most important factor in adapting exotic germplasm, and for this 
reason, flowering time was chosen as the main trait of interest.  A secondary goal was to further 
characterize the backcrossing association panel for other adaptation traits, such as height, and 
quality traits, such as kernel composition.  To accomplish these goals, the germplasm was 
extensively phenotyped for flowering and other adaptation traits, and association analysis was 
used on the backcrossed germplasm to explore the differences in flowering time, height, and 
kernel composition.  Association analysis was conducted using three different methods.  
Selection mapping was used to detect the flowering differences in the artificially selected 
populations, using a novel Bayesian outlier approach.  Many loci were found to be significantly 
associated using the association mapping methodology for the backcrossed germplasm (Chapter 
3); however, many more loci were found in the selection mapping experiment (Chapter 2).  The 
identified loci were compared to 919 flowering related candidate genes that were compiled by Li 
et al. (2016), and originally published by Chen et al. (2012), Danilevskaya et al. (2008), Dong et 
al. (2012), and Hung et al. (2012).  This set of candidate genes was concentrated on as their 
flowering related effects have been previously noted.  A total of 19 flowering related candidate 
genes were found in the backcrossed germplasm experiment, while 230 flowering related 
candidate genes and 1 flowering quantitative trait locus were identified in the selection mapping 
experiment.  A single candidate gene, abi8, which is an APETELLA2-like transcription factor 
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homolog with known effects in regulating FLOWERING LOCUS T, was identified and common 
to both experiments.  Eighteen height related candidate genes were identified across four height 
related traits.  GRMZM2G012546 is the most interesting of these candidate genes as it also has 
known effects on flowering.  This candidate gene was identified for ear height in the backcross 
association analysis, as well as in the selection mapping experiment.  Fifteen kernel composition 
candidate genes were identified; however, none were found in common with other experiments.  
This is likely due to the diverse germplasm used in the association panel.   
Advantages and disadvantages exist for consideration of use of association analysis and selection 
mapping.  Association analysis can pinpoint loci through associations across a number of traits, 
thus is trait specific.  Selection mapping, on the other hand, looks only at allele frequency 
changes and the phenotypic trait being affected by these allele frequency changes can only be 
inferred.  Another difference between the two approaches is the ability to estimate genetic effect 
sizes for a given trait at a given SNP via association analysis.  Using the selection mapping 
approach, effects are unknown.  A major problem with both approaches is that the findings are 
genotype specific.  An underlying objective of this research was to identify candidate genes that 
have major effects and could be used by the USDA Germplasm Enchantment of Maize project to 
adapt exotic germplasm more rapidly, and to produce introgressed germplasm containing a 
higher proportion of the exotic donor genome.  Association analysis and selection mapping are 
vastly different approaches; however, overlap between the approaches, in terms of genetic 
findings, could be inferred as having effects on a wider range of germplasm.  One major 
difficulty with the backcross approach is that the GEM-DH lines were comprised mainly of two 
expired plant variety protected lines, PHZ51 and PHB47.  Because only small amounts of the 
exotic genome are represented in these lines, and the small regions representing the exotic donor 
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are distributed randomly throughout the genome, true effects of these donor segments are 
masked due to their low rate of occurrences throughout the tested GEM-DH lines.  The selection 
mapping experiment used three exotic populations as germplasm sources, with a wide array of 
germplasm making up these populations.  Candidate genes found in common across these 
populations would have a higher tendency to be important in adapting a wider array of other 
exotic germplasm; however, as previously mentioned, the effects of these common candidate 
genes are unknown, so the true nature of their ability to assist in rapidly adapting other exotic 
germplasm sources is unknown.   
In summary, this research supplied a great deal of knowledge on the effects of flowering time 
variation seen as a result of using different adaptation methods.  Though general conclusions 
could be made, as with any research, additional research is needed to fully understand how 
flowering time can be manipulated for rapid introgression of exotic maize germplasm.  A general 
baseline for future research should be placed on looking at those candidate genes identified in the 
selection mapping experiment that were in common across the three studied populations and 
determining the effects of these candidate genes.  One approach would be to conduct an 
association analysis on these studied populations, or additional populations, in a manner similar 
to that used by animal and human geneticists.  This type of approach would reduce the time 
needed to create and phenotype inbred lines representative of the populations, but would still 
allow accounting for environmental effects through genotyping and phenotyping a larger number 
of individuals in the populations.  An emphasis for the association analysis should be placed on 
creating additional lines for inclusion in the association analysis.  Additional lines should better 
represent the exotic donor populations; doing so would require the creation of more DH lines per 
exotic donor population.  In the current study, some populations were only represented by a 
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single line on one of the two recurrent parents.  The creation of these additional DH lines would 
create an increased chance of finding the rare alleles that are carried by these exotic donor 
populations, as a better sampling of these populations would be taking place.  The findings of 
such experiments would then serve as a guide for additional research, just as the present studies 
had served for the suggested future research.   
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